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PREFACE

The Federal Aviation:Administration has developed this guide to help appli-
cants prepare for the Commercial Pilot-Mrplahe Written Test. It supersedes
AC 61-71A, Commercial Pilot-Airplane Written Test Guide, dated 1977.t

This guide outlines the aeronautical knowledge requirements for a commercial
pilot, informs the applicant of source material that can be used tO acquire this
knowledge, and includes the test items and illustrations representative of those
used in the FAA Comdtercial Pilot-Mrplane Test.

The test items in this guide are Irwilations, principles, and practices,
that were current at the time t Ileition was printed. Periodically this
guide is revised.

Test items in the "FAA written tests are updated as soon as possible when the
need arises, consequently FAA written test items may vary from those con-
tained herein.

)

The FAA does not supply the correct answers to questions included in this
guide. Students should determine the answers by research and study, by work-
ing with instructdrs, or by a ending ground schools..The FAA is in no way re-
sponsible for the contents Of c mmercial reprints of this publication nor the ac- .

curacy of answers they may list.' '. ,

- , .
Comments regarding this publication should be directed to tl?e U. S. Depart-
ment of Tlansportation, Federal Aviation Administration, Flight Standards Na-
tional Field Office P.O. Box 25092, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73125.

../.
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f
INTRODUCTION

COMMERCIAL PILOT AIRPLANE
liturEEN TEST GUIDE

This guide is offered as tin aid to assik persons in
obtaining the necessary. knowledge to pass the
written test. There is NO quick and easy way fo
obtain the background'of experience, knowledge,
and skill that the present-day professional pilot
must' possess. In the .many areits where tech-
-nological change is the rule rather than the excep-
tion, there can be no substitnte for diligent study
to develop competence and remain current,

The intent of this guide is to define and narrow
the field of study to. the knowledge requisite to
the Commercial Pilot. Certificate. Thus, the appli-
cant is more able to direct an' effective study plan.
The applicant is reminded,- however, THAT
FULL. KNOWLEDGE OF ALL TOPICS MEN-
TIONED IN THE STUDY OUTLINE - NOT
JUST A MASTERY OF, THE TEST ITEMS
SHOULD BE USED AS THE BASIS FOR DE-
TERMINING THAT ONE IS PROPERLY PRE-
PARED TO TAKE A WRITTEN TEST:

NEEP FOR THE WRItTEN T ST
,

*Technological advances and re inement have
made the modern airplane versat' e, reliable, and

i'-efficient, thereby expanding the phases of air
commeuce in 4#hich the commercial pilot ma be-
come involved. Consequently, situatioA's are ften
encountered invOiving rapidly changing condi-

1 tions which demand full .knoWledge of the air-
plane and the environment in which it will be
operated.

The increaSed use .of more advanced and refined
aircraft by the general aviation segment haS. out-
moded the practice Of testing for memory ?lone.
Of course,.knOWledge is-still necessary but it must
be related tet skill. . Tyerefore, writtpn .examina-
tions today require the ability to use lmowledge in
practical. situations as well as -in answering Ties-
tions based on theoretical problems:

TYPE OF TEST QUESTIONS

The writtelk test .contains -objective, multiple-
choice- type test items that can be answered by a
single response selected from the four presented.
This type of test has several advantages, two of
which are (1) - objective scoring eliminating any
element of subjective judgment when determin-
ing the grade, and (2) rapid scoring, making it
possible for the ,applicant to receive the grade

'
TAKING THE WRITTEN TEST

At presentjhere are 60 items on the commercial
written test. The maximuni time allowed for com-
pletion is "4 hours. While it may .be possible to
complete the test in less time, it may increase the
probability of mistakes.

Applicants are encouraged to adhere to the fa-,
lowing guidelines whep taking the test: .

1.

2.

3.

4.

Fach statement means exactly what it says. Do,
not look for hidden meanings. The statement
does not concern exceptions to the rule; it re-
fers to the general rule.

Always read the statement or question first--
before looking at the answers. Be sure to read
the entire item carefully. Avoid "skimming"
and hasty assumptions as thii may lead to an
erroneourapproach to the problem or failure
to consider vital words.

. ,

Only one of the alternate angwers given is
completely correct. The others may be the ret
stilt of incorreci computation, misconceptions
of rules and principles, or erroneous or incom-
plete analysis of the problem. Be.sure .to
sider and understand all factors,

Each test item is independent of other test
items. The correct res nse-to one item is not
based on the correct reponse to a previous test



question, although occasionally lhe sanw fac-
tors maybe used.

5. Applicants are encouraged to skip items which
they cannot readily answer. You can return.to
the items you skipped after completing those
which you can readily answer. This procedure
will enable you to make maximum use of the
time available, and may mean the difference
between a passing or failing score.

6. In solvMg problems, select the answer closest
to ydur solution. If you have solved the prob-
lem correctly, your solution will be nearest to
the correct answer.

ELIGIBurry .100R TAKING THE TEST z
,

Theyrerequisites for taking the initial written test
are prescribed in FAR. Part 6I.35. The require-
ments for retaki ig the' test in the event of failure
are prescribed FAR Part 6.1.149. When arriving
for the writtel test, you shoull be prepared to
present to the person administering the test proof
of your eligibility to takr it, as well as documen-
tary evidence of your -identity. Normally, you will
not be permitted to begin the test unless there is
maximum allowable time available for taking the
test.

Ire
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RECOMMENDED STUDY MATERIAIS

The follovVing lists the essential reference
inaterhls .developed by the U. S. Department of
Trans; irtation, but does not include all the useful -

materit& that is available. Qther excellent text-
books, au liowisual training aids, and In.tnictional
materials produced commercially ma be ob-
tained from various bookstores, and fixed-base
operators engaged in flight training.

List of Publications

ADVISORY CIRCULARS
FAA Advisory Circulars inform the aviation

public in a systematic way of nonregulatory mate-
hal of interest. Each circular issued is listed nu-
merically within its subject-number breakdoWn
which corresponds toShe subject area'of the Fed-
eral Aviation Regulations. Most of the recom-
rnended4study materials listed in this guide are is:
sued as advisory circulars.

Before ordering FAA Advisory Circulars it is
advisable to obtain a copy of AC 00-2, AdvNory
Circular Checklist. AC 0012 lists advisory circu-
lars that are for sale as well as those available free
of charge from the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion. It also contains complete titles, a brief de-
scription of the contents of each advisory circular,
and ordering instructions.

A
To obtain a free copy of AC 00-2 send a re-

quest to:

U. S. Department of Transportation
Publication Section M-443.1
Washington, D.C., 20590

I.

It is recommended that the CommerCial Pilot
applicant obtain Advisory Circulars in at least the
following subjects:

Subject Number and Subject Matter

00
20 Aircra

60 Airmen
70 Airspace
90 Air Traffic Cprorol and

(.:eneral o)perations
140 Schools and Other Certificated

Agencies

FLIGHT TRAINING HANDBOOIC AC 61-21.
7,.SN 050-007-00008-1. Provides information anti
direction in the introduction and performance of
training maneuvers for student pilots, pilots who
are requalifying or preparing for additional rat-
ings, thid for flight instructors.

PILOT'S HANDBMK OF AERONAUTICAIL
KNOWLEDGE. AC431-23A. SN 050-011-00051-

' 8. Contains essential, authorita,tive information
used in training and guiding private pilots, and
covers most subject areas in which an applicant
may be tested. Tells how to' use the Airman's In-
formation Manual, the data in FAA-approvet air-
plane flight manuals, and the basic instruments.

PLANE SENSE. AC 2e-5D. Acquainti the pro-
spective airplane owner with certain fundamen-
tals of owning and operating,an airplane. It is free
upon request.

PILOT'S WEIGHT AND BALANCE HAND-
B0011 AC 91-23A. SN 050-007-00405-2 Pro-
vides It) easily understood text on aircraft weight
and balance. It progresses from an explanation of
fundamentals tch the application of weight and
balance principles in aircraft operatiops. .

,

WAKE TURBULENCE. AC 90-23D. Presents
information on the subject of wake turbulence
and suggests techniques that may help pilots
avoid the hazards of wingtip vortex turbulence. It
is free upon request.

TERRAIN FLYING. AC 91-15. SN 050-007
00147-9. COntains observations, opinions, warn- ..
ings, and advice from veteran pilots regarding
flight over various types of, terrain throughout the
U.S.
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MEDICAL HANDBOOK FOR PILOTS. AC
' 67-2. SN 050-007-00E54-8. An aviation medicine

handbook written in pilots language that provides
guidance on when, and when not, Wfly. Emphas-
izes the fact that a good pilot must be physically
fit, psychologically sord,.and weft trained.

i

FEDERAL AVIATION KEGUI,ATIONS
(FAlls). The FAA publishes the Federal

n

r. q
Regulations to make readily available to the *a-

tion community the regulatory requirets
placed upon them. These regulations are sold a(
individual Parts by the Superintendent of Docu-
ments.

,/ The more frequently amended Parts are vAd on
subscription service (that is, subscribers will re-
ceive Changes automatically as issued), while the
less active Parts are sold on a single-side basis.
Changes -to single-sale_ Parts wiq be sold sepa-
rately' as issued. Information concerning these
Changes will ir furnished by; FAA through its
"Stfttus of the Vederal Aviation Regulations, AC
00-44.- Instructions for ordering this .free status
list are given in the.front of each single-sile Part.

Check or money order made payable to the Su-
perintendent of Documents should be included
-with each order. Submit orders .for single-sales
and subscription Parts on different order forms.
No con orders are accepted. All FAR Parts
should be ordered from: Superintendent of Docu-
meliits, U.. S. Government Printing Offic, I Wash-
ington, D. C. 20402.

The suggsted Partsfor study are:.

_Part I, Definitions and Abbreviati

Part 23, Airworthiness Standar&
ity, and Acrobatic Categonj Airpli

Part 61, Certification: Pilots and
tors.

ons.

Normal, Util-
nes.

Flight .lnstruc-

Part 71, Designation of Federal
Lou" Routes, Controlled Airspac
Points.

,-'

Airways, Area
and Reporting

Pap 91, General Operacingcand Might Rules:
:

Part 135, Air nal Operatm and Gornmenial
Operators of Small A ircrylt.

,
' FLIGHT INFORMATION/OPERATIONAL ,

PUBLICATIONS -

Airman's Information Manual (AIM). q This
manual is designed to provide airmen with basic
flighl information and ATC procedures for use in
die National Airspace System (NAS) of the U. S.
It also contains items of interest to pilots concern-
ing health and inedical facts,' factors affecting
flight safety, a pilot/controller glossary of terms
used in the Air Traffic Control System, and infor-.
mation on s afety, accident and hazard reporting.-

This manual is complimented by otl ra-
tional ublicatiOns which are available upon s
rate su scription. These iSublicatibris are:

. ,

i Graphit Notices and Supplemental Data. A
publitation containing a tabulation of Parachute
Jump Areas; Special Notice Area Graphics; Ter-
minal Area Graphiis; Terminal Radar Service
Area (TRSA) Graphics; and other data, as requir-
ed, not subject to frequent change. This publica-
tion is issued qu(terly.

Notices to Airmen. A ,publitation contahiing
. ..

current Notices to''Airmen SNOTAMs) which are
considered essential to the . afety of flight as well
as supplethental data affecting the other opera-
tional publications listed here. This publication is
issued every 14-days.

Airport/Facility Directory. This publication
contains intormatiob on airports, communica-
tions, navigational Aids, instrument landing sys-
tems, VOR receiver (chkkpoints, FSS/Weather
Service telephone numbers, and various other per-
tinent special notices. These publications are
available upon subscription ,from the National
Ocean Survey (NOS), Distribution Division (C-
44), Riverdale, Maryland 20840.



NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY
BOARD PART 830. This publication deals with
procedures reqnired in the notification and re-
porting of accidents and lost or Overdue aircraft
within the tfnited States,Lits territories, and pos-
sessionS. It is free upon request from the National
Transportation Safety Board, Publications
Branch, Washington, D. C. 20594.

VIM/1FR . PILOT EXAM-O-GRAMS. Provide
brief exphmations of important aeronautical sub-
jects. These iiklude concepts. and procedures
critical tv aviation safety, common misooncep-
tions among pilot applicants, and areas which
cause general difficulty in written tests.- Exam-0-
Gramtare free and may be obtained by coiltac-

.Jing It S. Department of Transportation. Federal
Aviation Administration, Flight- Standards Na-
tional. Field. Office, AFS-590, P. 0. Box 25082,
Oklahoma'City, Oklahoma 73125.

AIRPLANE FLIGHT MANUALS AND PI--
- LOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOKS. Aircraft

manufacturers issue manuals for each aircraft
.model. They may be hlitained from aircraft'man-
'ufacturing companies or possibly from local air-
plane dealers and distributofs.

-

`4.
5

9

How to Obtain Publications Sold by Supl.
I. Use an order form (not a letter unless abso-

lutely necessary) when ordering Governitierii
publications. Order forms may.be duplicated or
obtained tree upon request from:

Superintendent of Documents
1.1. S. Government Printing Offke
Washingtom, 1R. C. 20402

2. Send separate orders for siibwription and
nonstibseription items.

3. Give the exact name hvisory Circular
identification mimber, and stock number when
ordering publications.

4. Send a check or money order for the exact
anmunt made out to the Superintendent of Docu-
ments; ) NOT SEND CURRENCY. (include
an adcitional 25% to cover postage for foreign

lid letter is used to request publications, en-
close 'a self-addressed mailing label./

6. All prices are subject to diange. The latest
Advisory Circular Checklist, AC (X)-2,should be
coasulted for current pricing of publications. It 'is
important that the correct amount be enclosed
with the order.

99,
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STUDY OUTIINE

The study outline whid follows is the frame-
work for basiciaeronautical knowledge that the
prospective coNnercial pilot should knoW. Eac}i .
question on the FAA written test can be direftly
related to one .or more of the topics contained in
this outline. This subkot-matter is based on opera- .

tionally realistic airman activity .and encompasse
the requirements specified in FAR 625.

I. Federal Aviation Regulations

A. 14 CFR Part L !Definitions and Ab-.
breviations

1.- General definitions
2. Abbreviations and symbols

8. 14 CFR Part 61: Certification: Pilots and
Flight Instructors.

1. Required certificates/ratings
2. Certificates and ratings issued
3. Carriage of narcotic dnigs
4. Duration of pilot certificates
5. Duration of medical certificates
6. General limitations
7. Pilot logbooks

7 8. Operations during medical defi-
,

ciency
9. Second-in-command qualifications

10. Recent experience: pilot in com-
mand.

11. Pilot-in-command proficiency check
12. Commercial pilot privileges/limita-. .

tions

C...14 CFR Part 91: General Opera4 and
Flight Rules. -
1. Subpart A-General

a. Responsibility aiid authority
of the pilot in command.

.b. Pilot in command 4 ailtraft re-
(ruiring more than one required
pilot.

c. Preflight action
d. Flight crewmewbers at stations.
e. Interference with crewmembers.
f. Careless Or reckless operation.
g. Liquor and drugs
h. Dropping objects

i. Fastenini)of safety belts.
j. Parachutes and parachuting
k. Portable electronic devices
1. Ftiel requirements for flight

undpr VFR
m. ATC transponder equipment
n. Civil aircraft:. oertifi-

catkins required
o. Civil aircraft airworthiness
p Civil aircraft operating

limitations and !narking
q. Supplemental oxygen

1 r. Power'ed civiltircraft instrument
and equipment requirements. .

s. Flight 'recorders and
cockpit voice recorders.

t. Automatically reporteii pressure
altitude data and the pilot's
altitude reference

u. Restricted category civil
aircraft; operating limitations.

vi Limited category civil aircraft;
I operating limitations
w. Provisionally certified civil

dircraft; operating limitations
x. Aircraft having experimental .

*certificates: operating limitations.
-y. Emergency exits for airplanes

carrying passengers for hire
z. Emergency locator transmitters

2. Subpart B-Flight Rules

a. Waivers
b. Operating nearother aircraft
c. Right-of-way ruks; except

water operations
d. Aircraft speed
e. Acrobatic flight
f. A'ruraft lightk)
g. Compliance with ATC instnic-

%lions
h. ATC light signals.

Minimum safe altitudes; gneral
j. Altimeter settings
k. Flight plan; informati required
I. Flights between MejcIco or Cana-

, da and the United States .

m. Operatingon.or in the viiinity of
1 an airport; general rule§



n. Operatioatit airports with operat-
. ing control towers

o. Operation lit airports without .con-
trol towers.

p. Terminal contr01 areas
q. .Temporary flight restiVions
r.' \hi& test areas
s. Restricted and prohibited areas
t. Positive control areas and route

.segments
u. Flight restrictions inthe proxi-

mity of the Presidential and'
other parties- .

v. Basic VFR weather minijnums
w. Special VFR weather minimums
x. VFR cruising altitude or flight

level

3. Subpart C Mairitenance, Preventive
Maintenance, and Alterations.

a. Maintenance reqnired
b. Carrying persons after repairs or

alterations
c. Inspections
d. Altimeter system tests and inspec-

tions
e. .Progressive inkpecition
f. Maintenance records
g. Transfer of maintenance records
h. Rebuilt engine thaintenance re-

cords
i. ATC transponder tests and

inspeotions

4. Subpart D Large and Turbine-pow-
. ered Multiengine Airplanes

a. Flyingeripment and operating
information

b. Operating limitations and emer-,
gency equipment

c. Equipment requ nts: over-
tbe-top, orAight'VFR perations.

d. Survivakeyttipment fo overwater
operatiOnse

-e. Radio equipment foroverwater.
.operations.

f. Emergency equipment.
g. . Flight altitude rules:
q4. Smoking and safety belt Signs.

i. Passenger briefing.
j. Carry-on baggage.
k. Carriage of cargo
I. Transport category airplane

weight limitations. .

in: Operating in' icing conditions
n. Hight engineer, requirements
0. Second in command require-

.
ments

p. night attendant requirements
q. Inspection program
r. Availability of inspection pro-

pfam

D. '14 'CFR Part 135:.Air Taxi Operators and
Commercial Operators of Small Aircraft.

1. Applicability
2: Operating rules
3. Crewmember qualification
4. Aircraft and equipment

II. 49 CFR Part 830: Rules pertaining tO the
Notification and Reporting of Aircraft'Ac-

.

cidents or Incidents. dr

A. ApplaibilitY
B. Definitions i
C: bnmediate notifle.ation and information ,t
D. Preserving wreckage /mail /cargo /records
E.' Reports/Stlitements to be filed,.

IIL FAA Advisory Circulars.

. A. Series 00-General
B. Series.20LAircraft
C. Series 60-Airmen
D. Series 70-Airspace
E. Series 90-Air Traffic Control and Gen-

end Operations
P. Series 120-Air Carrier an( Ommercial-

Operator:S. .,
G. Series 150-AirportS

' H. SerieN 170-Air Navigittion Pacilities

IV. FLIGHT INFORMATION/OPERATIONAL
PUBLICATIONS.

A. AIMi-liasic Fligilt Information and A'TC
. Procedures.

I. Pilot controller, glossary
2. Airport lighting/marking/aids

t-

k.
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3. Atr navigation radio aids
4. 4111.(VHF omnidirectional range)
5. VOR receiver check
6. VHF direction finder

fitRadar
Visual approach slope indicator
(VASI)

9. Rotating beacons
10.` Runway markings
11'-.'eeintrolled/uncontrotled airspace
12., qtperating at nontower airports
la,. 'Special use airspace-prohibited,

restricted, alert areas; military oper-
ations areas.

14. Seivices available to pilots
15. Aeronautical advisory stations (UNI-

COM, MULTICOM)
16. Automatic leirtrinal ihformiltion

service (AT1N
17. ATC departure/en route/arrival

procedures.
18. Radar traffic iiiformation serCrice
19. Transponder operation
20. Terminal control area
21. Terminal radar program -for yVR

aircraft
22. Airport' operations/tower controlled

airports/nontower airports
23. Radiotelephone phraseology/techni-

que
24. Light signals
25. Traffic/wind directi n- indicators-

/taxiing .

26. VPR flight'ptans
27. Altimetry

vt-ouo 28. ADIt and designated mpu tainous,
lareas

29k/ Wake turbulenIce
30. Pilot/contr011er roles/respons es

31. Medical facts for pilots
32. Fatigue
.33 Hypoxia_
34. Hyperventilation
35. Alcohol
36. 'Carbon morfoxide
37. Good operating practices
38. Safety, accident, and\bazard reports
39. Emergency., procedures

. N.

B. Graphi Notices and supplemental Data.

1. Parachuté jumping areas
2. Military tntitring mutes
3. Special operation .military training

rouites
4. Terminal area graphic notices
5. Terminal radar service areas

(TRSAs)

C. Notices To Airmen (NOTAMS).

1. Extended NOTAMS
2. FDC NOTAMS
3. Speeial NOTAMS

D. Airpoilt/facility,Directory.
--

1. Abbreviations
2. Legend
3. Special Notices
4. VOR Receiver Check Points
5. Aeronautical Chari Bulletin
6. Enroute Flight Advisory Service

V. Aerodynamics and Principles of Flight.

A. Laws of motion
B. Functions of the flight controls
C. Principles of airfoils
D. Wing platform-

- 1. Area/span/chord
2. Aspect ratio/taper/sweepback

Effect of planform on stallpatterns
E. Forces acting on,the aircraft -`
F. Flight controls/axes of the aircraft
G. Lift/drag during turns

Lift versus angle of attack -

I. Lift/tliiist-yersus -air density
J. -TYpes Of flipg, spoilers, divebrakes
K. Effect of flaps on lift/drag/trim
L. Effect of ice/snow/frost on-airfoils
M. Power versus climb4lescent/level,flight
N. Gyroscopic precession
0, Types_ and effect of drag-in-

. duced/parasite/profile
P. Groundeffect
Q. Loads/load factors-

. R. Stability-static and dyna-
mic/longitudinal/lateral/di-
rectional

S. Stalls/spins,

1 3



T. Relative wind/angle of attack

U. Effect of wind duribg tans
V. Torque effect-P factor
W. Flight Envelope

VI. .Aircraft/Engine Operation CeneiviL

A. Fuel injection/carburetor
principles ,

B. Reciprocating engine principles .

C. Prvflight/postflight safety practice's

1). Use of misture/throttle/pro-
peller control

E. Use of proger fuel grade/type.

F. Fuel system operation

(;...Engine.starting/shutdown
H. Detonation catise/effect
I. Fuel contamination prevention/eli-

mination . .

Emergency-engine/systems/equip-
ment/fire

K. Carburetor icing-cause/deteC-,,

tion/elimination,
L. Wake turbulence causes/precautions
M. Proper loading of the aircraft

N. Interpreting engine instriunents
. 14.3t 0. Ignition orelectriCal system/units

P. Recovery from,criticaflight
siqrations

,

r. yr, 1, 1.

J

Q. Effect of carburetor heat on mixture
R. Aircraftoperating limitations
-S. Manifold pressui.e versus-RPM

T. High altitude operations/pres-
smization

U. Use of oxygen and okygen equipment
V. Mid-air collision avoidiCuce

precautions

. VII. Aircraft/Engine Performance-General.

A. Takeoff charts
B. 'Rate-of-climb charts
C. Maximum safe celoisiend charts

..

D. Use of Denalt Computer

E. Landnig charts..
F. Stall speed charts

G. Airspeed measurement
TAS/lAS/CAS/EAS

H. Airspeed correction charts

1. Computing density/pressure/altitudes
J. Med of density altitude on

lormance
K. Effect ofweight/balanc o9 per:

forance
L. ritical performance si ds

Speeds-

. IN Effect of wind on aircraft
fiiinant;e

Per-

- ..

f N. Bank/speed xeisus rate/radius of turn
0.- Stall speed versns altitude or attitude
P." Stall speed versus indicated/true

airspeed.

Q. Obstacle clearance takeoff/landing
R. Best angle-/rate-of-clin b

S. Computation of gross w ht/use-
fill load

T. Computation of center7of-gravity
U. Weight addition or removal
V. Balance, stability, and cen-

t .ter-of-gravity.

W. EffectoradVerse balance
X. Shifting of loose.cargo
Y. Management of weight and

balance control

Z. Weight shifting

stiVIII. Flight Instruments and Sy, ems.

' A. Attitude indicator opera-
.

tion /errors

B. Heading indicator ope tion/errors
C. Turn indkator/coordi ator
D. Altimeter operation/errors
E. , Vertical speed indicator opera-

tion/errors .



F. Airspeed indicator operation/errors

G. Vacuum systems/instruments
H. Pitot-static systems/instruments
I. Magnetic compass operation/errors

J. Altimeter setting procedures/sig-
nificance

K. Pressure artitudesignifi-
cancePobt4iing

L Gyroscopic principles

A L.N. Airplane Operation.

A. Normal/crosswind takeoffs/landings .

d'?

2I.

B. Maximum performance take-
offs/landings

C. Emergency landings

4o, 11 Maneuvering speed

-E. Taxiing in strong surface winds

F. Flaps operation/systems

G. Landing gear operation systems
=

H. Controllable pitch pro-
. pellers operation/systems

I. SUpercharged engine operation

,

atv
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L.

EXCERPTS OF REGULATIONS ON SIVTIPICATION OF COMMFRCIAL PILOTS

Subpar, AGeneral

161.33 Tests: general Procbdure.
Tests prescribed by or under this Part a re

giyen at, times. and places. and by persons,
designated, by the Administrator.

61.35 Written test: prerequisites and passing
grades.

. .

(a) An applicant 'for a written test must
(1) Show that he hat% satisfactorily coin.

pleted the ground hist rik:tion or howe study.
contra required by this tatirt for the certifi-
cate or rating sought ;

(2) Present. as personal Ilentilication nn
airman certificate, driver's 'flcense, or other

doerment-; -and-
..... (3) .Present.. . birth...certificate _o..

official document showing that he meets the
age requirement prescribed in this Part for
the-certificate,sought not fitter (hip 2 years
from the date of application for lie test.
.(b) The.minimum passing grade is specified

bythe Administrator on each written test sheet
or booklet4hrnished to the applicant,
This section does not applNo the written test
for)an airline tran;port pilot certificar or
rating associated with that certificate.

1 61.37 Written tests, cheating or other un-
authorized conduct.

(a) Except as authorized by the Adminis-
trator, no person may

(1) Copy, or intentionally remove, a writ-
ten test under this Part ;

(2) Give to anoar, or receive from an--
other, any part of copy of thataest ;

(3) Give help on ghat test to, or receive
heltdon that test from, any person during
the period that test is 1.)eing given,;.

(4) Take any part.of that test in behalf
IV another person:

(5) Use any material or aid during the
period that test is being given; or

(6) IntentionaHy cause, assist, or partici-
pate in any act prohibited by this paragraph.
(b) No 'person whom the Administrator

finds to itive committed an act prohibited-by
paragraph (a) of this section is eligible for
any airMan or ground instructor certificate or
rating, or to take any test. themfor, unckr this
chapter for a period of one year after the date

-.:of that act. In addition, the commission of.

that act is a ba.:is for suspending or revoking
- any ,r,nian.or ground inst ructor i:ert Pate or

rating held by that person.
4

1 61,39 Prerequisites for flight tesh.

(a) To In' eligible" for, I i.flight test for a
Col i 1 ic a I e, or an aircraft ii, instrument rating
issued 1111lIe9 this Part, the applicant must

(I) llae iiasseil any required written test
since the beginning of tin* 1! I 1 month before
the month in which he takes le flight test.;

(2) Have the applicable instruction and

aero iiitical experience prescribed in this
Par ;

(3) llold a current medical cokificate ap-
-------proprfitte frr the -rel`ttte I-P-St41-.mtak1 ...1.1.1..i.u. tb.e.....

wise of a rating to Is. added to lini pilot cer- ,

tifirate. at lea-i a third-class medical certifi-
cate issued since the beginning of the 24th
mouth before the month in which -he takes
the flight test ;

,(4) Except for a flight test for an airline
transport pilot certificate, meet the age re-
quirement for the issuance of the certificate
or rating he seeks: and .

: (5) Have_ a written statement from an
appropriately certifccated flight .instructor

\ certifying that he has given Hie applicant
flight instruction in preparation for the flight

4. test w'thin 20 days preceding the date of
ppli ioftftind finds him competent pto ass

Hi te 1 -and to hap satisfactory knowledge
the subjects areas in which he is-shown to

licient by his FAA iffbman written test
HoNiever, an applicant need not-have

this wr ten statement if he--
(i) Hoids.a foreign pilot license issued

. , by a contracting State to the Convention
on International Civil Aviation that au-
thorizes at leastthe pilot privileges Of the
airman certifIcale sought by him;

(ii) Is applying for a typesrating only,
or a class rating with nit associated type
rating; or .

(iii) Is applying for aq airline trans-
port pilot certificate or ail additional air-
craft rating on that certiliCate.-

(b) Notwithstanding' subparagrapfl (1) of
paragraph (a) of this section, an applicant for
an airline transport pilot certificate or an addi-
tional aircraft ratiav on that certificate. who

. \
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WRITTEN TEST SUBJECT MATTER CODES

DEPARTMENT'OF TRANSPORTATION
Federal Aviation Administration.
PRIVATE AND COMMERCIAL PILOT 41

Written Test Subject Matter Codes

USE ONLY TO IDENTIFY cooEs, mot as study outline since lfrivate and Commercial areas are combined.

TO determine the subject areas you missed, compare subJect matter codes on your At' Form 8080-2

:Airman Written Test Report, with coded items on this list of subjects. The total number of

questiods you missed are NOT reflected by the number of subject matter codes shown on the test..

report, lince ONE OR MORE questions may have been asked in each item show%

FEDE AVIATI 1

ill A 1, 1,4110

1 ir c. cr
A02--,Airport traffic area
A01 - coiling
AO( - COmmercial Operator
A05,-,Flight level
A06 - Fljot visibility
A07 - Interstate air commerce
AOS - Large aircraft
A09 - Mejor alterationr.
A10 - Major repair
All '- Pilot in command
A1'2-4-letemd'irrcommend -----

REGULATIONSL

A13 - Federalle4i-wi,"
Al4 - Control aria
Al5 - Continental conital aret
A16 - Control zone
A17 - Route segment
Al8 - Terminal control'area

0A19 - Positive control area
PART 61: CERTIFICATION: PILOTS/FLIGHT
INSTRIXTIMr

801 -7171477id certificate/rating .
802 - Certificates and ratings issued
803 Expired pilot certifiCates/reissuance
804 - Carriage_of narcotic drugs/marihuana
805 - Duration ofopilot certificates

B -.8 - Duration of medical certificatds
Generel liatitations

8 - Pilot logbookS
1109 - Operations during medical deficiency.
810 - Second in command qualifications
1111 - Recent experience: Pilot in command

i 812 - Pilot in commind proficiency check
813 -.Falsification, reproduction, alteration
814 - Change of address
1115 - Glider towing: experience/instruction .

816 - Private rivileges/limitatimis .

817 - Free bal oon rating: limitations
1118 - Commercial pilot privileges/limitations
819 - Airship/frit balloon: limitationt
Per 91: GENENAL_OPERATING RULES-SUBPART A
C01 - Responsibility of pilot in command
CO2 - Pilot in command - more than one pilot

CO3 Preflight otion
cq4 - Flight crewmembers et stations
CO5 Intefference with crewmimbers
C06 - Careless or reckless operation'
C07 - Eiguor egokdrpgs
C08 - Flights letween Mexico/United States
C09 - Dropping objects
C10 - Fastening qf safety belts
Cll - Parachutes and parzichuting
C12 . Towing: gliderk or other than gliders
C13 - Portable electronic devices
C14 - Simulated instrument and flight tests
C15 7 ATC transponder equipment requirements

C16 - VOR equipment Check for IFR operations

C17 Fuel requirements - IFR cond)tions /
C18 - Civil aircraft: C41ligicates required
C19 - Speciel au-thorizattbns foreign aircraft

C20 - Aircrafk airworthiness
C21 - Aircraft operating limitations/markings

C22 - Supplemental oxygen
C23 --Instrument and equipment requirements
.C24 -'Flight recorders; cockpit voice recorders
C25 - Automatic reported altitude/pile's 'ref-

erence
C26 - Transport airplane weight lititation

C27 - Maximum weights for airplaie in Alaska

C28 - Limited/restricted aircraft limitations
C29 - Experimental aircraft limitations
C30 - Special rules for foreign civil aircraft
C31 - Ferry sight with dne engine inoperative
C32 - Emergency exits for airOlanes
C33 - Aural speed warning device'
C34 - Altitude alerting system or device
C35 - Emergency locator transmitters
C36 - Report: aircraft identification/activity
tART 91: GiliERAL,FLIGNI RULES-SUBPART 8
001 - Waivers
002 - Operating near other aircraft
003 - Right-of-way rules: operations
004 - Aircraft speed
005 - Acrobatic flight
.006 - Aticraft lights
007 - Complying - ATC clearances/instructions
008 - light signals
009. - Minimum safe altitudesgelioral
010 - Altimeter settings
011 -`Fright.plin: information required
D12-- Operating - in vicinity of airport
013 - Operation - airport with.control tower
014 - Operation - airport without:tower
015-1- Flight in terminal control areas
016 - Temporiry flight restttictions
017 - Flidht test areas
018 - Restricted and prohibited areas
019 - Positive tontrol areas: route segments
020 Jet advisory.areas.
021 - Opeations to,,or-over, Cuba
022i- Flight limitation - space flight recovery
023 - Operation: aircraft of Cuban registry
024 - Flight restriction - Presidential/parties
025 - -Uric VFR weather minimums
026 - Special VFR weather minimums
.027 ',FR cruising altitude or flight level

028 - ATC Clearance/fliiht plan required (IFR)
029 - Takeoff/landing under IFR
030 - Limitations-instrument approach procedure
031 - Minimum altitudes for IFR operations
032 - IFR cruising'altitude/flight level'
033 - Course to be flown (IFR)
034 - IFR radio communications ,

035 - 1FR two-way comMunications fkilure
036 - Maltunction reports (IFR)
037 - ATC transponder test/inspections

'AC Form 8080-2-20 (5-75) (0052-00-558-7001) Supersedes AC Fprm 8060-37-20 (7-74),

1
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I.

PART 91: MAINTENANCE. PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
AND ALTERATION$-SUOPW C

(Ca - Geneal maintenance and alterations
(02 - Maintenance reqbired

.

(011- Carrying persons after repair/alteration
(Of - Inspections/progressive inspection
05 - Altimeter system tests/inspections
.(06 - Maintinance records/transfer of records
EQ7 - Rebuilt engoine maintenance records

418

E - ATC transp6nder test/inspection
RT 1: GE'ANO TURBINE-POWERED MULTIENGINE

s_.11110:1:14.15.111.1411billi
F01 - Applicability
F02 - flying equipmint/operating inforinktion
F03 - Familiarity with operating limitations

and emergency equipmen%

- Survive] equipment/overwater operations
F04 quient - over-the-top/night VFR
F05

F06 - Radio equipment/overwater operations
F07 - Emergency equipment
F08/- Flight altitude rules
F09 -. Smoking and safety belt signs
FIO Passenger briefing
Fll - Carry-on baggage
F12 - Carriage of cargo
F13 - VFR fuel-Tequirements
F14 - OperatinCindcing cone4ons.
F15 - Flight engineer requirements
F16 - Second in tommand requirements
FIT - Flight attendant requirements
FI.8 - Inspection program

PART 135: AIR TAXI OPERATORS AND COMMERCIAL .

OPERATORS OF SMALL AIRCRAFT
a,,G01 - Subpart A,- General

.

602 - Subpart B - Rules-ATCQcirt4ficate holder
603 Subpart C - Operatingl'ules

11, 604 - Subpart D - Crewmember qualifications
GO5 - Subpart E - Aircraft apd equipment
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAF TY BOARD

ROT - AppTica fTTly
1402 - Definitions
1403 - Immediate notification.and information
1404 - Pris ving wreckage/mail/cargo/records .

FAA ADVISORY IRCULARS
H05 - Report /statements to be filed

/TV- Series 00 Ceneai

ACCIDENTS

102 - Series 20 Aircraft
'103 - Series'60 Airmen
104 - Series 70 Airspace
105 Series 90 Air Traffic Control and General

Operations
.106 - Series,.120 Air Carrier enb Commercial

Operators and Helicopters
107 - series 150 hirporti'
108 - Series 170 Air Navigation Fecilities
FILICM INFORMATIIA PUBLIC/MONS
J01 - Glossary of aeronautical terms
J02 - Airport lighting/marking/aids* op
J03 - Air navigation radid aidt
J04 - Visual apprOach slope indicator
J05 - Controlled/uncontrolled.airspace
JOE - Operating at non-tower airports
J07 - Special use,airspace-prohibited, re-

stricted. ISJTA, alert arehs
J08 - Automatic teAninal informetion service
.J09 - ATC kleparture/enroute/arrival proCedures
J10.7 Radar traffic information service
011 - Stage I, II, III terminal radar service

J12 - Aeronautical advisory stations (UNICOM)
J13 - Radiotelephone phraseology/technique
J14 m Traffic/wihd direction indicators
315 - Obtaining weather information/briefing
J16 - Flight Plans

. J17 - tHF/UHF direction finder
\J18 - ADIZ and designated mountainous areas
J19 - Medical facts for pilots
J20 - Good operating practices'
J21 - Obtaining airport/heliport data
322 - FSS/Weather Service telephone numbers
J23 - Obtaining radio facility/FSS data
J24 - Special notices/Special Opehtions
J25 - NotiZes to airmen (NOTAMS)
J26 - jerminal radar-service areas
J27 - Terminal area graphic notices
J28 - Restrictions to enroute navigation aids
J29 - VOR receiver check points
J30 - Parachute jumping areas
AERODYNAMICS AND PRINCIPLES OF FLIGHT
0151= Laws of mo-1-51q1)

002 - Functions of.fhe flight controls
003 - Principles of airfoils
004 - Forces acting on the aircraft
005 - Flight controls/axes of the aircraft
006 - Lift/drag during turns

-007-- Lift-versusangle of attack
008 - Lift/thrust versus air density
009.- Effect of ice/snow/frost on airfoils
01/ - Power versus climb/descent/level flighl
011 - Gyroscopic'precessjon
012 - Coning (helicopter,
013 - Translating tendency (helicopter)
Ole - Ground effect
015 - Translational lift (helicopter)
016 - Transverse flow effect (helicopter)
017 - Loads/load factors

1018 - Stability/controllability
019 - Stall/spins
020 - Effects of flaps, spoilers, dive brakes
021 - Relative wind/angle of aAtack

AEffect of wind during turns
021 - Torque effects - P factor
024 - Dissymmetry of.lift (helicopter)
AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE OPERATION - GENERAL
1501 - Fuel .injection/cariluretor principles
PO? Reciprocatkng:engine principles
P03 Preflight/pdstflight safety practices
PO4 - Use of miZture/throttle/propeller control
P05 - Use of proper fuel grade/type
P06 - Fuel system operation
P07 Engine starting/shutdown
P013 - Detonation cause/effect
PO9-- Euel contamination-prevention/elimination
P10 - Emergency-engine/systems/equipment/fire
Pll - Carburetor ice-cause/detection/elimination
P12 - Wake turbulence-causes/precautions
P13 - Crotiswind takeoff/landlpg
P14 Proper loading of the aircraft.
P15 Interpreting engine instruments
P16 - Ignition or electrical system/units
P17 - Recovery from critical flight situations
P18 - Carburetor heat effect on mixture
P19 - Aircraft operating limitations
P20 - Manifold pressure versus RPM
P21 : High altitude Operations/pressurization

'AP72 Use of oxygen and oxygen eqilipoient
P23 - M)d-air colli5lor avoidarce precautions

1 4

19
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AIRCRAFT/ENGINE pqFORMANCE GENERAL
1:7(FE- r t s- cit:( ra ft )

Q02 - Rate-of-climt, charts (airplane/rotorcraftl
Q03 - Cruise charts (airplane/rotorcraft)
Q04 - Maximum safe crosswind charts (airplane)
Q05 - Vse of perialt computer (airplane)
Q06 - anding charts (airplane/rotorcraft)
Q07 - ltitude-airspeed charts (rotorcraft)
Q08 - S all speed charts (airplane)
Q09 - Hovering ceiling charts (rotorcraft)
QI0 - Airspeed correction.charts (airplane)
Q11_ - Predicting performance (helicopter)
Q121- tomputing density/presSure altitudes

.

Q13 - Effect of density altitude on performance
14 - Effect of weight/balance on performance
Q15 - Crjtical performance speeds - "V speeds"
Q16 - Effed% of wind on aircraft performanfe
Q17 - Bank/speed versus rateiradius.of turn
Q18 - Stall speed versus altitude or attitude
019 - Stall speed versus indicated/true airspeed
Q20 - Obstacle clearance takeoff/landing 1

Q21 1 Best angle/best rate-of-climb (airplane)
Q22 - Computation of gross weight/useful load
Q23 - Computation of center-gravity
Q24 - Minimum sink speed-(glider)
Q25 - Glide ratio L/D (glider) .

Q26 - Speed-to-fly (glider)
Q27 - BeSt-glide-speed (glider)
Q28 - Glider performance curves (glider)
Q29 - Airspeed for searching for lift (glider)
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS AND SYSTEMS
I101 - Attiff&-Taicator operrition/errors
R02 - Heading indicator operation/errers
'R03 - Turn indicator/coordi6ator
RCK - Altimeter operation/errors
R05 - Vertical speed indidtor ueration/errors
R06 - Airspeed indicator operatftWerrors
1107 - Vacuum systems/instruments
R08 - Pitot-static systems/instruments

4A
R09 7 Magnetic compass oPeretion/errors
Rio - Altimeter setting procedOre/significance
R11 - Pressure a1titude-significance/6btaining

,.1112 - Gyroscopic principles

AIRPLANE OPERATION -

001 - NOrmaT/crosawind takeoff/landing
UO2 - Maximum performance takeoff/lahding
UO3 anergency landingi
U04 - Maneuvering speed ,

U05 - Taxiing with strong surface Wind.

'UM.- Retractable landihvieer/operatton
-U06 FTaps operation.

1/00 - Controllable pitch propeller opeation
U09 --Superthin' engine operation'
.Ul0'- Multiengine c ical enginclailure.

\

Aer
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AIRMAN WRITI-EN TEST APPLICATION

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

The information on this form is requirod under the authority of the Federal) Aviation Act -
(Section 602). Certification cannot be cbmpleted unless the data is complete.

'Of VOW Social Security Account Number (SSAN) it optional. If you do not suppflip
your SSAN. a substitute number or identifier will be assigned to give your records unique 9-digit
number for internal control of airman records.

,

If your SSAN has been previoully given, it is already in the system. Requests for removal must
be in writing. If you do not wish your SSAN on future records, please do not disclose SSAN on
airman written test, airman certification. addlor medical certification "applications.

Routine uses of 'records maintained in the system. including categories of users and the purposes
-of suck uses: --To dotermine-thit einnenere-certifiedirracconiance with the provisi on 'of the Fed* ra
Aviation Act of 1958. Repository of documents used by individual and potential employers to
determine validity,of airmen qualifications. To support investigative efforts of investigation and
law enforcement agencies of Federal. State.and local Governments. Supportative information ip
court case concerning individual status and/or qualifications in law suite. To provide data for the
Comprehensive Airman Information System (CAIS). To provide docuMents for microfilm and
microfiche backup records.

INSTRUCTIONS JO APPLICANT:

* ATTENTION: READ THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH CAREFULLY BEFORE
S%COMPLETING THIS APPLICATION:

WnOEVER. IN ANY. MATTER WITHIN TH URISDICTION OFtNX DEPART-
-

MENT OR AGENCY OF THE UNITED STA ES KNOWINGLY AND WILLFULLY
FALSIFIES/0 CONCEALS OR COVERS UP BY ANY TCK. SCHEME. OR
'DEVICE A MATERIAL FACT. OR MAKES ANY FALSE. -FICTITIOUS OR
FRAUDULENT STATEMENTS OR RgPRESENTATIONS. OR MAKES OR
USES ANY FALSE WRITING OR DOCUMENT KNOWItJGJTHE SAME TO
CONTAIN ANY FALSE. FICTITIO OR FRAUDULENT TATEMENT OR
ENTRY. SHALL BE FINE., NOT E THAN $10,000 qR MIPRISONED
NOT MORE THAN 5 YE TV (U.S. CODE. TITLLt8. SEC. 1001.)

4

* CERTAIN TEST QUEST! INVOLVINb REGULATIONS. ATC PROCEI
DURES. ETC.. ARE FREQUENTLY OUTDATED BY'VEFIY RECENT CHANGES.
IN .THESE INSTANCES., APPLICANTS ARE GIVEN CREDIT FOR THE
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COMMERCIAL PILOYTEST QUESTIONS

0

#

001. In which.,of the following flight opera- 005. Which of the following is required equip-

tions is the pilot in command required to ment for operating an airplane within a

-possess an instrument rating while oper- Group II TCA?

t\ing in VFR conditions?

8-01 1- Flight-in the Continental Control
Area.

2- On an international flight.

3- In the Positive Control Area.

4- Oh a DVFR flight plan.

\.- -------002.---Unless_ethirwise_authorized,_._a...11not. _ill_

command is required to possess a "Type
Rating" for that aircraft when operating

k ,

,

8-01 1- any aircraft that requires more
than one pilot.

2- an airplane with a gross weight
in excess of 12,500,RoUnds.

. . ,

3- a multiengine airplane with a
gress.weight in excess of 6,000

pounds. .

4- an airplane with a gross weight
. in excess of 6,0Qp pounds,

003. Unless otherwise authorized, a pilot in
command is required to possess a "Type
Rating" for that &ircraft when operating

B-01 1- a lighter-thatrair category air-
craft.

2- an airOlane in air commerce between
the United States and other coun-
tries.

3- a turbojet powered airplane.

4- any military surplus aircraft.

004. Which statement is true concerning the
requirements for flight within A Group
I Terminal Control Area?

A-18 1- Distancemeisuring equipment is
. required

. 1./

2- At_least a Compercial Pilot
Certificattis required.

3- A radar beacon/trnsponder is
required.

4- Automatic di.rectlQn finding.equip-
ment is requIred.

A-18 1- An Automatic Directionieinder,

2- A14096 co" traywonder.

3-.PNVOierecei'ver with OIME.'

' 4- A 4096 code transponder with Mode C
. (automatic altitude reporting).

006. Regardless of weather conditions, ATC "

.autharizationtis_required prior .to_oper- _

ating an aircraft within a

A-18 Transition Area.
2- Terminal Control Area (TCA).
3- Terminal Radar Service Area (TRSA).
4- Control Zone.

'

, 007. At least a Private Pilot Certificate is

lir required to

A-18 1- operate an airplane within a transi-
tion area at night.

2- enter a control zone tinder / Special
VFR Clearance.

3- land or take off from an airport
within a Group I TCA.

4- enter an Airport Traffic Area.

19

008. A request for a deviation from the 4096
code transponder equipment requirement,
when operating in a Group I-TCA, must be

/11 submitted to the

A-18 1- nearest FAA General Aviation District
Office 24 hours before the proposed
operation.

2- FAA Administrator at leas1,94 hours
before the proposed operat on.

3- appropriate control.tower at least
48 hourt before the proposed opera-
tion.

op 4- controlling ATC facility at least-4
hours before the proposed operation

$A.

4

!I
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009. Which statement concerning Terminal ton-
:trol Areas (TCAs) is true?

A-18 1- No person max operate an aircraft
in either a Group I or a Group II
TCA unless prior authorization from
ATC has been received.

2- Flight underVisual Flight Rules is
itt permitted in Group I TCAs.

1146 start at ground level,and ex-
t61:41 upward to, but not including,
the base of Positive COntrol Areas.

4- Flight_plans are required for
flight operations in Group II TCAs.

010. RegUlations which refecito "commerdlal
, operator" relate to that person who

,

A-04 1- engages in air commerce, other than
air carrier, for compensation or
hire.

2- acts as pilot incommand of an air
carrier airoraft,_.

3- is the ownerd6 a scheduled airline.

4- is a required crewmember aboied an
airline transport aircraft:

. -

011. Regulations which refer to the "opera-
.tional control" of a flight are in rela-
tion to

-------016.

A-04 1- exercising the'privileges of pilot
in command of-an aircraft.

2: exercising authority over initi-
ating, conducting, or terminating
a flight.

3- the specific duties of any re-
f

quired crewmember.

013. Rules governing Airport Traffic Areas
.apply when flying into all

A-02. 1- airports with an operating Flight
Service Station.

2- airports with an operating control
tower.

3- control zones.

4: Orports.

014. An Airport Traffic Area extehds upward
to, but does not inclOde,

1- 3,000 feet AGL.
2- 3,000 feet MSL.
3- 2,000 feet AGL.
4- 2,000 feet M5L.

---"1 I

015. Airport Traffic"Areas,are in effect at all
airpOrts where

A-02 1- a.control zone is in effect.,

2- a Flight Service Station is in
operation.

3- a control tower-is in operation.

4- the airport is located. within the
lateral limits)of controlled air-
space.

4- acting as the sole manipulator of
the aircraft controls.

012. Regulations which refer to "operator"
relate to that person who

1- causes the aircraft to be used
or authorizes its use.

2-; is the sole manlOulator of the
aircraft controls.

3- is a reqAired crewmember aboard

A-04

the aircraft.

4- acts at pilot in command of the
aircraft.

B-10

To serve as second in command of "large"
airplanes a person must hold at least a

1- Private Pilot Certificate with the
appropriate category and class..
ratings.

2- Commercial Pilot Certificate With
the appropriate category, class,
and type ratings.

3- Private Pilot Certificate with the
appropriate category, class, and
type ratings.

4- Commercial Pilot Certificate with .

the appropriate category, and class
ratings.



017. What flight time may a pilot log as
second in command?

8701 1- One-half Of the total flight time
while serving as second irk\command
oh aircraft requiring moreAhan one
pilot.'

2- Only that flight time during which
thesecond in command is the sole
manipulator of the controls.

4 3- All flight time while, acting as
'second in command in aircraf%
requiring more than one pilot.

4- All fligftt time while acting as
second in command, regardless of
aircraft crew requirement.

.018:.Whefflight time must be shown, in a re-
lfable record, by a pilot exercising
the privileges of a Commercial Certi-
ficate?

7

1- Only the additional 'flight instruc-
tion time received.

2- Only the flight time necessary to
meet the recent experience re--
qufrements.

3- All flight time flown with passen-
gers aboard the aircraft. Ail

4- All additional flight time.

019. Which of the following is permitted if
a pilot has a Commercial Certificate,
.airplane, with only a multiengine land
cless,. and DC-3 type'rating?

B-07 1- Operating any large airplane for.
hire.

2- ()Orating any multiengine airplane,
regardless of Weight.

3- Carrying passeng@ls nOt for hire
in a single-engine airplane.

4- Carrying/passengers for hire in a
light tWin-engine land airplane..

020. If 0 Second-Class Medical Certificate was
.

issued July. 24, 1979, this certificate

8-06- 1- permits private pilot privileges
only beyond midnight July 24,-1980.

2- PerMits private pilot privileges
only, beyondojadlig of thelast
day of July 118,67-

3- permits commercial pilot privileges
Only until nddnight July 23, 1980.

4- must be renewed by midnight .

.july 23, 1980, to carry passengers
for hire after July 24, 1980.

021. If a pilot has only a "multiengine land"
rating on a Commercial Certificate and car-
ries passengers in a single-engine air,.
plane, this pilot would_be operating fn

8-07 1- accordance with 1ARs, provided the
pilot receives a cheCkout.flight in
the aircraft with a certificated
instructor.

2- violatioh of FARs.

3- accordance with FARs, since the-pilot
is rated in 6 more complex aircraft
and is not carrying passengers for
hire.

4- violation of FARs, unless the pilot
has made at least three takeoffs and
three landings within the past 90,

4.-days.

022. Assume that 4 Second-Class Medical Certifi-
cate was issued on.December 5, 1978. For
operations not exercisingihe privileges
of a CommerEril Pilot Certificate, this -
medical certificate will be valid through
the end of .

p-06 December 31, 1979.
' 2- December 31, 1980.

3- December 5;1979.
4- December 5, 1980.

023. If a Second-Class Medical Certificate was
issued' to a commercial pilot 13'months agb,
tring the next 11 months, this pilot may

4

8-06 1- act as pil6t.in command for compen-
sation or hire; but may not carry
passengees or property for compen-
sation or hire. .

, 2- not act as pilot in command nor
carry passengers or pPoperty.

3- act as pilot in commend,for compen-
sation or hire and carry passengers
or property tor compehsation or hire.

.4- act as pilot in comemnd andtarry (e
passengesq property, but not for

. compensation or hire.

024. What'is the earliest date a Second-Class
Medical Certificate could have been
issued to exercise the privilegis of a
CoMmercial Pilot Certificate on
August 10, 1979? -'

8-06 1- August 1, 1978.

. 2- August 10, 1978.
3-,Juy 31, 1978. .

4- August 31, 1978. .



4.
I

025. What js the earliest date a Second-Class
Medical Certificate could have been
issued to xerciejte privileges'of a
Commercial Pilot Cer ificate on
June 12, 1979?

8-06 1- June 1, 1978.
2- June 2, 1978.
3- May. 3 1978.

4- July 31, 1978.

4

026.Jkcc0rd1ng-t0 fARs, 4 SecondrClass MeOfil
Certificate issued January 18, 1979, 030.

B-06 1- will expire, for commercial'pilot
privileges., January 3,1, 1981;

2-. will exp)re January 31, 1989, for

029. You, as a commercial pilot carrying pas-
sengers for htre at night, are required
to hold at least

B-01 17 a Coamercial Pilot Certificate
with a gold seal.

2- an instrument ratitig.!,

3- a First2tlass 4edical Certificate.

44, type radio for the airplane to
be flown.

commercial pilot privileges,'bUt
may be.used for private pilot privir
leges until January 31, 1981.

3-4 will expire January 18, 1980.

4- will expire January 31; ro81, for
cimmercial pilot privileges, but
may be used for private'pilot privi-
leges until January 31, 1982. A

it

027. Which statement is true regarding Cow
mercial Pillot Certificates?

B-05 1- Thfy expire after a duration of
12 months.

2- They expire After a dumstion of 24
months.

3- They expire if recency of expete,
enc.d requirements.are not met, I

4- There'-is no expiration.date on
these _certificates.

- 11.

An appropriate and current pilot and
medical certificate must be in one's
personal possession

B-01 1- at all'times while acting in any ca-
pacity as a relyred crewmember,

2- only when acting as pilot in cow
mand. for compensation or hire.

3- only when carfYing passe s while
acting as 'pilót in comma

4- only when acting as pilot in comr.
mand during flight operations'
inmolving interstate commerce.

028. cxamples of the term "category" as'used
WW1 respect to certification, privileges, -.

andlimitfitions of airmen, include
3. ,/

B-02 1- airplane; rotonmaft; glider; and
lighter-than-air.

2-r.DC-8 and i1C-9;'Lear.Jet;. and jef '

Commander 1121. .

transport, normal; utility; acro- t
batic,k restricted.

4- singie-engine; multiengine; land;'
.'water; helicopter.

4 .

031,.14carry-passengers.for hire on a VFR.trip
at night in a single,engine airplane, and
to remain within a radius of 25 NM from
the departure, airport, you, the pilot in
command woulCbe required to possess at
least a

B-W1 1- Private'Pilot Certificate with air-
. -plane single-engine land rating.

2L Crmercial Pilot Certificate with
irplane single-engine land and

;
instrument ratings.

3- Private Pilot Certific e.with
airplaneysingle-engine nd and
instrument ratings.

4- Commercial Pilot Certif
airplane single-engi

tate 'with

d Wing.
1..1.

032. To act as'Oilot in ;. nd of an aircraft,'
one must haVe

/
-sat : actorily (1) accomr

plished a flight view or.(2) completed
a pilot profici y-check within the .

preceding

'B-12 1- 6 months.
2- 12 months.
'3- 24 months.
4- 36:months.



033. Unless the necessary takeoffs and landings
have been made to meet the recency of
experience requirement, a commertial
pilot may not

.B-11 1- perform any duties as a crewmember.
2- fly for compensation or hire.
3- act as.pilot in command.
4- tarry passengers.

034. If recency of experfgnce requirements for
night flight are not.met, And official
sunset is 1806, the latest time which
-passengers--ean be carriedis

8-11 1- 1806.

2- 1906.
3- 1706.
4- 1836.

035. To meet the recent flight experience re-
quirements for aqiting as pilot in tom-
mand,carrying passengers at night, a

4 pflot must have made, within the preced-.
ing 90 dayi and at night; at least ,

.

8-11 1- three takeoffs and,three landings
.. to a full stop in the same tate-

gory and class of-aircraft to be
, -used.

2- three'touch-and-go landings in the
same category andclass of aircraft
to be used.

' 3- three takeoffs and three landings,
. either'full stop or touch-and-go;

but must be ecOmpanied by a cer-
tificated flight Instructor who
meetslhe recent fxperience for
night flight.

-4- three takeoffs and three landings
to-a full-stop in the same category
but=not necessarily in the same

- c1aSs of aircraft to be Used.

.'.036. What recent flight expirience must be met
loefore a commercial airplane.pilot:may` flY.

4. solo in an airplane?
4

B-11 1- Three takeeffsoand three landings

037. If a pilot receives a biennial flight re-
view on July 17, 1979, and a Commercial
Glider Certificate on September 19. 1979,
the next biennial flight review for this
pilot would be due .

8411 1- July 17, 1981.
2- July 311, 1981.

3- September 30, )981.
4- September 19, 1981.

038. If a pilot receives a biennial flight re-
view March 14, 1979, and an instrument rat-
ing August-7, 1979, the next biennial,
flight/review for this pilot would be due

B-11 1- March 14, 1981.
2- March 31, 1981,
3- August 7, 1981.
4- August 31, 1981.

039. Prior to carrying passengers at night, the
pilot in command must have accomplished
the required takeoffs'and landings in

B-11 1- an aircraft that is equipped for
instrument flight.

.N

2- the same category and class,of air-
craft to be used.

3- the.same category, clats and type
of aircraft to be used.

4- any category aircraftri(

040. If the operational category of an air-
plane is listed as "normal," it would
mean that this airplane coilld be oper- `

Ated in which of ihe folftwing maneuvers?

C-21 1- All types of acrobatics.

Any maatuver requiring an abrupt
change in Attitude.

3- Limited -.acrobatics, including
spins.

4- Any maneuver.except acrobatics
or spins. '

within thejmeceding 90 days'in 1 041. Airworthiness Directives for general

. an airplane. aviation aircraft are published as

2- Three takeoffs and three landings
within thiepreceding 90 days in

nY fixed7W1ng aircraft.

34 Satisfactorily iceoMplished a
flight revlew in,any airCraft for
which. rated', withip the preceding
24 months.

-

.. C-20 1- supplements to the Advisory Cirtu-
lar System. .

2- Notices to Airmen...

3-,amendments to FARs-.

nonregulatory directive's.

Sgtisfactorily acconplished a
.flight review within the preceding,
,24.months, but thi s :0440 ewmust !be'

: in-an airplane,



042. Which statement fi true ri1itIn4-6 Air-
worthiness Directives (ADs)?

C-20 1- ADs are nonregulatory in nature.

2- Noncompliance with ADs renders an
airplane unairworthy.

3- Compliance with ADs is the respon-
sibility of maintenance personnel.

4- When ADs are complied with, air-
plane maintenance records may be
discontinued.

043, WhiCh document should show compliance
..with an applicable Airworthiness
Directive?

C 20 1- The aircraft maintenance records.

2- The aircraft Airworthiness Certi-
ficate.

3- A rog,miintained separately from
other aircraft records.

4- The aircraft Registration Certi-
ficate.

A
044. Airworthiness Directives for general

aviation aircraft must be complied with
in the same manner as

C720 1- Advisory Circulars.
2- Federal Aviation Regulations;
3- nonregulatory directives.
4- Notices to Airmen.

045. Regarding certificates-and documents, no
person may operate an aircraft unless it
has within it an

C-18 1- Airworthiness Certificate, aircraft
and engine logbooks, and Owner's
Handbook.

2- Airworthiness Certificate and
Owner's Handbook.

3- Airworthiness Certificate, Regis-
tration Certificate; and operating

' limitations.

4- Airworthiness Certificate, and air-
* c aft anthengine logbooks.

046. No person may operate a civil aircraft
unless the Airworthiness Certificate or
special flightipermit or authorization
required by regulations, is

C-18 1- displayed at the cabin or cockpit
entrance so that it is legible to
passengers or crewmembers.

2- included in the approved logbooks
for that aircraft.

3- filed with the other required
certificates or documents within
the aircraft.

4- filed in the operator's office
from which the airplane is dis-
patched.

047. What documents or records must be aboard
an

C-18

airclfft during flight?

1- Op rating limitations, and an'air-
cra Use and Inspection Report.

2- Operat on limitations; a Registra-
tion Certificate; and an appro-
priate, currdnt, and properly dis-
played Airworthiness Certtficate.

3- Repair and alteration forms, and a.'
Registration Certificate.

4- Aircraft and engine logbooks, and
a Registration Certificate.

048. Portable electronicidevices which may cause
interference with the navigation or coar
'munication system may not be operated on
aircraft being flown

C-13 1- in commercial operations.
2- at aligtudes above 14,500 feet ASI..
3- withinithe United States.
4- along federal airwais.

049. When must a.required flight crewmember'
seatbelt be fastened?

C-10 1- During takeoffs and landings only
if passengers are being carried
for hire.

2 9

2- During the entire flight while at
the assigned station.

3- During the entire flight if.the
aircraft is being used for hire.

4- During takeoffs and landings only.



050. Prior to takeoff, passengers should be
notified to fasten their seatbelts.
This is

6C-10 1- a gocd operating practibe, although
not mandatory. '

2- mandatory prior to,all takeoffs
and landings.

3- mandatory prior to takeoffs but
not landings.

4- mandatory.for air.tui operators
and airlines only. N-

051. A person may not act as a crewmember of
an aircraft if alcoholic beverages have
been consumed by that person within the
preceding

C-07 1- 48 hours.
2- 24 hours.
3- 12 hours.
4- 8 hours.

052. One may not act as pilot in command of an
aircraft while carrying passengers who are
obviously under the influence of intoxi-
cating liquors or drugs unless

C-07 1- it is decicied the safety of the
flight would not be affected.

2- liquors or drugs are not to be
served aboard the aircraft.

3- these passengers are medical
patients under proper care.

4- these passengers remain seated
with the seatbelts fastened.

053. In addition to other preflight action, the
regulations require the pilot in command to

.C-03 1- determine runway lengths at aira,
ports of intended use.

1

2- check each fuel tank visually to
ensure that it is always full.

3- check the accuracy of the omninavi-

. gatio6 equipment.

4- file a flight plan.
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054. Which statement 1s true-regArding'civil
aircraft airworthiness?

C-01 1- The commercial operator is res-
ponsible for determining that the
aircraft is in condjtion for safe
flight.

2- An FAA certificated mechanic is
responsible for determining that
the aircraft is in condition for
safe flight.

3- The pilot in command is responsible
for determining that the aircraft
is in condition for 9de flight.

4- If an unairworthy mechanical or
structural condition exists, that
aircraft can be flown only in solo
flight.

055. Determining that an aircraft is in condi- .

tion for safe flight is the sole responsi-
bility of the

r .

C-01 1- pilot in command of that aircraft.

2- mechanic who services that air-
craft.

3- operator who leases that aircraft.

4- owner of that aircraft.

056. If an in-flight emergency requires imme-
diate action, a pilot in command may ,

,JC-01 1- not deviate from FARs unless per-
mission is obtained from Air Traf-
fic Control.

2- deviate from FARs to the extent

\ required to meet that emergency.

)3- not deviate from FARs unless prior
to the deviation approval is
granted by the Administrator.

4- deviate from FARs to the extent re-
quired to meet the emergency, but
must submit a written report to the
Administrator within 24 hours.

057. Pilots who change their permanent mailing
address and fail to notify the Airmen
Certification Branch of the FAA of this
change are entitled to exercise the privi-
leges of their pilot certificate for a
period of.

8-14 1- 180 days.
2- 90 days.
3- 60idays.
4- 30 days.

30



jp58. Supplemental.oxygen must be used by the
required minimum flight crew for that
time exceeding 30 minutes while at cabin
pressure altitudak,bove

C-22 1- 10,600 feet MSL.
2- 12,500 feet MSL.
3- 12,000 feet MSL.
4- 10,000 feet MSL.

V(

059. Unless each occupant is provided with

SoPPleMentat oXYgens ne Person maY
operate an aircraft above 'a cabin
pressure altitudi of

C-22 1- 14,000 feet NSL.
2- 10,000 feet MSL.
3- 15,000 feet MSL.
4- 12,000 feet MSL.

060. If an unpressurized airplane is oper-
ated at 13,500 feet MSL for 2 hours
45 minutes, how long during that time
is the minimum flight crew required to
use supplemental oxygen?

C-'22 1- 2 hours 45 minutes.
2- 2 hours 15 minutes.
3- 2 hours.
4- 1 hour 45 minutes.

061, If an unpressurized airplane is oper-
ated at 14,500 feet.MSL for 2 hours,
how .long during that time is the mini-
mum flight crew required to use supple-
mental oxygen? 1.

C-22 1- 2 hours.
2- 1 hour 30 minutes.
3- 1 hour.
4- 10.minutes.

062. If a pressurized airplane is not equipped'
with quick-donning tyPe oxygen masks, one
pilot at the controls must wear an oxygen
mask when operating above which Flight
Level?

C-22 1- 250.

2- 300.

3- 180.

4- 350.-

4

063. When Operating a pressurized aircraft '

above Flight Level 350, and it becomes
necessary for one of the required pilots
to leave the station, the remaining pilot
at the controls shall 7

C-22 1- reduce the cabin pressure altitude
to 14,000 feet MSL and maintain this
cabin pressure altitude until the
other pilot returns. ejk,

2- assure that a quick-donning oxygen
mask is available that can be sealed
on the face within 5 seconds.

3- require all remaining crewmembers to
, use oxygen masks until the other

pilot returns.

4- use the oxygen mask until the other
pilot returns to the station.

064. At which of these cabin pressure altitudes
may a pilot operate an aircraft it excess
of 30 minutes without supplementa oxygen?

C-22 1- 12,500 feet MSL.
2- 14,500 feet MSL.
3- 15,000 feetJMSL.
4- 15,500 feet MSL.

4

065. At least a 10-minute.supply of supplemen-
tal oxygen must be available for each occu-
pant of 6 pressurized aircraft when operat-
ing above which Flight Level? '

G-22 200.

2- 190.

3- 250.
4- 180.

066. Above,which cabin pressure altitude must
the required minimum flight crew use
supplemental oxygen at all timr?

C-22 1-1 10,000 feet M.S1...

2-14,000 feet MSL.
3 12,500 feet MSL.
4- 12,000 feet MSL.

067. If the operational category of an airplane
is listed as "utility," it would mean that
this airplane could be operated in which
of the following maneuvers? 1

C-21 1- Limited acrobatics, including
spins.

2- Any maneuver that requkes an
abrupt change in attinde.

3- All types of acrObatics.

4- Any maneuver except'acrobatics or
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00. Assume a pilot flying a single-engine air- 072.

plane observes a multiengine airplane
approaching on a collision course from the
left. Which pilot should give way and why?

D-03 1- The pilot of the single-engine air-
plane should give way; the other
airplane is to the left.

2- Each pilot should alter course to
the right; safety requires con'tant
vigilance.

3- The pilot of the single-engine air-
plane should give way; the single-
engine airplane is more maneuver-
able.

4- The pilot of the multiengine air-
plane should give way; the single-
engine airplane is to the right.

069. May
flight
hire?

airplane be operated in formation
assengers are carried for

0,02 1- Yes

trobled airsace.
ting outside con-

/2- Yes, arrangements have
). been h the.other pilot/

pilots.

3- Yes, if the passengers apprOve.

4- No, this is not' authorized.

070. Formation flight while carrying pAfren-
gers for hire is

10-02 1- authorized, if previous arrange-
ments have been made with the other
pilot/pilots.

2- not Authorized under any circum-
. stances.

3- not authorized, except...when oper-
ating outside of-coil-trolled air-
space.

4-"authorized if the passengers are
so informed prior to the flight.

071. Which of thOfollowing general aviallion
operationserequire an operable emeegency
locator transmitter.be attached to.the
airplane used? ;

C-35 1- Training flights that remain within
a 20-mile radius of the airport.

2- Agricultural aircraft operationt.

3- Commercial operations which are
governed by Part 136.

4- Commercial operaticns flown over
designate4 mountainous areas only.

297-997 0 7 79 '7'2.-

dl
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Unless coordinated with ATC, operational 1

testing of emergency locator transmitters
should be made only within the

C-35 1- first 10 minutes after any hour.
2- last 10 minutes before any hour.

40 3- first 5 minutes after any hour.
4- last 5 minutes before any(hour.

Q73. The expiration date for batteries used in
emergency locator transmitters can be
found on the

*

C-35 1- Airworthiness Certificate.
2- outside of the transmitter
3- radio station license.
4- instrument panel.

074. Nonrechargeable batteries used in'emer-
gency locator transmitters must be re-
placed before what percent of their
'useful life has expired?

C.-35 1- 90%.
2- 75%.

075. What is the maximum cumulative time an
emergency locator transmitter can be
operated before the nonrechargeable
batteries must be replaced?

C-35 1- 2 hours.
2- 1 hour.
3- 45 minutes.
4- 30 minutes.

076. Rechargeable batteriet used in emergency
locator transmitters must be rgcharged
before what percent of the useful life
of their charge has been depleted?

C-35 . 1- 90%.
2- 75%.
3- 50%.
4- 25%.

077. The maximum Cumulative time that an emer-
/--) ggncy locator transmitter may be operated

before the rechargeable battery must be
recharged is

C-35 1-

2-

(3-
4-

45 minutes.
30 minutes.
2 hours.
1 hour:

/



078. Which of the following aircraft requires
an altitude alierting system or device
when being opesrated?

C-34 1- All transport type iirplanes.

2- All airplanes with a gross weight
of mo/e than 12,500 pounds.

3- All airplanes except those used
for training.

4- All turbojet powered airplanes.

079. Unless authorized, a "restricted cate-
gory" civil aircraft should not be
operated within

C-28 "1- control zones.
2- congested limeys.
3- control areas.
4-7 transition areas.

080. Unless authorized, a "restricted cate-
gory" civil aircraft should not be
operated over

C-28 1- designated mountainous areas.
2- large bodies of water.
3- densely populated areas.
4- any airport.

081. The carriage of passengers for hire by a
commercial pilot is

C-28 1- not authorized in limited category
iTTCraft.

2- authorized in restricted category
aircraft.

3- not authorized in utility category
TaTcraft:

4- authorized in experimental category
aircraft.

082. Approved flotation gear, readily avail:
able'to each occupant, is required on
each,airplane if it is being flor

C-23 1- for hire over water, but only when
beyond 25 NM from shore.

2- for hire over water, regardless of
'.'the.distance flown.from shore.

3-.for-kire over water beyond power-
' ;off gliding distance from shore.

Ar
4- for hire over water, but only

when beyond 50144 from shore.!
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083. What equipment is required if an airplane
is operated for hire on a.day VFR flight
conducted over water and beyond power-off
gliding distance from shore?

C-23 1- Approved flotation gear readily
available to each occupant only
if the aircraft is flown beyond
50 NM from shRre.

2-'Approved flotation gear readily
,available to each occupant, and
eat least one pyrotechnic signal-
ing devicet

3- A sensitive altimeter adjus.table
for barometric pressue.

4- An approved system of dispensing
at least two ifferent colors of
water dye.

084. When conducting VFR operetions at night
for hire, the aircraft must be equipped
with et least

C-23 a flashing strobe on the vertical
fin.

2- an attitude indicator.

3-.one landing light.

4- a sensitive altimepr.

085. Which is requiyed equipment for powered
aircraft during up night flights?

C-23 1- Anticollision light system.

2- Appropriate radio navigational
equipment.

3- Gyroscopic direction indicator.

4- Gyroscopic pitch and bank indicator.

086. Which is required equipment for po
aircraft during VFR night flights?

C-23

33

1- Sensitive altimeter adjustable for
barometric pressure.

2- Flashlight with red lens.

3- Two-way radio communications system.

4- Alanding light if the flight is
for hire.



087. If ATC assigns an airspeed of 120 knots,
the maximum variation from this assigned
airspeed is

D-04 1- 100 knots to 140 knots.
2- 115 knots to 125 knots.
3- 105 knots to 135 knots,
4- 110 knots to 130 knots.

088. If ATC assigns an airspeed of 110 knots,
the maxiftm variation from this assigned
airspeed is

D-04 1- 105 knots to 115 knots.
2- 100 knots to 120 knots.
3- 95 knots to 125 knots.
4- 90 knots to 130 knots.

089. What is the maximum indicated airspeed
allowed in the airspace underlying a
Terminal Control Area or ifp a VFR cor-
ridor designated through Terminal
Control Area?

D-04 1- 200 knots.
28 180 knots.
3- 156 knots.
4- 230 knots.

090. The maximum indicated airspeed permitted
when operating a reciprocating engine
aircraft within an airport traffic area
which is located outside of a Terminal
Control Area is

D-04 1- 156 knots.
2- 180 knots.
3- 200 knots.
4- 230 knots.

% 091, Unless otherwise authorized, what iNhe
Aulkimum indicated airspeed at Which a
person may op rate an aircraft below
ri10,000 feet M 1.?.

0-04 . 1- 156 knots.
2- 200 knots.
3-230 knots.
4= 250 knots.

A

092, Suppose an airplane and an airship are
converging with the airship to the left
of the airplane. Which aircraft has the
riuht-of-way?

D-03 1- The pilot of the airplane should
give way; the airship is to the left.

2- The airship has the right-of-way.

3- Each pilot should alter course to
the right; safety requires constant
vigilance.

4- The airplane has the righi-of-way;
it is more maneuverable.

093. If on a night flight the pilot of airplane
A observes only the green Wingtip light of
airplane B, and the airplanes are converg-
ing, which airplane has the right-of-way?

D-03 1- Airplane B; it is to the right of
airplane A.

2- Airplane A; it is to the right of
airplane B.

3- Airplane B;'-it is to the left of
airplane A.

4- Airplane A; it is to the left of
airplane B.

094. If airplane A is overtaking airplane B,
which airplane has the right-of-way?

D-03 1- Airplane A, and it should alter
course to the right to pass.

2- Airplane B, and it should expect to
be passed on the right.

3- Airplane_A, and it should alter
course to the left to pass.

4- Airplane B, and it should expect
to be passed on the left.

095. If on a night flight the pilot of airplane
A observesfonly the red wingtip light of-
airplane B, and the airplanes are ebn-
vel.ging, which airplane has the right-of-
way?

D-03 1- Airplane A; it is to the ri ht of
airplane B. .ft

2- Airplane B; it is to the left of
airplane A.

3- Airplane A; it is to the left of
airplane B.

N. 4- *plane 43;- it is to the right of
, airplane A.
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096. After declaring an emergency with ATC
and being given priority over other
air traffic, a landing is made without
incident. In this case

D-07 1- the pilot shall, under all clrcum-,
stances, submit a detailed report
of that emergency to the chief of
the FAA facility involved.

2- a written report is not required.
unless the aircraft was damaged.

3- a detailed report must be sub-
mitted to-the nearest General
Aviation District or Regional .

Office of the FAA within 7 days.

4- the pilot shall, if requested by .

ATC, submit a detailed report of
that emergency within 48 hours to
the chief of that ATC.facility.

097. No person may operate an aircraft at
night unless lighted Obsition lights
are displayed during the period

D16 1- from 1 hour after supset until
1 hour before sunrise.

2- from 1 hour before sunset until
1 hour after sunrise.

3- in which-the visibilityfalls
below VFR minimums.

4- from sunset to sunrise.

098. Aircraft position lights are required to
be lighted starting at

D-06 1- sunset to sunrise.

'.2- 1 hour after sunset to 1 hour
before sunrise.

3- 30 minutes after sunset to
30 minuies before sunrise.

4- 30 minutes before sunset to
30 minutes after tunrise.

099. Maneuvers not necessary for normal flight
such as abrupt changes in an aircraft's
Attitude, an abnormal attitude, or abnor-
mal acceleration, are permitted in air-
planes certificated4n

D-05 1- utility.categ ry.
27 limited categ y.

3- acralatic cat my,
4- any category.

100. What is the minimum altitude required
for acrobatic flight?

D-05 1- 3,000 feet AGL.
2- 2,000 feet MSL.
3- 1,500 feet AGL.
4- 1,000 feet MSL.

101. What is, the minimum flidht visibility d*.

required for acrobati.c flight?

D-05 1- 5 miles: -

2- 3 miles.
3- 2 miles..
4- 1 mile.

102. While engaging in acrobatics, in addition
to observing the minimmm altitudes, res-
tricted areas, etc., the pilot must make
certain that

D-05 1- no precipitation is falling'.

2- there is no.danger of collision
with other aircraft.

3- all maneuvers are started into
the wind..

4- the fuel tanks are equipped for .

inverted flight.

103. If ATC assigni an%airspeed of 140 knots,
the maximum variation from this assigned
airspeed is

D-04 1- 130 knots to 150 knots.

2- 133 knots to 147 kribts.,

3- 135 knots to. 145 knotSL

4- 140 knots to any speed less than-
140 knpts.

104. If ATC assigns an airspeed the pilot is
expected to maintain an airspeed of

D-04 1- plus or minus 5 knts of the
assigned airspeed.

2-plus or minus 10 knots of the
/assigned airspeed.

3- plus or minus 5 percent of the,.
assigned airspeed.

4- plus or minus 10 percent of the
assigned airspeed.



105. An alternating green and red light fol-
lowed by a flashing red light is re-
ceived from the control tower while on
the final approach. Under these circum-
stances, the pilot should

0-08 1- abandon the approach and reenter
the traffic pattern using right- t4

hand turns.

2- abandon the approach, realizing the
airport is unsafe for landing.

3- abandon the approach, fly the same
traffic pattern again, and lane.

4- land and clear the runway in use as
safely and quickly as possible.

106. A flashing green light from the cOntrol
tower during flight means

0-08 1- continue, but exercise caution.

2- continue, because this light signal
is not applicable to aircraft in
flight.

3- return for.a landing, and expect an
alternating red and green light at
the proper time.

4- return for a landing, and expect a
steady green light at the proper
time.

107. A flashing red light from the control
tower during a landing approach means

0-08 \l- the airport is unsafe; do not land.

2- land; exercise extreme caution.

3- give way to other traffic.

4- give wAy to faster traffic;
circle until cleared.

108. If a flashing red light from the tower is
received while hldil on a runway for
takeoff, the pilo sh uld

0-06 1- take off immediately.
2- hold the position.
3- taxi clear of the runwey.
4- return to the starting point.

4.

109. Assume thAt a pilot operating VFR is
assigned a vector and an altitude by ATC.
The pilot should

0-07 1 not enter clouds, but should devi-

)
ate so as to maintain VFR condi-
tions; advising ATC is not neces-
sary.

2- enter clouds if the sky condition
is obseved as scattered.

3- enter clouds if-instrument rated.
,--...

4- not enter clouds, and should advise
ATC that VFR conditions cannot be
maintained.

110. Assume that a pilot who has been instructed
to maintain VFR conditions is assigned a
vector and an altitude by ATC. This pilot

should

D-07 1- deviate from the assigned heading
to-avoid entering the clouds, but
nolteild maintain the assigned alti-

,

2- deviate from the assigned altitude0

to avoid entering clouds, but
should maintain the assigned head-

ing.

3- not enter the clouds, and should
vise ATC that V,FR conditions

c not be maintained.

4- mjntajn both the assigned heading
and altitude, and should enter the
clouds, if instrument rated.

111. A pilot given landing priority by ATC after
declaring an emergency in flight is

0-07 1- not required.to submit a written re-
port unless there'was damage to the
aircraft.

2- not required to submit a report of
the emergency, unless requested by
the Administrator of the FAA.

3- required, if requested by ATC, to
submit a detailed report of.the
emergency to the chief of that VC
facility within 48 hours.

4- required to make a written report of
the emergency to the nearest Gen-...
eral Aviation District Office.



112. If an airport without a control tower is
located within the Airport Traffic Area
of an airport which has an operating
control tower, ATC authorization is re-
quired for landing at

D-13 1- both airports and for flight
through the area.

2- the Tower-controlled airport onlym
and for flight through the area. 11

3- both airports but not for flight
through area.

4- the tower- ontrolled airport only
but not for flight through the
area.

113. Operation within an Airport Traffic Area
require ATC authorization for landing at

D-13 1- any airport within the area and for
flight through the area.

2- any airport within this area, but
not for flight through the area.

3- a tower-controlled airport only,
but not flight through the
area.

4- a tower-controlled airport only
and for flight through the area.

114. The minimum altitude at which a sensitive
altimeter should be set to 29.92" Hg is

0-10 1- 22,500 feet MSL.
2- 18,000 feet M$L.

/ 3- 12,500 feet MSL.
4- 10,000 feet MSL.

115. When flying below 18,000' in an aircraft
'having no radios, cruising altitude must
be maintained by reference.to an alti-

. meter.a0justed to

0-10 1- an altimeter setting of 29.92" Hg.

'2- zero altitude prior to departure.

3- the elevation of any tirport within
100 NM.

4- the elevation of the departure air-
port. t)(7

4

116. If an altimeter setting is not available
at a departure airport, the sensitive
altimeter should be set to indicate

0-10 1- the elevation vf the departure,air-
port correctedlao mean sea level..

2- pressure altitude corrected for
nonstandard temperaturd.

3: the elevation of the departUre air-
port.

4- 29,92"! Hg.

117. If the final approach path crosses over a
r powerline which is 200 feet in height,

what is the minimum altitude to be main-
tained above this powerline during an
approach for a landing?

0-09 1- Any altitude that assures adequate
clearance.

2- 500 feet above' the powerlihf.

3- 1,000 feet above the powerline.

4- 2,poo feet above the powerline.

118. What is the
the highest
tained over

minimum safe.altitude above
obstacle that must be main-
congested areas? .

D-09 1- 500 feet.
2- 1,000 feet.
3- 1,500 feet.
4- 2,000 feet.

119. The minimum safe altitude which applies
anywhere is

D-09 1- 1,000 feet above the highest obstacle
within a horizontal radius of 2,000
feet.of the aircraft.

2- an altiiude which permits a safe land-
ing in the event of an emergency.

3- 500 feet above the surface, except
over open water or sparsely popu-
lated areas.

4- 500 feet above the surface.



120. The minimum flight visibility for VFR
flight increases Yrom 3 to 5 miles begin-
ning at and abpve an altitude of

D-25 1- 10000 feet MSL.
2- 14,500 feet MSL.
3- 10,000 feet MSL.
4- 1,200 feet AGL.

121. What distance.from clouds must be main-
Iained when operating an aircraft outside
controlled airspace at an altitude above
1,200 feet AGL but less than 10,000 feet
MSL?

D-25 1- 1,000 feet above or 1,000 feet be-
low and 1 mile horizontally.

2- 1,000 feet above or 500 feet below
and 2,000 feet horizontally.

3- 500 feet aboye or 1,000 feet below
fr and 2,000 feet horizontally.

4- Clear of clouds.

122. Flight within a Positive Control Area
should be conducted under

, D-19 1- VFR or IFR depending upon p lot
qualifications and recent e
perience.

2- VFR or IFR if the airorift is
equipped with a.radar beacon
transponder.

3- IFR only and at a specific flight
level assigned by ATC.

4- VfR except when weather is less
than the required basic VFR

Minimums.

123. A disaster area within which a "Temporary
Flight Restriction" is in effect can be
determined by referring to

0-16 1- Federal Aviation Regulation,
Pert 91.

2- AIRMETS.

3- Airman's Informition Manual.

4- Noiices to Airmen.

124. What is the correct departure procedure
at a nontower airport?

D-14 1- Any FAA approved departure proce-
dure for that airport.

2- Depart as prearranged with other
pilots using the airport.

3- Make al/ left turns, except a 45?
right turn on the first crosswind
leg.

4- Departure in any direction consis-

.
tent with safety, after crossing
the airport boundary.

125. At a nontower airport, a flashing amber
light near the center of the segmented
circle indicates that

D-14 1- the airport is below special VFR
weather minimums.

2- a right traffic pattern is in effect.

3- the airport is below basic VFR wea-
ther minimums.

4- a left traffic pattern is in effect.

126. When approaching to land at an airport
with an operating control tower, the pilot
of an airplane must, unless otherwise
directed,

33

initially enter the base leg of the
active runway.

circle the airport to the left.

circle the airOort to the right.

initially enter the.downwind leg
of the active runway.

127.. If an airport without a control Unger is
located within an Airport Traffic Area,
ATC afilhorization is required for landing
at

D-13 1- the tower-controlled airport'only,
but nolforjlight through the area..

2- botOOMports but not for flight
through the area.

37 both airports and for flight through
the area.

4- he tower-controlled Airport only,
a d for flight through the- area,



128. If an aircraft's operation in flight was
substantially affected by an alteration
or repair, the aircraft documents must
show that it was test.flown and approved
for return to service by an appropriately
rated pilot prior to being operated

E-03 1- away from the vicinity of the
airport.

2- With passengers aboard.

3- for compensation or hire.

4- by any private pilot.

129. Frequent inspections should be made of
aircraft exhaust manifold type heating
systems to minimize the possibility of

E-02 1- a power loss due to leaking exhaust
connections. .

2- a cold-running engine dde to the
heat withdrawn by the heater.

31- a power loss due to back pressure
in the exhaust system.

4- exhaust gases leaking into the
cockpit.

130. What information from the aircraft main-
tenance records must be retained for an
indefinite period of time?

E-06 1- The signature of the person approv-
ing the aircraft for return to
service.

2- The total time in service of the.
airframe..

3- The completion date of any work
performed on the aircraft.

4- The description of work performed
on the aircraft.

.

131. Assurinlcompliancewith an Airworthiness
DirectiR is the responsibility of the

E-02 17 FAA maintenanceignspector.

2- pilot in commanT

3- National Transportation Safety
Board.

4- owner or operator.

132. Who is responsible for determining when
maintenance is to be performed on an
aircraft?

E-02 1- FAA certificated mechanic.
, 2- Pilot in commahd.
3- Owner or operator.
4- Maintenance personnel.

133. Nho'is primarily responsible for maintain-
ing an aircraft in an airworthy condition?

E-01 1- Owner only.

2- Pilot in command.

3- Operator or owner of the aircraft.

4- Mechanic Who signs the maintenance
records.

134. Automatic pressure altitude reporting
equipment must be deactivated when

0-37 1- directed by ATC.

2- VFR within Terminal Control Areas.

3- VFR within a Control Zone.

, 4- operating within an Airport'Traffic
Area.

(
135. The altitudes to be mathtained for VFR

level cruising flight are required when

0-27 1- more than 3,000 feet above MSL, and
are based on true heading.

2-"at 3,000 feet or more above MSL) iand
are based on magnetic heading.

3- at 3,900 feet or more AU, ahd are
based on true course.

4- more than 3,000 feet AGL, and are
based on magnetic course.

136. The appropriate altitudes required by'
regulations relating to VFR level
cruising flight begin above

D727 1- 3,000 feet MSL, and areobased on
true heading,

3 9
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2- 3,000 feet AGL, and are based on
magnetic course.

3- 3,000 feet MSL, and are based on
magnetic heading.

4- 3,000 feet AGL, and are based on
true course.



137.A1titudes are referred to as flight
levels starting from

0-27 1- 29,000 feet,MSL.
2-.18,000 feet MSL.'
3- 14,500 feet MSL.
4- 10,000 feet MSL.

138. At some airports located within control
zones where ground visibility is not re-

. ported. takeoffs and landings of airplanes
under special VFR are

0-26 1- not authorized.

2- authorized,Only if the ground visi-
bility is observed,to be at least
3 miles.

3- authorized by ATC if the flight
- visibility is at least 1 mile.

4- not supject to visibility require-
ments.

139. A specii) VFR clearance to enter a control
zone requires that whfle in the control
zone the pilot remain

0-26 1- clear of all clouds.

' 2- at least 2,000 feet from all
clouds.

3- at least 1,000 feet from all
clouds.

4- at least 500 feet from all clouds.

140: Noperson may operate an M.rlane in a
control zone under a special.VFR clear-

'

ance at night unleSs that person

0-26 1- enters,the Allmon Traffic Area at
or above 1,500 feet AGL and main-
tainslhat altitudeuntil descend-
ing for a landing;

, 2- holds at least a commerciarglot-
certificate aRd an instrument \

- rating.
.

3- uses the rumwAy which is served by
an operating Visual Approach Slope
Indicator.

.

. 4- meets the aPplicable requirements
Ydr instrument flightand the air-
pline is equipped as required,kr
insteupent flight:

141, SpeciAl VFR minimums apply to operations
within what type airspace?

0-26 1- Control Zones.
2- Control Areas.
3- Airport Traffic Areas.
4- Restricted Areas.

142. A special VFR clearance requires that
while in the control zone, you remain

0-26 1- clear of clouds.
2- at least 1,500 feet from clouds.
3- at least 1,000 feet from clouds.
4- at least 500 feet from clouds.

143. What is the minimum flight visibility and
proximity to cloud requirements for VFR
,flight, at 6,500 feet MSL, in a Control
Area?

0725 1- 1,000 feet under or 500 feet over;
1 mile visibility.

2- 1,000 feet over or 500 feet under;
1 mile visibility.

3- 1,000 feet under or 500 feet over;
3 miles visibi4ity. .

A- 1,000 feet over or 506 feet'Under;
3 miles visibility.

144. To operate an airplane VA Aide con-
trolled airspace at an altitude of more
than 1,200 feet AGL but less than 10,000
feet MSL, the minimum flight visibility s

0-25 1- 5 miles.
2- 3 miles.
3- 2'miles,
4- 1 mile.-

145. What is the inimum baslp VFR flight visi-
bility for 11 flights at or above 10,000
feet MSL except when lees than 1,200 feet
AGL?

0-26 1- 5 miles.

2- 3 miles.

miles during daylight hours, and
5 mtles during, hours of darkness.

4- 1 mile ln uncontrolled airspace',,
and 3 miles in controlled airspate.
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146, Which statement is true regarding ATC
authorization for VFR flights through
Terminal Control Areas such as depicted
by Figure 1?

D-15 1- ATC authorization is not mandatory
if,the control zones-are avoided.

2- ATC authorization is mandatory.

3- ATC authorization is encouraged
but Is not mandatory.

4- ATC authorization is mandatory
only when weathere.,Fondittons are
less than-VFR minfmums.

.

,

147. The maximum indicated airspeed at which
flight can be made beneath the lateral
limits of a Terminal Control Area`such

, as depicted by Figure 1, is

D-04 1- 156 kpots.
2- 200 knots.
3-*?30 knots.
4- 250 knots.

, 148. The maximum indicated airspeed for flight
within an airport traffic area located
within a Terminal Control.Area such_as
Dettoit Metro, Figure 1, is

iNk, 1- 156 knots.
200 knots.

3- 230 knOts.
4- 250 knots.

149. Refer to Figure i. Select the lowest:
apprgpriate altitude to fly VFR over the
DetàltTCA fromthe southwest to the
northeast and remain above this TCA.

D-..15 11 8,000 leet MSL.
2- 8,500 feet MS1.-. (,

.1
3- 9,000 feet MSL:
4- 9,600 feet MSL. k

150. The maximum indicated airspeed at which
flight can be made into a Terminal Control
Area such as depicted byeFigiure 1, is

19-0-9, 1- 156 knots.
2- 200 knots.
3- 230 knots.
4- 250 knots.
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151. Refer to Figure 1. What altttude must
.be flown to remain below the Terminal
Control Area when departing VFR north-
bound from National AirpoVt (located
northwest of Detroit Metro)?

D-15 -1- 8,000 feet AGL until reaching a
point which is 16 NM from Detroit
Metro Airport.

2- 3,000 feet MSL until reaching a
point which is 16 NM from Detroit
Metro AirObrt.

.3- 2,300 feet M5L until
point which is 10 NM
Metro Airport.

4- 2,300 feet AR until
point which is tO NM
National Aieport.

reachtn'a
frOm Detroit

reaching a
from

152. ATC radar headings and altitude assign.-
ments when operating VFR within a Termi-
nal Control Area, such as depicted by
Figure 1, authorize the pilot to. fly

D-15 1- into clouds within the TCA.

2- in visibility conditions that are
less than 3 miles.

3- closer than 500 feet below the
clouds.

4- within the TCA provided basic VFR
separation from clouds can be
maintained.

153. Which statement is rue regarding VFR.
departures from airports within a
Termtnal Control Area such as the Detroit
Metro Airport depicted by Figure 1?

D-15 1- Pilotsare required to request the
route and altitude-of the intended
departure through filing a VFR
flight plan.

_2- Pilots should advise the ground
controller of the intended alti-
tude and departure route. '

3-.Pilots should advitiATIS of the
intended altitude and departure
'route,

4- Pilots should advise the Control
Tower of the inte0ed altitude and
departure route.
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154. Which Atatement is true regarding the
keeping of preventive maintenance records
for an aircreft?

E;0/ 1- There is no requirement to retain
these records unlesstithe aircraft
is used for hire.

2- These records are required to be
kept in a'bound logbook.

3- There is no requirement to retain
these,records.

I 4- These records are required to be
'kept in some fOrm for at least 24
calendar.oppnths.

155; After an altimeter system has been in-
spected, the person approving the aircraft
for return to service must record the

E-05 1- error at each 1,000-foot level.

\ 2- maximumAltitude to which the alti-
Meter has been tested.' ,

3- error a) each 5,000-foot level.

meter has been tested.\ \ 3- 1960 hours.
4- 1970 hours.

159.. Which statement is true regarding the
use of recording tachometers to indi-
cate time in service?

E-04 1- These devices= be used to re-
place required aircraft maintenance
reccrds to determine time in service.

2- These devices cannot be used to re-
place required aircraft maintenance
records indiCating time in service.

3- These devices can be used to deter-
,

mine only when engine maintenance is
due in lieu of maintenance records.

4- These devices can be used to deter-
mine only when.airframe maintenance
is due in lieu of maintenance records.

160. Assume an airplAne iscOven a 100-hour
inspectidn 10 Murs past due. If the
time in service is1870 hours at.the
time of the inspection, the next 100-hour
inspection would be due at what time in
service?

E-04 1- 1940 hours.
4- minimum altitude at which the alti- 2- 19514 hours.

156. After 110 hours' time in serVice, a
100-hour -inspectton was completed on an
airplane that is used for hire. -The next
106:fiour inspection will be due within "

E-04 1- 10 hours' time in service.
2- 90 hours' time in service. -\

3- 100 hours' time in service.
4- 110 hours' time in service.

157. If the 100-hour inspection periqd was
exceeded by 7 hours, the next 100-hour
inspection is due within how many hours'
time in service?

E-04 1- 90 hours.
2-003 hours.
3- 97 hours.
4- 107 hours.

158. After only 80 hours' time in service, an
. annual inspection was'completed on an

airplane which is operated for hire.
The next 100-hour inspection will be due
JIthin

E-04 1- 20/hours' time in se
2- Whours.' 'time in se
3- 100'hours' time.in s
4- 120 hours' time in s
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161. The yalidity of the Airworthiness Certi
ficate is maintained by

E-04 1- an appropriate "return to service"
statement in the aircraft mainte-
nance records upon the completion
of required inspections.

2- applying for a new Airworthiness
Certificate each year, prior to
its expiration date.

3- performance of an annual and a
100-hour inspection prior.to their
expiration date.

4- performance'of an annual4Lnspection.

152. Before passengers can be carried in an
aircraft that has been altered in a man-
ner that may have appreciably changed its
flight characteristics, a test flight iS
required by at leaK,en appropriately
rated

E-03 1- commercialPilot with an instru-

929t rating.

2- Mvate pilot.

3- connercial pilot.

4-, commercial pilot with a mechanic's
certificate.



163. After January 1, 1976, no person my use
an ATC transponder in an airspace which
requires a transponder, unless that trans-
ponder has passed an inspection within
the pre<eding

E-08 1- 48 calendar Mbnths.
2- $ 6 calendar months.

3- 30 calendar months.
4, 24 calendar months.

164. Old-maintenance-reef:wog of an engtne may
be discarded when that engine is

E-07 1- overhauled.
2- rebeilt.
3- reconditioned.
4- rmanufactured.

165. A new maintenance record being used for
a rebuilt aircraft engine must include
previous

E -07 1- operating history of the engine.

2- operating hours of the engine.

3- annual inspections performed on
the engine.

4- changes as required by Airworthi-
ness Directives.

166. Which of the following is correct concern-
ing preventive maintenance, when accom-
plished by a pilot?

E -06 1- Records of preventive maintenance
must be kept in the aircraft.

2- Records of preventi4e maintenance
must be entered in a bound logbook

3- A ma of preventive maintenance
ts recillred.

4- A record of preventive Maintenance
is not required.

167. Aircraft maintenance records must include
the current status,of the :

E-06 1- life-limited parts of only the
propeller and appliances.

2- life-limited parts of only the en-
gine and airframe.

3- applicable:Airworthiness Certificate.-

4- life-limited parts of each airframe
engine, propeller, and appliance.

168. Ensuring that the appropriate entries
are made in the maintenance records re-
leasing the aircraft for service is the
responsibility of the

E-06 1- FAA maintenance inspector.
2- owner/operator of the aircraft.
3- maintenance personnel.
4- pilot in command.

169. What infonnation.from the aircraft main-
tenance records may be discarded after
the maintenance has been repeated or
superseded by other maintenance?

E-06 1- The current status of applicable
Airworthiness Directives.

?- The tine since the last required
overhaul.

3- The description of the maintenance
performed.

4- The list of current major altera-
tions to the aircraft.

170. What information from the aircraft main-
tenance records must be transferred with
the aircraft at the time it is sold?

E-06 1- The current'status of all appli-
cable Airworthiness Directives.

2- The signature and certificate num-
ber of each person who has approved
the aircraft for return to service.

3- A description of all work performeil
on the aircraft.

4- The date of completion of all work
which has been performed on the
aircraft.

171. The expiration (ate of an annual inspec-
tion can be determined from the date of
the last inspection as entered in the

al

E-06 1- Aircraft Use and Inspection Report.

2- Aircraft and Engine-Maintenance
Recotds.

3- Repair and Alteration Form.

4- AirwOrthiness Certificate.

404.



172. Procedures regarding aircraft accident
reports are found in

11-01 1- NTSB regulation, Part 830.

2- FAR Part 91, General Operating
and Flight Rules.

3- FAR Part 99, Security Control of
Air Traffic.

4- FAR Part 135, Air Taxi Operators
and Commercial Operators of
Small Aircraft.

173. Airplane accident reporting rules are
contained in

14-01 1- Federal Aviation
Part 1.

2- Federal Aviation
Part 91.

3- Fedi-al Avi tion
Part 61.

4- National Twinsp
Board regulation

Regulations,

Regulations,

Regulations,

tation Safety
, Part 830.

174. Part 135, Federal Aviation Regulations,
Air Taxi Operators and.Commercial Opera- N.

tors of Small Aircraft, does not apply to.

G-01 1- the carrying of property only for
compensation or hire.

2- pipeline or powerline patrol opera-
tions.

3- transportation of mail under
"star route" contract.

4- the carrying of persons or property
for compensation or hire in air
commerce.

175. Part 135, Federal'Aviation Regulations,
governing air taxi operators and commer-
cial Operatorsof small aircraft, applies
to which operation?

6-01 1- Carrying weekend skiers for hire
to another.Oate.

,.2- A pipeline patrol flown by a com-
mercial pilot hired by the company
whcch owns both the pipeline and .

airplane.

3- Studenrinstruction for hire at
an aPproved school.

4- Aerial work including crop dustin§
and spraying.

176. Part 135 regulations governing interstate
air commerce apply to flights conducted

6-01 1- between Mexico and the United States.

2- between locations in the same sate
thrOugb the airspace of another
state.1

.3- only from one state into and termi-
nating in another state.

4- from one state into another stall:,
excluding the District of Columbia.

177. Assume an airplane departs an airport in
one state, navigates through the airspace
of another state, and lands in the state
of original departure. If this'airpliane

Aomighs less than 12,500 lbs., and is
!Marrying passengers for hire, what regu-
lation would goyern this flight?

G-01 1- Air Taxi Operators and Commercial
013;ratorS of Small Aircraft, Par

2- Only General Operating.and Fli
Rules, Part 91, applying to smal
aircraft.

3- Only Certification: Pilots and
Flight Instructors, Part 61; and
General Operating Flight Rule's,
Part 91, applying to small air-
craft.

4- Certification and Operations: Air
Carriers and Commercial Operators
of Large Aircraft, Part 121.

178.4 Part 135 of the Federal hiation Regula:
tions applies to which operation?

0=01 Ykirial work operations for compen-
.

s tion, such as crop_dusting, aerial
photography, rescue, and pipeline
patrol.

2- Civil aircraft being ferried to a
foreign country.

3- Commercial operations in small air-
., craft otherthan air carrid..

4- Commercial operations in smail air-
craft including air carrier.

c'



179. Operation of an airport rotating beacon
during the hours of daylight would mean

J-02 1- that %mother in the control zone is
below 'Ask VFR weather minimums..

2- that takeoffs and landings only are
authorized at the present time.

3- nothing to the pilot because these
beacons operate continuously.

4- right-hand traffic is in effect.

' 183. Assume while taxiing for takeoff a small
fire burned the insulation from a trans-

ceiver wire. What action would be re-
quired to comply with NTSB regulations?

H-03 1- A notification only if requested by
the NTSB.

2- An immediate notification by the
operator of the aircraft to the
nearest NTSB field office.

3- No notification or report is re-
quired.

4- An imaediate report must be filed
with.the nearest FAA field office.

180. To comply with regulations, which incident
would require an immediate notification?

H-03 1- Damage to the landing gear as a
result of a hard landing.

2- Generator failure in flight which
results in the loss of the elec-
trical system.

3- Any electrical fire occurring during
flight.

4- Engine failure for any reason during

flight.

181. Assume that during flight a fire, which
was extinguished, burned Olt insulation

from a transceiver wire. What action is

required by regulations?

H-03 1- A notification only if requested by
the National Transportation Safety
Board.

2- An immediate notification by the
operator of the aircraft to the
nearest National Transportation
Safety Board field office.

3- No notification or report is
required.

4- An immediate MO14,0 the most
practical eietoort, and an immediate
notification filed with the nearest
FAA field office.

182. .N6if1cation to the NTSB is required when-

ever there has been atly damage

H-03 1- which requires repai-rs to landing
gear or flaps.

2- which adversely affects structural
strength or flight characteristics.

3- to an engine caused by engine
Jailure tn

4- caused by collision with-another

w aircraft on the ground.

184. When should notification of an accident
be made, if tihe accident resulted in sub-
stantial damage to the airplane?

H-03 1- Within 30 days.
3- Whin 10 days.
3- Only when requested.
'4- Immediately.

-s,

185. National Transportation Safety Board rev-
lation requires an immediate notification
as a result of which incident?

11-03 1- +Generator failure in flight which
results in the loss of the electri-
cal system.

2- Damage to the landing gear as a
result crf a hard landing.

3- Engine failure for any reason during

flight.

"4- Any required fli4ht crewmember being
unable to perform flight duties
because of illnes.

186. Information concerning the reporting of
an accident which has resulted in sub-
stantial damage to an airplane can be
found in

11-01 1- federal Aviation Administration
Compliance and Security Regulations.

' 2- Federal Aviation Regulations,
Part 91.

3- National Transportation Safety Board
regulation, Part 830, or the Air- b,

man's Inforattion Manual.

4- Federal Aviation Regulations,
Part 61, and Part 1 of the
Airman's Information Manual.

41 '4e



187. The operation of aircraft is unauthorized
within which of the following areas?

J-07 1- Restricted Areas.
2- Warning Areas.
3- Prohibited Areas.
4- All Special Use Airspace.

-188. Information regarding activities within
Military Operations Areas can be obtained
from which facility?

3-07 1- A coo-tit-1 tower lbcated within 200
miles of the area.

2- Any Automatic Terminal Information
Service (ATIS) located within 100
miles of the area.

3- A Ground Control located within 100
miles of the area.

4- Any Flight Service Station (FSS)
within 200 miles of the area.

189. One of the most effective means of avoid-
ing potential conflict with military air-,

craft Asing VFR Low Altitude Training
Routes, is to maintain an altitude

J-07 1- o less than 1,000 feet AGL.4r
2- o less than 1,500 feet MSL.
3- greater than 1,000 feet MSL.
4- greater than 1,500 feet AGL:

190. Pilot participation in the airport advisory
service program is "

J-06 1- not mandatery, but strongly recom-
mended.

2- tandatory for all aircraft landing
at the.primary airport.

3-, not mandatory, except for aircraft. .
on a VFR flight plan.

4- mandatory for all aircraft entering
this area.

191. What type of facility is located within
. an Airport Advisory Area?

J-06 1-;An operating control tower.

2- A.Flight Service Station.

3- An Automatic Terminal Information
Service.

4- An Approach Control.

192. Hbw many miles from an airport does an
Airport Advisory Area extend?

J-06 1- 5 statute miles.
2- 10 statute miles:
3- 10 nautical.Miles..
4- 15 nautical miles.

:*

193. Transition areas are designated for the
purpose of

J-05 1- cbntrolling all aircraft within 25
miles_of an airport that lier
within a control zone.

2-- containing IFR operations within
controlled airspace during speci-
fic operations.

3- separating control zones from the
control areas.

4- exiending control zones laterally
fr)m 5 to 25 miles from the primary
airport.

194. A transition area designated in conjunc-
tion with an airport having.prescribed
instrumedt approaches has vertical limits
from

J-05 1- 700 feet AGL to the overlying
control area.

2- the surface to 700 feet AGL.

3- the surface to 1,200 feet AGL.

4- 1,200 feet AGL to the overlying
control area.

195. Assume while on an approach to a runwAV
equipped with a Visual Approach Slope
Indicator the colors change from yellow
to green to red. This means that'the
airplane is

1- descending through the glidepath
of a 3-bar VAST system.

2- descending through the glidepath
of a tri-color VASI system.

3- ascending through the glidepath
-of a tri-color VASI system.

4: ascending through the glidepath
of a 3-bar VASI system.

. J.04

196. A pilot approaching to land an airplane
on a runway served by a Visual Approach
Slope Indicator (VASI) at an airport
with an operating control tower shall

J-04 1- use the VASI only when weather
conditions are below basic VFR.

,-2- use the VASI only when execu ng
an approved instrument appro ch
procedure.(

4 7

/li

3- not use the AS1 unless a cleaitnce
. for a VASI proach is received

from the c rol tower.

4- maintain an altitude at or.above
the glide slopp until a lower alti-
tude is necessary foi a safe landing..

ut.
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77.*Assume while on an approach to a runway
equipped with a ViSual Approach Slope Indi-
cator, the colors change from red to green
o yellow. This means tha1 the airplane is

j-04 -"ascending through the glidepath of
a 3-1Tar VASI system. 1

2- asceAding through the'glidepath of
tri-color VASI system.

3- descending through the glidepath of
a 3-bar VASI system.

4- descending through the glidepath of
a tri-color VASI system.

198. When)On the proper glide slope of a stand-
ard 2-bar VASI installation, the far
lights should.be 202.

J-04 1- white and the near lights should 14',

be.red.
J-02

201 ilot turns on final approach to
d by a Visual Approach Slope

e descent should be

Assume a
a runway s
Indicator (VA
initiated

J- 1

J-04 1- only after the aircraft As visually
aligned witq. the rynway.

a clearance is received
from ATC for a VASI approach.

3- at any point in the approach where
a red, red, indication is,visible
to the pilot.

set any point in the traffic pattern
where at least two of the light
bars are visible'to the pilot.

2- pink and the near lights should
be pink.

3- red and the near lights should
be white.

4- pink and the near lights should
be white.

199. Regulations require that an airplane pilot
approaching tomland on a runway served by
a Visual Approach Slope Indicator (VASI)

shall use the VASI

1- and stay at or above the glide
slope until a lower altitude is
necessary for a safe landing.

2- only if a clearance for VASI
approach is received from the
ontrol tower.

3- only when executing an approved
instrument approach procedure.

.4- only when weather.conditions are
below basic VFR.

/

200. Whtle making an approach to a runway that
-.has a VASI installation, all of the VASI
:lights are observed to be red. Under these

conditions, the pilot should

J414 1- ignore theie lights as they apply.
to IFR flights only.

'2- descend rapidly to reach the glide-

path. \

11- level off momeniarily to reach thd
glidepath.' J

.

4- centinue the same rate of descent.

What restriction may be represented by
the operation of a rotating beacon during
daylight hours in a control zone?

1- The airport is temporaril CloSed.

2- There are obstructions' on the air-
port.

3- The tower is temporarily shut down.

.4- A traffic clearance 19- rtguoined for
takeoffs and Ondings.

203. Military airports are distinguishable
from civil airports by-light beacons
which alternately flash dual,peaked (two
quick)

J-02 1- green flashes only.

2- yellow flashes between each white

flash.

3- white flashes between each greeg
flash.

4- green flashes between each white

flash.

204. As given by control towers, what is the
relattonship between runway,numbers and

- wind direction? 4
.

J-02 1- Runway numbers are given in mag-
netic direction and wind in true.

2- Runway numbers are given in true
direction and wind in magnetic.

- 3- Both runway numbers and Wind are
given in magnetic direction.

- Both -runway numbers and wind are
.

given in true direction.
. a

I.
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205. Refer to Figure 2. Which is true regard-
ing VFR departures from the Birmingham
Mun. Airport?

' 409 1- Radio communication with Birmingham

. Departure Control is encouraged but
not mandatory.

2- Radio communication with,Birmingh46-
clearance delivery must )6e made
prior to departure. 4

3- The initial radio communication
when departing Birmingham Mun.
Airport must be made with the
Birmingham Control Tuvia

4- Radio communication with irmingham
Departure Control is manda or,VP

Refer toyFigure 2. Which is true regard-
ing VFR arrivals to the Birmingham Mun.
Airport?

J-09 1- Radio commmnication with Birmingham
ApproachControl is mandatory.

2- RadiO communication with Birmingham
ATIS is mandatory prior to landing.

3- The initial radio communication
must be made with the Birmingham
FSS.

4- Radio commUnication with Birminghth
Approach Control-is encouraged but

-.hot mandatory.

207. Refer to Figure 2. Which is true regard-
ing VFR departures from the Atlanta Intl.
Aiiport?

J-09 1- The initial radio communication
when departing Atlanta-Intl. Air-

. port ramp must be made with the,
Atlanta Control Tower.

2- Radio communication with Atlanta
Departure Control is encouraged
but not mandatory.

3- Radio communication Wfth Atlanta
Departure tontrol is mandatoq.

Radio communication with Atlanta
ATIS is eandatory prior o takeoff.
,,or-T

t.'
.#

208. Refer to Figure 2. Which is true
'regarding VFR arrivals to Atlanta
'Intl. Airport?

J-09 1- The initial radio connunication
must be made with Atlanta Control
Tower.

2- Radio communication with Atlanta
Approach Control is encouraged
but not mandatory.

3- Radio communication with Atlanta

Approach_Conts. mandatory.

4- Radio communication with Atlanta
ATIS is mandatory prior to.landine;

209. Refer to Figure 2. VFR arrivals to
Birmingham Mun. Airport from the north
should contact Birmingham Approac
Control on frequency

J-09 118.7 MHz.

2- 119.9 MHz.
3- 124.5 MHz.
4- 124.9 MHz.

4
210. Refer to Figure 2. VFR arrivals to

Birmingham Mun. Airport from the south
should contact Birmingham Approach
Control on frequency

J-09 1- 118.7 MHz%;
2- 119.9 MHz.
3- 124.5 MHz.
4- 124:9 MHz.

211. Refer to Figure 2. VFR arrivals to
Atlanta Intl. Airport from the south-
west should contact Atlanta Approach
Control on frequency /

J-09 1- 119.1 or 119.5 MHz.
2- 125.55 MHz. '
3- 126.9 or 127.25 MHz.
4- 127.9 MHz.
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212. Refer to Figure 2. VFR arMvals to
Atlanta'Atl. Airport from the north-

. east should contact Atlanta Approace-
Control on frequency .

J-09 1- 114,- or 127.9 MHZ.
2- 119.1 or 119.5'MHz.
3.- 125.55 MHz.

4- 126.9 MHz.

5 o



213. During normal VFR cruising flight at
12,500 feet MSL, unless otherwise ad-
vised by ATC, the transponder should be
set to which code?

218. If the visibility is omitted in an ATIS
broadcast it indicates,that the-visi-
bility is

3-08 1- 1-m1le or more.

3-10 1-

2-

3-

4-

0400.
1000.

1200.
1400.

2-

3-

4-

2 miles or more.
3 miles or more.
5 miles or more.

214. What minimum aircraft equipment is rer
quired to receive ATt radar advisory
service?

J-10 1- Distance measuring equipment.
2- ATC transponder.
3- Two-way communication radio.
4- VOR or ADF receivers.

215. When a pilot accepts an ATC clearance to
follow another airct aft a landing,
that pilot is respo for maintaining -J=08

219. An ATIS broadcast includes sky condition .

and ceiling if the ceiling is less than

3-08 1- 5,000 feet.
2- 6,000 feet.
3- 7,000 feet.
4- 10000 feet.

220. Pilot use of the phrase "HAVE N0MBERS"

when communicating with a control tower
indicates that the pilot has received -"

1- the ATiS broadcast.
2- wind and runway.informetion only.
3- the airport ceiling and visibility.
4- the appropriate tower frequency.

J.

.

-09 1- a minimun of 2 miles separation
from all other aircraftin the
traffic pattern.

2- a minimum of 2 minutes' elapsed 221 .

time before landing be d another
aircraft.

1,- a minimuM of 5 miles separation
from all other aircraft in the J-08

traffic parin.

4- wake turbulence separation.

216. If the visibility is included in an ATIS
broadcast it indicates a visibility less-
than ,

J-08 1- 1 mile.
2- 2 miles.
3- 3 miles.
4- 5 miles.

217. If the sky condition or ceiling is omitted
in an ATIS broadcast it indicates that the
ceiling'is

3-08 1- 2,000 feet or more.
2- 3,000 feet or more.
3- 4,000 feet or more.
4- 5,000 feet or more.

The absence of-a sky condition/ceiling
on an ATIS broadcast indicates'a sky
conditfon/ceiling of

1- 1,000 feet or above.
2- 3,000 feet or above.
3- 4,000 feet or above.
4- 5,000 feet or above.

222. The operation of aircraft within
Restricted Areas is

3-07 1- prohibited.

Z.- not entirely Prohibited, but sub-
ject to limitations.

permitted with'no restrictions.

4- permitted because there are no
hazards involved.

223. Warning Areas are located within

3-07 1- international airspace.

2- the contiguous United States.

3- areas of intensive military jet
training: .

4- all areas of military artillery
firing, aerial gunnery,. or
guided missiles.

51
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224. A pilot of a VFR aircraft may request and
receive Minimum Safe Altitude Warahng
(MSAW1 service provided the aircraft is
equipped with

' J-10 1-'an operating transponder with
Mode C. capability.

2- AQ operating transponder with
Mode A capability.

3- only a radio capable of two-way
communications.

4- a VOR receiver, and Distance Measur-
IN Equipment.

Ar

225. Which of the following is correct relative
to VFR'radar advisory service?

J-10 1- It includes vectors away from con-
flicting traffic without pilot.
requests.

2- It does not include vectors away
from conflicting traffic unless
requested by the pilot.

3- It includes both vectors and alti-
tude changes away from conflicting_
traffic wiipout pilot requests.

4- It does not include vectors, away
from conflicting traffic, but does
include altitude changes away from
conflicting traffic.

226. After VFR Radar Traffic.Information Ser-
vice has been'initiated, this service

Jr10- 1- must be continued by ATC until the
flight terminatet.

2- may be disconti6ued at the discre-
tion of ATC.

3- may be discontinued by ATC, but if
so should be by the pilot.

4- Must be conti ed by ATC unless the
pilot states ',Negative Radar
Service." '

227. The primacy purpose of VFR Radar Traffic
Information Servise is to

J-10 1- provide adequate vertical separation
between nontransponder equipped air-
craft and the terrain or obstruction.

'2;. relieve participating pilots of the
reiponsibility for continual vigi-
lance to see and avoid other traffic.

3- aleft participating pilots oi.the,

position of posiible conflicting
--ptraffic. t

4-i,provide heading and altitude
mation to enable VFR pilots

6111Veid clouds.

nforr, .
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228. During normal VFR cruising flight at
9,500 feet MSL, unless otherwise-.-ar644ed
by ATC, the transponder should be set to
which code?

Jul0 1- 0400.
2- 1200.
3- 1400.
4- 2200.

229. Radar-equipped FAA Air Traffic Control
facilities can provide adequate radar
assistance only to,aircraft

J-10 1- within 50 NM of the radar site..

2- equipped for instrument flight and
flown by .an insqument-rated pilot.

3identified by radar and capable of
communicating with a radar facility.

4- eqUipped with at least a 64 code
capability transponder,.

230. If Air Traffic Control instructs a pilot
to "squawk VFR" when departing a Terminal
Radar Service Area) under Visual Flight
Rules, the pilot should

J-10 1- set transponder code to 1400, but
do not engage "ident" fogature.

2- set transponder code to 1200, 6nd
engage "ident" feature.

3- set transponder code to 1400, and
engage "ident" feature.

4- set transponder code to 1200, but
do not engage "ident" feature.

231. When climbing or descending in VFR con-
ditions between the surface and 12,500
feet MSL, unless otherwise advised by
ATC, what trpnsponder code should be
used and how should the "ident" feature
be used?

J-I0 1- Code 1200, and the "ident" feature'
should be engaged.

2- Code 1200, and the "ident" feature
should not be engaged.

-3- Code ma, and the "ident" feature
. should be engaged.

4- Code 1400, and the "ident" feature
should not be engaged.

r



232. If prior to landing you desire to request
d transportation, the proper freA
y to use would be one assigned to

1- UNICOM.
2- Approach Control.
3- Control Towers.
4- Flight Service Stations.

233. The primary purpose of Aeronautical Advi-
sory Stations (UNICOM) is'to provide in-
formation to pilots pertaining to

J-12 1.....radar assistance to VFR aircraft.

2- Air.Traffic Control.
3- runway and wind conditions
4- takeoff and landing clear

234. The range'of a transponder is

J-10 1- precipitaticm.
2- high altitude.
3- cumulus clouds.
4- low altitude. .

ces.

duced by

235. The range of a transponder may be reduced
by

J-1O 1- high altitude.
2- precipitation.
3- aircraft antenna shielding.
4- cumulus clouds.

236. A pilot (if a civil aircraft should not,
under any circumstances, operate a trans-
ponder on code

J. 1- 0000.
1400.

11- 7600.

4- 7700.

237. Which ofthe following is true when oper-
ating a transponder?

J-10 1- Code 4000 should be used by civil
aircraft unless otherwise advised
by ATC.

2: "Standby" should not be used when'
changing codet.

3-."Idgdt" feature should be activited
after each,code change.

4- Code 7500 should be used in al
emergency.

238. The 1-ecommended procedure to change
from transponder code 2700 to code
7200 is first switch to code

J-10 1-'0000 then 7200.
2- 7500 then 7200.
3- 2200 then 7200.
4- 7700 then 7200.

239. To alert ATC of an emergency, the trans-
ponder should be adjusted to ce(de

J-10 1- 1200.
2- 1400.
3- 7200.
4- 7700.

240. How should a transponder be adjusted if
two-way radio communications failure
occurs?

J-10 1- Code 7600 for 1 minute, then code
7700 for 10 minutes and repeat
process.

2- Code 7700 for I minute, then code
7600 for 15 minutes and repeat
process.

3- Code 7700 for 10 minutes, then code
7600.for 15 mintites and'repeat
process.

4-* Code 7600 for 10 minutes, then code
7700 for 15 minutes and repeat
process.

\, 241. To "SQUAWK ALTITUDE" the pilot should set
the,transponder to

,.J-10 1- Code700 and reportlhe aircraft's
altitude immediately.

2- Mode C.

3- Mode A ahd "IDENT.0

.4- Code 7700 and "IDENT."

242. To "SQUAWK MAYDAY" the pilot should set
the transponder to

J-10 1-, Mode A.code 7700.
2- Mode C code 7600.
3t- Mode C code 7500.
4- Mode A code 7200.

.1?



243. Breathing Chrbon monoxide results in

J=19 1- increased muscular activity.

2- an increase in both mustular and
mental activity.

3- reduced ability to reason and make
decisions.

4-an incfeased sense of well-being. 1

244. Large accumulations of carbon monoxide
in the body result in

J-19 1- feeling sluggish.
2- being too warm.
3- loss bf muscular power.
1- tightness across the foreheal.

245. The onset of carbon mbnoxide poisoning
can be detected by t

' 1

- J719 1- general weakness. OS 251. What is 1500 Mountain Standard Time

2- being too warm. when converted to Greenwich Mean Time? \

3- dimming of vision.
P

& ' 4- ringing in the ears. J-16 1- 0800 GMT.
2- 0900 GMT.
3- 2100 GMT. IP

246. Which physiological condition normelly , 4- 2200 GMT.

encountered during flight should a pilot
be able to discount and overcome through
practice and experience?

.J-19 1- Vertigo.
2- Hypoxia.
3- Aerotitis.
4- Aerosinusitis.

249. If a VFR flight plan,has been filed and
not closed, a search will be started

J-16 1- 30 minutes after the LTA
Oecified on the flight plan.

2- 60 minutes after the ETA
specified on the flight plan.

3- 90 minutes after the ETA
specified on the flight plan.

4- imaciiately after ehe ETA
spffified oh the flight plan.

250. What is 1300 Pacific Standard Time when
converted to Greenwich Mean Time?

J-16 1- 0500 GMT.
2- 0600 GMT.
3- 2000 GMT.
4- 2100 GMT.

247..Which statement concerning hypoxia is true?

Hypoxia is caused by nitrogen bub-
bits in the joints and bloodstream.

J-19

.2- Forcing oneself to concentrate on
the flight instruments will help to
overcome the effects ofehypoxia.

. .

3- Wis possible to predict exactly
when and at what flight level.hypox-
ie-will occur,and how it will

'manifest itAe

47 Tingling or arm sensations and
sweating mey sYMptoms of hypoxia.

248, Another cause of ypoxia other than re-'
duced atmospheric pressure is

J-19. 1. vertigo.

2- hyperventilation. ,
.

-

. 3- toiic.substances in the bloo .

,..4- hightates of desce*

252. What is 1800 Central Standard Time con-
verted to Greenwich Mean Time?

J-16 1- 1200 GMT.
2- 1300 GMT.
3- 2300 GMT.
4- 2400 GMT.

253. What is 2200 Easteri Standard Time when
corrected to Greenw Mean Time?

J-16 1- 0200 GMT.
2- 0300 GMT.
3- 1600 GMT.
4- 1700 GMT.

254. It is recommended,.but not required, that
a.pilot file a VFR flighlThla6 fer a.
flight in .

J-16 1- a Domestic Air Defense identifica-
tion Zone.

.. , .

.

A
2- a Coastal Atr Defense-Identifica'-

'tion Zone.'
, - .

1!

3-.a DOtant Early WarniegIdentifi--
cation 'Zone. !o' .4

o ..---

4- YFR ,ondiitlons.

:AB
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255. The and signal depicted in illustra-
tion , Figure 3, means

J-20 1- slow down.,
2- come ahead.
3- stop.
4- all clear.

- 256. The hand sigflal depicted in Illustra-
tion A, Figure 3, Tans

J-20 - 1- all clear.
2- right turn.
3- slow down.
4- start engine.

257. The hand signal depicted in illustra-
tion G, Figure 3, means

J-20 1- insert chocks.
2- slow down.
3- emergency stop.
4- pull chocks.

258. The hand signal depicted in illustra-
tion D, Figure 3, nwans

J-20 1- all clear....

2- slow down.
3- emergency st .

4- come ahead.

259. The hand signal depicted in illustra-
tion J, Figure 3, means

J-20 1- emergency stop.
2- slow down.
3- pull chocks.
4- insert chocks.

26F7iii-hand signal depicted in illustra-
tion,L,'Figure 3, means

J-20 1- emergency-Viop.
2- cut engine.
3- slow down.
4- all clear.

261. \The hand signal depicted in illustra-
tion C, Figure 3, means

J-20 1--come ahfad.
2- pull chocks.
3- cut engine.

- .4-.insert aoicks.

.11
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262. The sholle of oxygen in the human bod
results i a condition called

J-19, 1- hypoxia.

2- hyperventilation.
3- aeroytis.
4- aeroinusitis.

263. Rapid or extra.deep breathing while using
oxygen can cause a condition known as

J-19 1- hypoxia.
2- hyperventilation.
3- aerotitis.
4- aerosinusit

264. Which statement concerning hypoxia is true?

J-19 1- The body has a built-in alarm sys-
s tem to warn of the onset of hypoxia.

2- Heavy smokers may experience symp-
toms of hypoxia at lower altitudes
than.nonsmokers.

.
3- Closing the eyes for a short time

may help to overcome the effects
of hypoxia.

4- It is possible to predict exactly
when and atwhat flight leyel
hypoxia will occur.

265. If exhaust odors are detected in the
cockpit, the pilot should

J7)§ 1- shut down the engine adi land

immediately. .4

2-'shut off the cabin heater, and
close all openings to the engine
,compartment.

3- open all cabin vents including
passages to the engine cdOpartment.

4- avoid 'inhaltng 100% Wgen.

266. Susceptibility to carbon monoxille poi-
boning increases af

J-19 1- air temperature decreases.
2- air humidity decreases.
3- altitude decreases.
4- altitude increases.

:
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267. One of the early symptoam of carbon mon-%-) 271.

oxide poisoning is a

1- flieling of sluggishness.
2- loss of vision.-
3- loss of musculae power.
4- severe headache.

J-19

268. While operating in the traffic pattern of
a'controlled airport, pilots may adjust
flight to achieve proper spacing without
ATC approval by

J-20 1- executing shallow "S" turns.

2- climbing or descending at the
pilot's discretion.

3- executing 180° turns with shallow
banks.

4- executiri'g 3600 turns. '

269. The reason altimeters should be adjusted
to the same altimeter setting.for a
specific area 16

J-20 1- the cancellation of altimeter drror
due to position of static source.

2- the elimination of a need to make
. in-flight calculations of true

. altitude.

3- more accurate terrain clearance in
mountainous areas.

4- to provide better vertical separa-
"Ilon of aircraft.

270. When in the vicinity of a VOR which is
being used for navigation on VFR flights,
it is important to

J-20 1- concentrate on the omni indicator
and carefully make corrections so
as to pass directly over the-VOR.

2- exercise sustaining vigilance to
avoid aircraft that may be converg-
ing on the VOR from other directions.

3- pass the VOR on the right side of
the radial to allow room for air-

: craft flying in the opposite direc-
tion on the same radial. .

-' 4- eaten& to locate the VOR Visually
to entire that theOWOR was actually
passed when the TWROMhindicator

_yhich type of approach and landing is rec-
16mmended during gusty wind conditions?

J-20 1- A power-off approach and power-off
landing.

2- A power-on approach and power-on
landing.

3- A power-off approach and power-on
landing.

4- A power-on approach and power-off
landing.

272. Piloti are encouraged to turn "on" the
aircraft rotating beacon

J-20 1- just prior to takeoff.

2- just prior to taxi.

3- any time the engines are in opera-
tion.

4- only when-the visibtlity is less
than 5 miles.

273. When entering a turn, the primary function
of the rudder is to

0-02 1- cause the airplane to turn.'

2- control yawing about the vertical
akis. .

3- allow the airplane to pitch about
its lateral axis.

47 prevent the airplane from rolling
aboutthe longitudinal axis.

274. The most impor4lt function of a rudder
during coordinated flight is to

0-02 1- prevent skids,,

2- make the airplantsturn.

3- help overcome theffects of torque
as well as the effeCts.of adverse
yaw.

4- overcome the yaw caused by the aile-
ron rising as the wing is lowered.

275. Maneuvering the airplane is genera
divided into four flight fundamentals .

which are

0-02 1- starting, taxiing, takeoff, and
landing.

7

2- airplane power, pitch, bank, and
trim.

3- takeoff,.normal flight, slow flight,
and stalls.

4- straight-and-level flight, turns,
climbs, and.descents.57
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27. The primary function of the rudder, while
entering a turn from straight-and-level
flight, is to

0-02 1- overcome the yaw caused by the
lowered aileron on the higher wing.

2- overcome the yaw caused by the
lowered aileron on the lower wing.

3- overcome the yaw caused by the
raised aileron on the higher wing.

7

4- make the airplane turn.

277. To produce the desired effect, trim tabs
must be adjusted

0-02 1- in such a direction as to remain
flush with the primary control
surfaces they affect.

2- in the same direction as the pri-
mary control surfaces,they affect.

3- in the opposite direction to the
primary control surfaces they
affect. -

4- depending upon the design of the
trim tab controls.

278. What is the most important function of a
rudder during coordinated flight?

0-02 1- The rudder prevents skids.

2- The rudder turns the airplane.

3- Properly applied, the rudder helps
to overcome the effects of torque
and adverse yaw.

4- Applying rudder oVercomes the asym-
Metrical thrust of the propeller
as a turn is initiated.

279. Air.deflections produced by a rotating
propeller cause dynamic pressure On thea
engine side of the propeller to be greater
than atmospheric pressure, thUs generating

0-03 1- torque.
2- horsepower.
3- drag.
4- thrust.
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280. For a given airfoil the angle of attack
which results in a stall

0-03 1- remains constant regardless of bank,
load factor, or airspeed.

2- varies directly with the degree
of bank.

3- is dependent on the load factor.

4- varies with the speed of airflow
around the airfoil.

281. Aerodynamically, propeller thrust is the
result of the

.0-03 1- deflective forces on the curved
side of the blade.

2- angle of incidence of the blade.

3- decreased pressure on the flat side
of the blade and increased pressure
on the curved side.

4- shape and angle of attack of the
blade.

282. The poiht onPan airfoil through which lift
acts is the

0-03 1- mtdpoint of the chor.d.
2- enter of pressure.
3- center of rotation.
4- center of gravity.

283. When the angle of attack of ad asymmetrical
airfoil is increased, the center of pres-
sure will

0-03 1- remain unaffected.
2- move forward.
3- move aft.
4- move erratically.

284. The angle between the chord line of an
airfoil and the relative wind is known
as the angle of

0-03 1- lift.

2- attack.
3- incidence.
4- longiludinal dihedral.
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TRSA-80 TERMINAL RADAR SERVICE AREA
(NOT TO N USW PON NAV10ATI0N)

. PORTLAND, pREGON
PORTLAND INT1RNATIONAL AIRPORT

FIELD ELEV, nr mu .r.
CONTACT PORTLAND APPROACH CONTROL

I VERIFY PNOUENC1ES ON AT1S
200-OPP 119.18/360.11
100-279 -1111.1/7.44... Couon

Tome illk (126.9/334.0)
DURING MAK TRAPPK P0100
124.9/290.3 MAY ALSO IIE USED

LEGEND

SURPAg TO 1000' MSt
WITHIN AIRPORT
CONTROL ZONE

2000 TO $000' MS1.

3000 TO 1000' mat

..$AUV1ES IS. 283 M - 10 NIA

ST. Hat NS =
scAlyopse
WOODLAND 322, m - 2 MN

COUGAR 332* M 30 NM
TONEE 344' M 25 NM

SEIVI g(31:',1 :11M
SONNEVILLE 063' M 25 NM

TROUTDALE 8;i:M :CAMAS
SATTLEGROUND 355' m 12 NM
LAKE mERWIN 355' m 24 NM

Figure 4
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1cor-27r
CONTACT PORTLAND
APPROACH OL

118.1 284.6

T.V. ANTENPAS 795* M 714M
NEWSUR 205M-21 NM

PORIST GROV 233' M -2214MHILLSSoR I 233' At- IS NM

ST MINNS , NM
nitilAGAI

240m
10I M - 9 NM

SANDY icolht -19 NM
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285. The puivose of a Terminal Radar Service
Area such as depicted by Figure 4, is to

J-26 1- adjust'the flow of VFR traffic into
the traffic pattern.

2- provide limited vectoring to IFR
and VFR aircraft operating within
this area.

3- provide ATC separation between VFR
aircraft and weather conditions
that are below VFR minimums.

_ 4- provide ATc 5eparAtion.betwen
participating 4/FR aircraft and all
IFR aircraft operating within this
area.

286. ATC authorization for VFR flight into a
Terminal Radar Service Area such as the
one depicted by Figure 4, is

J-26 1- mandatory for fllghts landing at
the primary airport (Portland
Intl.) but not for flights.through
the area.

2- mandatory.

3- encouraged but not mandettory.

4- mandatory for arrivals but not
departures.

1
287. Refer to Figure 4. If inbound to Portland

Intl.- Airport from the south along V23E,
radio communicaticm with Portland Approach
Control should be made on frequency_

J-26 1- 118.1 MHz.
m 2- 119.8 MHz.

3- 123.0 MHz.
4- 126.9 MHz.

288. Refer to Figure 4. If inbound to OortlAnd
Intl. Airport from the north along V23E,
radio communication with Portland Approach ...013.
should be made on frequency

J-26 1- 141 MHz.
.. 2- 119.8 MHz.

3- 122.5 MHz.
4- 126.9 MHz.

289. Refer to Figure 4. The floor of the
Terminal Radar Service Area over
Portland-Hillsboro Airport (located
west of Portland Intl. Airport) 44

A

J-26 1- 2,000 feet MSL.
2- 2,000 feet AGL.
3- 3,000 feet MSL.
4- 3,000 feet AGL.

,'"
290. ATC vladar service provided in a T

nal Radar Service Area such as d
By Figure 4,.is the same as that pro-
vided in_a

J-26 1- Control Zone.
2- Stage III Service Area.
3- Stage II Service Area.
,4- Stage I Service Area.

291., Refer to Figure 4. If inbound to the
Portland Intl. Airport from the.east,
along the Columbia River, at an alti-
tude of 4,500 feet MSL, the Terminal
Radar Service Area would first
entered at a point

J-26 . 1- 5 NM from Portlt Intl.
2- 10 NM from Portl nd Intl.
3- )5 NM from Portland Intl.
4- 20 NM from Portland Intl.

292. The maximum indicated airspeed for recip-
rocating engine aircraft within an Air-
port Traffic Area located within a
Terminal Radar Service Area such as
depicted by Figure 4, is

J-26 1- 156 knots.
2- 180 knots.
3- 200 knots.
4- 250 knots.
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'

The maximum indicated airspeed for flight
within a TerMinal Radar Service Area such
as depicted by Figure 4, and outside the
Airport Traffic Area, is'

J-26, 1- 156 knots." r.
2- 180 knots.
3-.200 knots.
4- 250 knots.,



294. The critical'altitude of an aircraft en-
_gine is the maximum altitude at which

0-04 1- the engine rated horsepower is re-
duced to 75% of Lt,s,Nsea level rated

value.

2- a supercharger must be placed in
high ratio to maintain sea level
rated horsepower.

3- that engine will no longer create
enough power for climb purposes.

4- that engine can develop its maximum
continuous power.

298. Assume an airplane isl, sing at 100 MPH
and is creating 1,000 sounds of drag. If

the angle of attack remsins the same but
the airspeed is'doubled, the total drag
would be increased to

"0-04 1- 4,000 pounds.
2- 3,000 pounds.
3- 2,000 pounds.
4- 1,000 pounds.

299. The acute angle between the chord of an
airfoil (wing) and its direction of motion
relative to the air is knovin as the

0-03 1- dihedral angle.

295. Whfch statement generally describes the 41 2- stalling angle.

relationship of the forces acting on an

0-04

%- 3- angle of attack.

airplane in a constant power and constant 4- angle of incidence.

airspeed descent?

1- Total thrust is equal to totaldraw 300. Aspect ratio of the wing is defined as

total weight is greater than total the ratio of the
\

lift.

2- Thrust ii.greater than drag; weight
is.greater than lift.

otal thrust is equal to total drag;
tbtal lift is iqual to total weight.

4- Thrust is greater ttan drag; lift
is equal to weight.

^296. When considering the forces acting upon
--an airplane in straight-and-level flight

at constant airspeed, which statement is
correct? .

0-04 1- Drag always acts rearward parallel
to relative wind and is less t
thrust.

2- Thrust always acts forward paral
to the relative wind and is greater
than drag.

3- Lift always acts perpendicular to
the longitudinal axis of the wing
and is greater than weight.

4- Weight always acts vertically
toward the center of the earth.

.

-

297tAt-a constant power setting the rate of
climb of an airplane is greater when the
wings are level than when in a climbing
turn because when level the,

.0-04 1- relative airspeed-As greater.

2- wing loading is greater.

3- center.of lift is nearer the trail- -
. ing edge of the wing. .

4-, vertical lift component is greater.

56

0-03 1- wingspan to the wing root.

2- mere of thchord to the wingspan.

3- wingspan to the...Ale aerodynamic
chord. -

4- wing spar to the ma n compression
rib.

301. The lift produced by an airfoil is the
force produced

, 0-03 1- half way between the chordline
and the relative wind.

2- opposite to the relative wind.

3- parallel to the relative Wind.

4- perpendicular to the relative wind.

302. The le beZWeen the chord line of the
wing and the longitudinal axis of the
'airplane is known as the angle of

0-03 1- dihedral.
2- intidence.
3- attack.
4- relative wind.

61
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303. The three axes of an airplane intersect
at the )

0-05 1- midpoint of the mean chord.
2- center of gravity.
3- center of pressure.
4- midpotnt of the datum line.

, 304. During flight, if tkilange is-made in
pitch attitude, an etplane will rotate
about its

0-05 I- center of pressure.
2- cenier of lift.
3- chord midpoint.
4- center of gravity.

305. Rotation about the longitudinal axis is
known as

0-05 1- yawing, and is controlled with the
rudder.

.2- yawing; and is controlled with the
ailerons.

3- rolling, and is controlled with the
ailerons.

am.

4- pitching, and is controlled with the
elevator.

306. Rotation about the lateral axis is known as

0-05 1- yawing, and is controlled with the
rudder.

. 2- yawing,'and is controlled with the.
atlerons...

3- tolling, and is controll ed. with the
, 'ailerons.

4- pitching, lind Is controlled with
the elevator.

307. The reason a light general aviation air-
plane tends to vise down during power
reduction's is that the

044 1- thrusi'line acts horizoptally,and
above the force of drag.

2- center of gravity is located for-
ward of the center of pressure.

3- center of pressure is locaXed for-
.. ward of the center of.gtavity.

4- force Of drag acts horizontally and
above the thrust line,

4

:

308. What changes in airplane control must be
made to maintain altitude while the air-
Apeed is being decreased?

0-04 1- Increase the angle of attack to
compensate for the decreasing lift.

2- Maintain a constant angle of attack
untilthe desired airspeed is
reached, then increase the angle of
attack.

3- Increase angle of attack to produce
more lift than weight.

4- Decrease the angle of attack to
,

compensate for the increase in drag.

309. Lift on a wing is nast properly defined
as the

0-04 1- force Oroduced perpendicular to
the longitudinal axis.

2- reduced pressure resulting from a
smooth flow of air over.a curved
surface and acting perpendicular to
the mean surface.

3- force produced perpendicular to the
relative wind.

4- differential pressure acting per-
pendicular to the chord of the wing.

_/

310. Which statement best describes the rela-
tionship of the forces acting on an air-
plane when it is climbing at constant
airspeed and constant rate?

0-04 1- Lift is equal to weight, and thrust
is equal to drag.

2- Lift is equal to weight, and thrust
is greater than drag.

Lift is greater than weight, and
thrust is greater than drag.

4- Lift is greater than weight, and
thrust is egtial to drag. .

I)

311. Which statement ge eilally describes the
relationship of th forces acting on an
airplane that is imbing at a constant
airspeed and at onstant power?

0-04 1- Thrust is greater than drag, and
lift1;is greater than weight.

,
.

2- Total thrust is equal to totaLdrag,
anddiotal lift is greater than total
weight.

3- Thrust is gi.eater than drag, and
. lift is egual to weight.

4- Total'thrust is equal to total'
drag1 and total lift is equal to

.' total weight.

51
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312. Refer to Figure 5. Which airplane illus-
trated would require the least power to
maintain altitude?

0-10 1-

2- C.
3- Q.

4- G.

313. Refer to Figure 5. Which of the follow-
ing airplanes illustrated would require
the least power to maintain altitude?

0-10 1- A.

2-'8.

3- C.

4- G.

314. Refer to Figure 5. Which of the follow-
ing airplanes illustrated would require
the most power to maintain altitude?

0-10 1- A.

2- B.

3- C.

4- F.

315. Refer to Figure 5. Which airplane
illustrated is flying at the speed ,

for maximum endurance?

0-10 1- A.

2- B.

3- D.
4- G.

316. Refer to Figure 5. In regard to! the

amount of power necessary to'Maintain
level flight at speeds below the lowest
point on the powercurvi, it requires

0-10 1- increased power as speed is
decreased.

2- decreased
decreased.

3- increased
increased.

4- no ch

power as speed 4s

power as speed is

n power as the speed
is increased or decreased.

: 1297-667 0 79 r.

317. Refer to Figure 5a. The power available
line (assume a fixed-pitch propeller) is
curved because propeller efficiency

0-10 1- remains the same as airspeed is
changed.

2- remains the same as pitch attitude
is changed.

3- changes at different airspeedtand
pitch attitudes.

4- changes only at different air-
speeds.

318. Refer to Figure 5. Which of the following
best describes flight in the region of
normal command while maintaining a con-
stant altitude?

0-10 1-vA lower airspeed requires a lower
'power setting.

2- A highlairspeed requires a lower
power s ting.

3- A lower airspeed requires a higher
power setting.

4- A change in airspeed requires no
change in power.

Figure 5. Which of the following
best describes flight in the region of
reversed command while maintaining a
constant altitude?

0-10 1- A higher airspeed requires a higher
power setting.

2- A lower airspeed requires a lower),
power setting.

3- A higher airspeed requires a lower
power setting.

4- A change in airspeed requires no
change in power. .

320, The phenomenon of ground effect causes

0-14 1- the angle of attack to increase,
thus increasin9 the Stall speed.

2- induCed drag to increase, thus
reducing the groundspeed.

3- the direction of the relative wind
to.change, thus producing a smaller
angle of attack.

4- the wing to become.lessefficient,
thus requiring a longer ground run
for takeoff.



321. Pilots operating at less than one wing-
span length above the surface, such as
on takeoff or just before touchdown dur-
ing landing, can expect

0-14 1- the necessity:for additional up elel
vator pressure to counteract nose
heaviness.

2- an overall increase in parasite and
induced drag. ,

3- high induced drag at low airspeed.

4- a decrease in longitudinal stability.

322. Even under conditions of high gross
weight, high densitraltitude, and high
temperature, it is, possible for an air-
plane to become airborne at a speed
lelow the normal stall speed. This is
because of

0-14 1- the phenomenon of ground effect.

2- an increase in downwash plus the
decrease in upwash.

3- an increase in downwath.

4- an increase in upwash.

323: Maximum range in a proPeller driven air-
plane is achieved in a flight condition
which produces the greatest proportion
between

0-10 1- fuel flow and.power required.
2- flight hours and power available.
3- speed and power required.
4- flight hours and fuelflow.

324. A constant rate of climb in an airplane
is-determined by -

0-10 1- windspeed.
2- the airplane weight.
3- excess engine power.
4- excess airspeed.

325. Frost covering the upper surface of an
airplane wing will usually cause

0-09 1- the airplane to stall at ah angle
of attack that is lower than normal:

2- no problems for pilots of light
aircraft.

3- drag factors so large that suffi-
cient speed cannot be obtained for
takeoff.

4- the airpland to stall at an angle
of attack that As'higher than 101.

normal.

60

326. How is an airplane's performance affected
by frost on the wings?

0709 1- Lift is decreased; drag is decreased.
2- Lift is increased; drag is decreased.
3- Lift is decreased; drag is increased.
4- Lift is increased; drag is increased.

327. If the airspeed of an airplane is doubled
While the angle of attack is held con-
stant, the parasite drag will

0-09 1- remain the same.
2- be four times greater.

double.
4- decrease as the airspeed increasei.

328. An accumulation of frost on the airplane
wings will result in

0-09 1- a decrease in lift and drag.

2- an increase in lift and a decrease
in drag.

3- a decrease in an increase
in drag.

4- an increase in lift and drag.

329. Both lift and drag of an airfoil are

0-06 1- proportional to the square of the
velocity (V2) of the relative wind.

2- proportional to increases and de-
creases in the velocity of the rela-
tive wind.

3- inversely proportional to the air
density.

4- inversely proportional to the area'
of the wing.

330. During a change in bank, an airplane will
rotate around its center of

0-\05 1- gravity and lontlitudinal axis.
2- pressure and lateral axis.
3- gravity and lateral axis.'
4- pressure and longitudinal axis%

331. During a change in pitch attitude, an air-
plane will rotate around its center of

0-05 1- gravity and longitudinal.axis.
2- pressure and lateral axis. ,

3- gravity and lateral axis.'
4- pressure and longitudinal axis.



332. The additional load imposed on the wings
of ah-eiolane during a level coordinated
turn in sRboth air is dependent on the

0-17 1- angle of bank.
2- true airspeed.
3- density altitude.
4- rate of turn.

333. In a constant altitude coordinated turn,
the load factor imposed on an airplane
is the result of

0-17 1- wind and density altitude.
2- rate of turn and airspeed.
3- angle of attack and airspeed.
4- centrifugal force and gravity.

334. Vhat i% one reason for avoiding operations
at or above red line speeds?

0-17 1- Control effectiveness is so greatly
impaired that it renders the air-
plane uncontrollable.

2- The stalling speed is Increased
to the point that maneuvers-cannot
be performed without resulting in
a stall.

3- The lifting capacity of the wing
is so great that the load factor
can easily be exceeded.

4- Excessive induced drag will cause
possible structural failures.

335. For a given angle of bank, the load factor
imposed on both the airplane and pilot in
a coordinated constant-altitude turn

0-17 1- varies with the'rate of turn.

2- increases at a very slow rate
beyond 45° of bank.

3- is directly related to the air-
plane's gross weight.

4- is constant.

336. Why is it unwise to operate an airplane
in excess of the maximum certificated
gross weight?

-0-17 1- Certain structural limitations
may.be exceeded.

2- An overloaded airplane is exces-

,
sively stable in flight.

3- Flight in excesTeof certificated
weights is not possible.

4- Fuel consumption may be signi-
ficantly intreased.
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337. Operations approaching maximum speeds,
such ak Vne, should be avoided because

0-17 1- of the possibility of inducing flut-
ter or exceeding the design load
factors.

2- control effectiveness is so greatly
impaired that it renders the air-
plane uncontrollable.

the stalling speed is increased to
the point that maneuvers cannot be
performed without resulting in a
stall.

4- excessive induced drag.will cause
structural failures.

338. It is unwise to operate, an airplane in
excess of its maximum certificated gross
weight primarily because

0-17 Ilk' flight at weights in excess of maid-
mum gross weights is not possible.

2- of the significant increase it will
cause in fuel consumption.

3- excessive loads may be imposed upon
-4.some part of the structure.

_

4- an overloaded airolan

i
-is.exces-

sively stable in fl t.

339. The phenomenon of "groild effect" is most
likely to be involved in which of the
following situations?

0-14 1- Inability to become, airborne even
though the airspeet is sufficient
for a normal takeoff.

2- Inability to climb once airborne.

3- Abruptly settling back to the sur-
face immediately after becoming air-
borne.

4- The absence of normai cushioning on
landings in high-wing airplanes.

340. An airplane can become airborne at less
than the normal takeoff speed. This is

probably because of

0-14 1- ground effect.

2- a strong headwind.

3- an error in the airspeed indicator.

4- excessive power applied to the
engine.

.i

Oc
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341. Refer to Figure 6. What percent would
the stall speed increase if the angle of
bank is tncreased from 35° to 60'?

Q-08 1- 10%.
2- 20%.
3- 30%.
4- 40%..

342. Refer to Figure 6. What percent would
the siall SPeed increase if the angle of
bank is tncpleased from 450 to 550?

347. Refer to Figure 6. What increase in load)

factor wou'ld take place if the angle of `
bank were incretwd from 600 to 70"?

0-17 1- 0.5 G.
2- 1:0 G.
3- 1.5 G's.
4- Alt's.

348. Refer to Figure 6. What increase in loa
factor would take place if the angle of
bank were increased from,60' to 800?

0-00' 1- 5%. 0-17

.N 2- 12%.

3- 34%.

)
4- 42%

343. Refer to Figure 6. What is the stall
, speed of an airplane under a load factor

off2 if the unaccelerated stall speed is
60 knots?

0-11 1- 66 knots. \
2- 74 knots.
3- 84 knots.
4- 102 knots.

344. Refer to Figure 6. What is the stall
speed of an-airplane under a load factor
of 4 if the unaccelerated stall speed is

knots?

0-17 1- 91 knots.
2- 116 knots.
3- 132 knots.
4- 140 knots.

345. Refer to Figure 6. What is the stall
speed of an airplane under a load factor
of 2 if its unaccelerated stall speed is
80 knots?

0-17 1- 90 knots.
2- L12 knots.
3- 120 knots.
4- 160 knots.

4110

346. Refer to Figure 6. What i the stall
speed pf an airplane unef a load factor

\ of 3 if its unacc ed stall speed is
.60 knots.?

0-17 1r 72 kilns.
2- 84 knots.
3- 96 knots,
4- 102 knots. I

4

1- 1.G.

2- 2 G's.
3- 3 G's.
4- 4 G's,

349. If the angle of bank!were held constant
and-airspeed variedi the ligiad factor would

63

0-17 1- vacy depending on the rate of turn.
2- increase when speed increases.
3- decrease when speed decreases.
4- remain constaht.

350. If, while holding the angle of bank con-
stant, the rate of turn is varied the:load
fact6r would

0-17 1- remain constant.
2- vary depending upon speed.
3-'vary depending upon weight.
4- increase if speed were increased.

351. Indi cate4 stals-peed )5. a ffecteski

0-19 1-, angleil attack, weight, and air
densi

'2- weight, load factor, and power.

3- weight, density altitude, power,
and turbulence.

47 load factor, anglbk\of Attack.i.and

power.

352:Why can'turbulAt air cause an increase
in stalling speed?

0-19 1- The true airspeed is abruptly -
. increased.

2- The load factor is suddenly de-
creased.

3- The angle of attack is decreased.:

4- The angle tack' is increased.

174
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353. As a general rule, airplanes tend to be-
come more.stable with

0-18 1- ail loading.
2- flaps extended.
3- light loads'.
4-tforward loading.

lc 354. The tendency of an air-Plane to develop
forces that further remove the airplane
from its.original position, when dis-
turbed from a condition of steady flight,
is known as

0-18 1- _positive gtatic stability.
2- static instability.
3- dynamic instIbility.
4- neutral static stability.

355. The tendency of an airplane to deve4op
forces which restore it tfl its original
condition, when disturbed from a tonditi n
of steady flight, is known as

0-18 1- controllability.
2- maneuverability.
,3- stability.
4- balance.

356. Which is the best technique for minimiz-

o ing the wing load factor.when flying in
: severe turbulence?

0-17 1- Control airspeed a
possible with eley
and4accept variations
altitude.

'41a

as

d power,
Oftbank and

27. SetiPow6. and trim til2bt4in an
airsPeed at or- belaw ihedvering
eed, maintain.wingi level,-and

a ept variations of Wipeed'and
. altitude,

3- Control airspeed:with power,nain-
taiv Wings level, and accePt varia-
ties of altitude. .

4- Control altitude with power, air--
speed With elevator, ahd accept
variations 9f bank.-

358. The rati between the total air load im-
posed on the wing and the gross weight".
an flight is known as the

0-17 1- power loading.
2- load factor.
3- yield load.
4- aspect ratio.

359. Load factor is the actual 'weight supported
by the wings at any given moment

0-17 1- divided by the total weight of the
airplane.

2- multiplied by the total weight.of
the airplane.

3- added to the total weight of the
airplane.

4- subtracted from the total weight
of the airplane.

360.,R1ng loading of an airpjane is determined
by a value which is the

0-17 1- gross weight of the airplane
divided by the wing area.

2- total load the wing will carry.'

3- ratio.of he wing area to the
,,.hersepower.

4- gross weight diyided by the span.

361: Assume that an airplane is/Certificated'
with a..maximum gross weight of 2,500 lbs.
and a load factor of 3.8. If this airplant
were loaded to a gross weight of 2,650 lbs.
and flown in turbulence creating a
load factor, whatairload would be im-
posed upon its structure?

0717 1- 2,650 lbs. and this airplane should .

not be flown at this grost weight. .

2- 570 lbs.'above maZimpm permissiKe,
and this.airplane shouid not be
flown at this gross weight..

3- 150 lbs. above'maximum.permissible;

ghtl.

and this airplane shod not!be
flown at this gross wl

41 1,280 lbs, above maximumyermissible357.,The degree of-airplane wing loading during
a level coordinatted turn in smooth air4
depends uporithe

0-17 " 1- true airspeed.
2- angle of bank.
3-,rate of turn.

density altitude.
N40

6
_ 64

7

and this airplan6 should not be
flown at this gross weight.

a



362. The maximum allowable airspeed with flaps
extended is lower than cruising speed
because

0-20 1- they are used only when preparing
to land.

2- the additional lift and drag
ceeated would overload the wing
structure at higher speeds.

3- the flaps wit) retract automati-
cally t higher speeds:.

4- too ch drag is induced.

363. Why is the maximum allowable airspeed with
flaps extended (Vfe) lowee than cruising
airspeed? .

0-20, 1- They are used only when preparing-
-to land.

2- The additional lift and drag
created would overload the wing
structure at higher speeds.

3- The flaps will-retract automati-
cally at higher speeds.'',,

4- Too much drag is induced.

364. Which statement-is true regarding the use
of flaps during turns?

0-20 f- The addition of flaps decreases the
stall speed.

27 The addition of flaps increases the
stall speed.

3- In any given degree of bank, the
addition of flaps has no effect on
stall speed.

4- Using a constant flap setting and
varying the bank has no effect on
stall speed.

y

365. The use of flaps will. produce

' 0-20 1- increased lift and decreased drag.
2- increased lift and increased drag.
3-d4Ceeased lift and increased drag.
14- decreased lift and decreased drag.

v.

65

366. In a certificated airplane, uncoritrollable
spins are most likely to develop from
normal spins if the

0-1§ 1- rudders and ailerons are cross
controlled.

2- gross weight is exceeded.

3- most rearward CG position is
exceeded.

4- minimum allowable load is exceeded.

- 367. For a given airfoil, the angle of attack
which results in a stall

0-19 1- remains constant regardless of
bank, load factor, or airspeed.

2- varies directly with- the degree of
bank.

3- is dependent on the load factor:

4- varies with the speed of airflow
around the airfoil.

368. The angle of attack at which an airplane
wing stalls will

0-19 1- change with an increase in grosso.
weight.

2--remain the same regardless of gross
weight.

3- decrease if the center of gravity is
moved aft.

4- increase if the center of gravity is
moved forward.

369. An airplane in a steep-banked turn stalls
at a higher airspeed than it does with the
wings level, because the

0-19 1- critical angle of attack has de-'
creased.

2- critical angle of attack is reached
at a higher airspeed.

3- total lift has decreased.

4- total drag has decreased.

370. Turbulent air can cause an increase in

stalling speed when there is

0719 1- a decrease in angle of attack. ,

2- a sudden decrease in load factor.
3- an abrupt increase in true airspeed.
4- an abiztept change in relative wind.



371. If cruising into a 15 MPH headwind and
a 1800 turn is made so the wind is from
directly behind the airplane, the indi-
cated airspeed would

0-22 1- be the same and the groundspeed
,1- would increase 30 MPH.

2- be the same and the groundspeed
would increase 15 MPH.

3- decrease 15 MPH and the groundspeed
would increase 15 MPH.

increasp 30 MPH and the groundspeed
would remain the same.'

372. Assume an airplane is in cruising ?light
with a 25 MPH tailwind. If a my turn is
made which places the wind direttly on the
nose of the airplane, the indicated air-
speed would

0-22 1- decrease'50 MPg and the'groundspeed
waild remain the same. /(74I

2- be the same and the groundspeed
would decrease 50 MPH.

3- decrease 25 MPH and the groundspeed
would decrease 25 MPH.

4- increase 25 MPH and the groundspeed
would decrease 25 MPH.

373. An asymmetrical airfoil with zero angle
of attack, creates a pressure below the
wing that generilly would be

0-21 1- less than atmospheric pressure.

2equal to atmospheric pressure.

3- greater than atmospheric pressure.

4--1ess thallthe pressure along the
upper surface of the wing.

374. During flight with zero angle of attack,
the pressure along the upper surface of
the wing would be

0-21 1- less than atm0Spheric pressure.

2- equal to atmospheric pressure.

3- greater than atmosPheric pressure.

4- greater than the pressure below
the wing.

375. Which statement is true relative to
changing angle of attack?

041 1- An increase in angle of attack will
increase impact pressure below the
wing, and decrease drag.

2- An increase in angle o/ attack will
increase impact pressure below the
wing, and increase drag.

3- An increase in angle of attack will
decrease impact pressure below the
wing, and increase drag.

4- A decrease in angle of attack will
increase impact pressure below the
wing, and decrease drag.

376. The primary function of flaps is to

0-20 1- provide a steeper gliding angle.

2: increase corltrol effectiveness at
slow speeds.

4- permit a safer takeoff over high
obstructionl.

4- increase lateral stability.

377. Lowering the flaps during a landing
approach

0-20 1- increases the angle of descent with-
- out increasing airspeed.

2- decreases the angle ofvdescent with-
out increasing power.

3- eliminates floating.

4- permits approaches at a higher indi-
cated airspeed.

#
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378. Which statement is true regarding air-
speed con&ol, degree of bank, and use of
flaps during slow speed, law altitude
maneuvering?

0-20 1- The airspeed should be 6onstant
during an increase in bink, re-'
gardless of flap setting.

2- The airspeed should be constant,
regardless of the degree of bank
or flap setting.

3- The airspeed should be increased if
the bank is steepened and flaps are
lowered.

71

4- The airspeed should be increased if
the bank is steepened and flaps are
retracted.



, 379. In standard atmosphere at sea level, an'
engine developing full power produces a
manifold pressure (MP) of 27" Hg and 2600

RPM. What approximate MP and RPM should
this engine produce in a standard atmos-
phere at 4,000 feet MSL under full power?

d,

P-02 1.- 23" Hg and 2600 RPM. '

2- 25" Ng and 2600 PPM. .

3- 27" Hg.and 2200 RPM.
, 4- 31" Hg and mop RPM.

.
380. If,-under standard atmospheric conditions

at sea level, an engine using f011 power
produces a manifold pressure of 29" Ng
and.2700 RPM, what m%i:old pressure and
RPM should this engin be expected to pro-

duce at 3,000 feet MSL 'Using full power
under standard atmospheric conditions?

P-02 1- 21" Hg and 2400 RPM.
2- 26" Hg and 2700 RPM.
3- 29" Hg and 2400 RPM.
4- 32" Ng and 3000 RPM.

381. Assume that prior to starting an engine
the manifold pressure gauP.indicates
29" Ng. The reason for this is that the

.P-02 1- peessure in the manifold is the
same as atmospheric pressure.

2- throttle is closed, trapping high
pressure in the manifold. .

3- throttle is in the full open
position.

4- gauge is stuck at the full power

position,

382. clogged oil breather line on a recipao-
cating engine will cause

P-02 1- excessive oil consumption:
2- fuel starvation.
3- a low cylinder head temperature.
4- a lean mixture.

1
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383. To properly purge water from the fuel sys-
tem of an airplane equipped with fuel tank
sumps and a fuel strainer quick drain, it
is necessary to drain fuel from the

P-01 1- lowest point in the fuel system only.

2- fuel strainer drain and the fuel
tank sumps.

3- fuel tank sump drains only.

4- fuel strainer drain only.

384. One of the disadvantages of fuel injector
systems compared with carburetor systems

is

P-01 .1- uneven fuel distribution to the
cylinders.

2- slower throttle response

3- poor control of fuel/air mixture.

4- problems associated with restarting
an engine that quits because,of fuel
starvation.

385. One of the disadvantages of fuel injection
systems compared with carburetor-systems
is

P-01 1- difficulty in starttng a

2- uneven fuel distrfbution
cylinders.

'3- slower throttle response.

4- poor control of fuel/air mixture.

hot engine.'

to the

386. One advantage of fuel injection systems
over carburetor systems is

44

P-01 1- easier starts when the engine is hot.

2- faster throttle response.

3- easier in-flight restarting should
it become necessary.

4- less difficulty with vapor locks
during ground operationt".

One of the slisadvantages of fuel injection
systems compared with carburetor systems

is

P-01 1- uneven fuel distribution to ,the

cylinders.

2- slower throttle response.

3- poor control of fuel/air mixture. .

4- vapor-locks during ground ()Orations

on hot days.



388. One advantage of.fuel injection systems
over carburetor systems is

P-01 1- easier cold weather starts.

2- easier in-flight restarting should
it become necessary.

3- less difficulty with vapor locks
during ground operations.

`4- easier starts when the engine is
hot.

389. Fuel/air ratio is the ratio between the

P-01 1- weight of fuel and weight of air
entering the carburetor.

2- weight of fuel and weight of air
entering the cylinder.

3- volume of fuel and volume of air
entering the carburetor.

volume of fuel and volume of air
entering the cylinder.

390. One of the advaritageS of fuel injection
systemS'oven cahuretdr systems is

17.1eis difficulty in starting a hot
engine.

2- easier Testarting of an engine that
quits because of fuel sprvation.

3- a reduction in the probability of
evaporative icing,

4- elimination of vapor locks during
ground operations.

JIB

391. One advantage of fuel injection systems
over carburetor systems is

P-01 1- better fuel digtribution to the
cylinders.

2- iess difficulty with hot weather
vapor locks during ground opera;
tions. :

3- easier hot-engine starting.

4- easier in-flight restarting.

392. "P factor," the force which produces a
yiJiii-eTfect.on takeoffs, climbs at slow
airspeeds, and certain other attitudes, 4-

is the result of the

0-23 1- spiral characteristic of the air
forced,rearward by the rotating
propeller.

2- gyroscopic force applied to the
rotating propeller blades acting
900 in advance of the point force
was applied.

3- propeller blade descending on the
right producing more thrust than
the ascending blade on the left.

4- clockwise rotation of the engine
and propeller turning the airplane
counterclockwise-

393. Which statement is Crue relating to the
use of the rudder in conventional air-
planes to compensate for the effects of
torque?

0-23 1- If airspeed is decreased (power
constant), right rudder pressure
must be added.

2- If power is reduced (airspeed
constant); right rudder pressure
must be addeV.

3- If airspeed 'is increased (power
constant), right rudder pressure
must be added.

4- If power is increased (airspeed
constant), left rudder pressure
must be added.

394. Assume that after takeoff a turn is made
to a downwind heading. In regard to the
ground, the airplane will climb at

0-22 1- a greater rate into the wind than
downwind.

2- a steeper angle downwind than into
the wind.

3- the same angle upwind or downWind.

4- a steeper angle into the wind than
downwind.

395.- A dOwnwind turn ne.iT the ground may be
hazardous because

0-22. 1- during theturn the airspeed is
reduced by the speed of the wind
and ft 'the wind is strong enough
will reduce the airspeed-to the
Italling 'point.

A4- altitude is alWaiis lost in er, turn.

4--the nose drops in a turn.

4-'there may be insufficient space to
maneuver in,event of engine failure

c.2



396. What pilot action should be taken when
using fuel with a higher lead content
than that recommended?

P-05 1- Avoid manifold pressures in
excess of 25" Hg.

2-Avoid-extremely lean mixture
operation.

3- Operate the engine with a leaner
than normal mixture.

4- Operate.the engine with an RPM
that is lower than the manifold
pressure.

397. Failure to lean the mixture after leveling
R off at altitude will

P-04 1- reduce the.fuel/air ratio in the
carburetpe.

2- allow the same fuel flow as at
lower altitudes.

3- cause higher cylinder head tempera-
ture.

,p-

4- permit the same weillit of air to
enter the carburetor.

398. When leaning supercharged engines equipped
with either a cylinder head temperature or
exhaust gas temperature gauge, thoe mixture

fo

P-04 1-.can be leaned beyond the peak tem-
perature because the enigne will
be cooled from excess fuel.

2- should be leaned to the peak tem-
perature and then richened for
best economy and operating tem-
perature.

3- can be leaned beyond the peak tem-
perature and the engine will run
cooler.

4- should never be leaned beyond the
peak temperature.

X

399. The "Best Power Mixture" is that fuel/air
ratio at which

P-0,4 1- a given power can be obtained with
the highest manifold pressure or
throttle setting.

2- cylinder head temperatures are the
coolest.

3- climbs or descents can be made With-
out adjusting the mixture control.

4- the most power can be obtained for
any given throttle setting.

400. The mixture control is used to reduce the
amount of

P-04 1- fuel flow in fuel injection engines
only.

2- fuel flow in both fuel injection and
carburetor equipped engines.

3- airflow in carburetor equipped
engines only.

4- airflow in both fuel injection and
carburetor equipped enginds.

401. In less dense air a leaner mixture will

P-04 1- decrease fuel consumption, and
decrease power output.

2- increase fuel consumption, and
decrease power output.

3- decrease fuel consumption, and
provide.optimum power.

4- increase fuel consumption, and
proviile optlmum power.

402. During takeoff,-when maximum power and
thrust are required, the constant-speed
propeller should be set to a propeller
blade angle which

,P-04 1- will produce a low slipstream
velocity.

1- will produce a small angle of attaCk
with respect t/o its relative wind.

3- is high and will produce a low RPM.

4- will produce a large angle of attatk
with respect to its relative wind.
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403. When operating an a:Irrplane with a constant 4107. Unless adjusted, the fuel/air mixture be-

speed propeller, which procedure places comes.richer with an increase in altitude

the least stress on cylinder components? because the amount of fuel

P-04 1- Whether power settings are being
increased or decreased, RPM is
adjusted before manifold pressure.

2- When power settings are being in-
creased, increase manifold pressure
before RPM.

3- When power settings are being de-
creased, reduce manifold pressure
before RPM.

4- When power settings are being de-
creased, reduce RPM before mani-
fold pressure.

404. The main purpose of the mixture control

is to

P-04 1- adjust the fuel flow to obtain the
proper air/fuel ratio.

2- decrease the air supplied to the .

engine.

3- increase the oxygen supplied to
the.engine.

4- decrease oxygen supplied to the

engine.

405. When establishing a climb, the proper

sequence of engine control adjustment

is to increase

P-04 1- mixture, followed by RPM and then

manifold pressure.

2- manifold pressure and mixture but
not the RPM.

3- manifold pressure followed by RPM,

then mixture.

4- RPM, mixture,.and then manifold
pressure.

406. To establish a cliqb after takeoff in an

airplane equipped with a constant-speed
propeller, the output of the engine is
reduced to climb power by decreasing mani-

fold pressure and

P-04 12 increasing RPM by decreasing pro-.
peller blade angle.

2- decreasing RPM by decreasing )1ro-

peller blade angle.,.-

increasing RPM by increasing pro-
peller blade angle.

. 4- decreasing RPM by increasing pro-
peller blade angle.

P-04 1- remains eonstant while the weight of
air decreases. .

2- remains constant while the volume of
air decreases.

3- increases while the volume of air
decreases.

4- increases while the volume of air
remains constant.

408. If fuel/air mixture adjustments are not
made during operation at high altitudTs-,
engine performance will be affected because
of

P-04 1- an increase in the amount of fuel
.and a decrease in the volume of air
entering the carburetor.

2- a decrease in the weight of air while
approximately the same amount of fuel
enters the carburetor.

3- a decrease in the amount of fuel and
a decrease in the volume of air
entering the carburetor.

4- a cons.tant volume of air and an in-
* crease in the amount of fuel metered

by the carburetor.

409. Which statement is true regarding preheat-
ing an airplane during cold weather opera-
tions?

P-03 1- The cockpit, as well as the engine,
should be preheated.

2- The possibility of fire is rare dur-
ing preheating.

3- The cockpit area should not be pre-
heated with portable heaters.

4- Hot air should be blown directly at
the engine through the air intakes.

410. During preflight in cold weather, crank-
case breather lines should receive special

attention because they are susceptible to
being clogged by

P-03 1- moisture from the outside air which
has frozen.

2- congealed oil from the crankcase.

'3- ice in the breather line.

4- sediment ih the crankcase.
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411. When operating an airplane equipped with
a constant-speed propeller, and while
maintaining a constant manifold preS.sure,
the tendency of the engine to detonate
will

P-08 1- decrease, with an increase in the
temperature of the fuel/air mixture.

2- increase, with a decrease in RPM.

4 3- increase as the mKture is enriched.

4- decrease, with a decrease in RPM.

412. Which stVement is true regarding the
operaticfOof a typical unsupercharged
aircraft engine?

P-08 1- In general, rich mixtures must be
used with caution when operating
at high power settings.

2- Detonation often cannot be recog-
nized from the cockpit through
sound or engine roughness.

3- Most unsupercharged engines are
capable of producing,100% of their
rated poter at or above 5,000 feet.

4- Operating with an excessively lean
mixture for an extended period of
time usually results in "fouled"
spark plugs.

413. The best procedure to use when attempting
to start an overprimed enginqpis to

P-07 1- boost the battery with an auxil-
iary power unit.

2- continue to use the starter until
the engine fires.

3- handcrank the engine with the throt-
. tle open and the aircraft brakes

set.

4- follow the manufacturer's instruc-
tions.

41. Which statement is true regarding airplane
engine operation during cold weather?

! P-07 1- Preheating an engine should be done
only in an emergency.

2-.Engine parts expand, making it
difficult to crank the engine.

3- Overpriming could result in poor
compression and 'hard Starting.

4- Prolonged idling causes the spark
, plug electrodes to becode saturated .

with congealed oil and results in
shorting out the plugs. .'
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415. One difference between float-type carbure-
tion and fuel injec'tion is that in the
latter system

1114

P-07 1- power response is slower.

2- vapor lock is less likely to occur.

3- fuel is distributed to the cylinders
more evenly.

4- the throttle controls the flow of
air while fuel flow remains con-
stant.

416. When full throttle is used on an unsuper-.
charged engine with the mixture control
full rich, the pilot should realize that
the engine is being

P-06 1- subjected to damage from preignition.

2- provided additional air in the cyl-
inders for cooling.

3- provided additional fuel in the cyl-
inders for cooling.

4- subjected to damage resulting from
detonation.

417. If it is necessary to use a substitute
gasoline in an airplane in lieu of that
recommended, it should be remembered that

P-05 1- aircraft engines are certificated
for operation with either automotive
or aviation fuels.

2- automotive gasofines can be used if
.the octane is equivalent to that of
the aviation gasoline recommended.

3- automotive gasolines should not be
used, evesrlf the octane is equiva-
lent or-better than that of
aviation gasoline recommended

4- automotive gasolines are recommended,
but only for short periods of time.
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418. The principal cause of hazardous conditions
associated with the wake turbulence of
large airplanes is the

P-12 1- high speeds at which large air-
planes operate. -

2- tornado-like vortices generated
by the wingtips.

3- propeller or jet "wash."

4- laminar flow airfoil used on air-
plane destgns.

419. During a takeoff made behind a departing
large jet airplane, the pilot can mini-
mize the hazard of wingtip vortices by

P-12 1- extending the takeoff roll and not
rotating until well beyond the
jet's rotation point.

2- maintaining extra speed on takeoff
and climbout.

3- remaining below the jet's flight-
path until able to turn clear of
its wake.

4- being airborne prior to reaching
the jet's rotation point and
climbing above its flightpath.

420. What effect would a light crosswind have
on the wingtip vortices generated by a
largeThirplane that had just taken off?

P-12 1- Both vortices would move downwind
at a greater rate than if the sur-
face wind was,directly down the
landing runway.

2- The downwind vortex would tend to
remain on the runway longer than
the upwind vortex.

3- A light crosswind would rapidly
dissipate the strength of both
vortices.

4- The upwind vortex would tend to
remain on the runway longer than
the downwind vortex.

7 7
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421. In which sections of the carburetor would
icing most likely occur?

P-11 1- Main air bleed and main discharge
nozZle.

2- Venturi and on the throttle valve.

101-- Float chamber and fuel inlet screen.

4- Accelerator pump and main metering
jet.

422. The first indication of carburetor icing
in airplanes equipped with constant-speed
propellers would most likely be a

P-11 1- rough running engine followed by
loss of RPM.

2- decrease in revolutions per minute.

3- decrgase in manifold pressure.

4- rough running engine followed by an
increase in manifold pressure.

423. Which statement is true regarding throttle
ice in engine induction systems?

P-11

424.

P-11

1- Throttle ice is formed at cruise
power settings.

2- Throttle ice is usually formed in
induction systems when the throttle
is closed.

3- Throttle ice affects both fuel in-
jection engines and engines equipped
with carburetors.

4- Throttle ice occurs only in combina-
tion with impact ice.

Which.statement is true regarding induc-
tion system icing?

1- Throttle ice is usually formed in
, the induction system of fuel injec-

tion engines.

2- Impact ice affects both fuel injec-
taon engines and engines equipped
with carburetors.

3- Fuel ice is usually forme4 in the
induction system of fuel injection
engines.

4- Induction system icing affects only
engines equipped with carburetors.



425. The law temperature that causes carburetor 429.

ice in an engine equipped with a float-type
carbUretor is normally the result of the

1- freezing temperature/lof the air
entering the carburetor.

2- vaporization of fuel and expansion
of air in the carburetor.

3- low volatility of the fuel.

4- compression of air at the carbure-
tor vdnturi.

426. Tri an aircraft equipped with a float-type
carburetor and a constant-speed propeller,
carburetor ,Icing would probably first be
detected by

P-11 1- a drop in manifold pressure.

2- a drop in manifold pressure and
engine RPM.

3- detonation.

4- a drop in engine RPM.

427. In an airplane equipped with a conOkant-
speed propeller and a manifold pressure
(MP) gauge, the presence of carburetor

-Vice can be verified by applying carbure-
(toriheat.and noting an immediate

1

P-11 decrease in MP with no further
change in MP.

2- increase in MP and then a.gradual
increase in MP.

increase in MP and then a gradual
decrease in MP.

4.- decrease in MP and then a gradual
increase in MP.

428. Which contlitions should alert a pilot to
the possibility of induction icing?

P-11 1- Any temperature below freezing with
1 a relative humidity less than 50%.

'2- A temperature between 32° F. and
70° F. with a relative humidity

06 greater than 50%.

3- A temperature between 0° F. and
32° F. with a relative hOmidity
between 30% and 50%.

4- A temperature between 32° F. and
50° F. with erelative humidity
less than 50%.
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In an airplane equi)ped with a manifold
pressure gauge, a tachometer, a cylinder
head temperature gauge, and an exhaust
gas temperature indicator, the-first
indication of induction icing will be
noted by a decrease in

1- cylinder head temperature.
2- RPM.

3- manifold pressure.
4- exhaust gas temperature.

430. The installation of oil Cooler covers,
which have not been recomended by the
airplane manufacturer, must be approved by

P-10 1- an engine mechanic.

2- the National Transportation Safety
Board.

3- the Federal Aviation Administration.

4- the owner or operator of the air-
plane.

431. The amount of water absorbed in aviation
fuels will

P-09 . IL remain the same regardless of tem-
perature changes.

2- increase as the temperature of the
fuel decreases.

3-Aincrease as the temperature of the
fuel increases.

4- decrease as the temperature of the
fuel incrnses.

t)

432. Detonation during a climb can be corrected
by reducing the

P-08 1- manifold pressure.
2- fuel-to-air ratio.
3- propeller RPM.
4- airspeed.

433. The use of too low an octane fuel may .

cause

P-08 1- a prompt preignition reaction.
2- a cooling effect on cylinders.
3- higher manifold pressure.
4- detonation.



434. If the ground wire between the magneto
and the ignition switch becomes discon-
netted, the most noticeable result will
be that the engine

P-16 1- will not operate on the right
magneto.

2- cannot be shut down by turnlng the
switch to the "off" position.

3- cannot be started with the switch
to the "on" position.

4- will not Operate Oh th6 1efi.
. magneto.

435. The probable reason an engine continues
to run after the ignition switch has been
turned off is

P-16 1- a cracked intake manifold.
2- a broken magneto ground wire.
3- burned out magneto breaker points.
4- faulty magneto timing.

436. In addition to /11111 added safety factor,
dual ignition systems also provide

P-16 1- less engine vibrations.
2- shorter engine warmup perlods.
3- uniform engine heating.
4- better combustion.

437. In addition to the added safety factor,
dual ignition'systems also provide

P-16 1- easier starting.
2- better heat control of the engine.
3- improved engine performance.
4- shorter engine warmup periods.

438. Choose the correct statement regarding
wake turbulence.

P-12 The.greatest vortex strength is

plane is heavy, ean, and fast.
produced when air-

.' 2- The primary hazard is loss of con-
/ trol because-of induced roll.

3- Vortex generation begins'with the
initiation of the takeoff roll.

4- Vortices tend to reinain level for
a period of time.

.1
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439. Which pilot action would be most appropri
ate for minimizing the hazards of wingtip
vortices if cleared for takeoff behind a
large jet?

P-12 1- Be airborne prior to reaching the
point where the jet rotated, and
climb above its flightpath.

2- Maintain the ground run until past-.
the point where the jet took off,
and climb below the jet's flight-
path.

3- Taxi into position,on the runway and
hold until the vortices subside.

4- Take off and climb at maximum speed
to attain positive aircraft control
in the event turbulence is encoun-
tered.

440. Hazardous vortex turbulence that might be
1 encountered behind large aircraft is cre-

ated only when that aircraft is

P-12 1- using high power settings.
2- operating at high airspeeds.
3- heavily loaded.
4- developing lift.

441. The loss of airceaft control, which may
occur if a light airplane is flown into
the wake of a large airplane, is caused
principally by

P-12 1- the tornado-like vortices produced
by the wingtips of the large air-
plane.

2- high speed sound waves similar to
those produced by sonic "booms."

3- turbulence created by the propellers
'Or jet exhaust of the large airplane.

4- meteorological factors which create
wind shear.

442. If wake turbulence is encountered% the
probability of induced roll increases
when the encountering aircraft's

P.12 1- airspeed is slower than that of the
generating aircraft.

2- altitude S higher than that of 'the
generating aircraft.

3- heading is aligned with the flight-
path of the generating aircraft.

4- healng is perpendicular to the
flig tpath of the generating air-
craft.

79 -9
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443. Which statement is true relating to.the
factors which affect fuel consumption?

P-20 1- The rate of fuel consumption is
constant for d
if manifold pr
held constant.

2- Wind, as well a
and RPM, is a
ing the rate Of fuel consumption

3- Various combinations of manifold
pressure and RPM can produce a,
given rate of fuel consumption
at different altitudes.

4- Only one combination of manifold
pressure and RPM can produce a
given rate of fuel consumption
at different altitudes.

fferent altitudesl
sure and RPM are:

manifold pressiire

tor in determin-

444. The power,combination that is most likely
to result in excessive cylinder pressures
is a relatively

p4p 1- low manifold pressure with a high
RPM.

2- high manifold .pressure with a low
RPM.

3- low manifold pressure with a low

RPM.

4- high manifold pressure with a high
RPM.

-445. An airplane certificated in the utility
category means that the airplane could
be operated ii which maneuvers?

P-19 1- All acrobatic maneuVers.

2- Mild acrobatics, including spins.

3- Any maneuver except acrobatics or
spins.

4- Any Maneuver requiring an abrupt
attitude change.

446. When operating higher output engines,
especially those with ,superchargers, the
use of cprburetor heat should be regulated
by reference to the

P-18 I- degree of roughness at which the
engine is operating.

2- manifold presspre or RPM indicator.

3- cylinder head temperature,gauge.

4- carburetor air or mixture tempera-

ture gauge.

6

447. Which statement is true regarding the use
of carburetor heat or alternate air during
flight?

P-18 1- It is preferable to use carburetor
heat or alternate air as a preven-
tion, rather than as a deicer.

2- riril carburetor heat should be con-
tinuously used when the temperature
is below 32° F.

3- Partial heat should be used in air-
planes that are not equipped with
some instrumentation to determine
the effect of the heat.

4- Partial carburetor heat should be
used when the temperature is below
32° F.

448. An increase in carburetor air temperature
while operating at the same altitude with
the same RPM and MP, will produce

P-18 1- more horsepower.
2- less -borsepower.

3- fluctuating horsepower.
4- the same horsepower.

449. If carburetor heat is used in such a man-
ner as to provide too much heat at the_
carburetor intake, it will cause

P-18 1- the en9ine to idle too fast.

2- a decrease in fuel consumption.

3- a loss of RPM and a reduction of
maximum power.

4- excessive cylinder head temperatures.

450. When operating a supercharged engine, the
use of carburetor heat should be regulated
by reference to the

P-18 1- degree of roughness at which the
engine is operating.

2- carburetor air or mixture tempera-
ture gauge.

3- manifold pressure or RPM ihdicator.

. 4- qlinder'air temperature gauge.
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Figure 7

451. Refer to Fig. 7 above. The recommended
range 761. engine speed (RPM) for cruise
on a standard day with a manifold pres-
sure of 24" H is

P-20 1- 1900 RPt to 2600 RPM.
2- 1950 RPM to 2600 RPM.
3- 2000 RPM to 2500 RPM.
4- 2150 RPM to 2500 RPM.

452. Refer to Fig. 7 above. The recommended
range of engine speed (RPM) for cruise
on a standard day with a manifold pres-
sure of 23" Hg is

P-20 1-

2-

3-

4-

1900 RPM to 2600-RPM.
2000 RPM to 2500 RPM.
2025 RPM to 2500 RPM.
2100 RPM to 2600 RPM.

..., 2400 1500 2600

453. Refer to Fig. 7 above. The recommended
range of engine speed (RPM) for cruise
on a standard day with a manifold pressure
of 22" Ng is

P-20 1- 1700 RPM to 2500 RPM.
2- 1800 RPM to'2600 RPM.

%. 3-'1900 RPM to 2500 RPM.
4- 2000 RPM to 2600 RPM.

- ,

454. Refer to Fig. 7 above. The recommended
range of engine speed (RPM) for cruise .

on a standard day with a manifold pressure
of 21" Hg is

P-20. 1- 1700 RPM to 2500 RPM:
2- 1800 RPM to 2500 RPM.
3- 1900 RPM to 2600 RPM.
4- 1950 RPM to 2600 RPM.

76 8i



455. As a precaution to avoid midair collisions' 459. The absolute ceiling is the highest alti-
during VFR climbs or descents along federal tude to which an airplane can climb and
airways, pilots are encouraged to fly

P-21

P-23 1- at least 4 NM on either side of the
centerline forming the airway.

2- along the centerline of the airway.

3- to the left side of the centerline
of the airway.

4 to the right side of the centerline
. of the airway. (-

456. What precautions should be used with re-
spect to oxygen systems?

P-22 1- PrOhibit smoking while in an air-
craft equipped-with an oxygen
system.

2- An approved flame dispenser with
shield should be used in checking
the oxygen systemlor leaks.

3- Assure that medical oxygen has been
used to replenish oxygen containers.

4- Do not use grease covered hands,
rags, or tools near oxygen equip-
ment.

457. Lf decompression occurs in a pressurized
airpltne, a pilot should

P-21 1- instruct each passencfr to force
'air into the Tiddle ear.

2- contact ATC on 121.5 MHz for per-
mission to descend.

3- start a slow descent to a lower
altitude to minimize passenger
discomfort.

4- make a rapid descent to an appro-
priate lower altitude.

458. Assume on airplane s at 17,000.feet MSL,
with the cabin pressure pltitude at-7,000
feet; If the pitot static tube breaks at
-6 point within the cockpit, the altimeter
would indicate

P-21 1- the cabin ressure

2- the altitu above the *rain.

3- 17,000.feet.

10,0Q0 feet (7, 00 feet plus 3,000
feet), which is he allowance fOr
the differential pressure..

1- maintain a rate of climb of at least
200 fpm.

2- maintain a rate of climb of at least
100 fin

3- maintain a te of climb of at least
50 fpn.

4- inaintain level flight.
- W

460. The service ceiling of an airplane Is the
altitude beyond which

P-21 1- level flight cannot be mainta1n6d.

2- a rate of c4b of At least 100 fpn
cannot be maintained.

3- the airplane is DO longer maneuver-
able.

>

4- an airspeed of at least 100 MPH can-
not be maintained.

461. If the pitot static pressure tubes are
broken inside a pressurized cabin during
a high altitude flight, the altimeter

, would probably indicate

P-21 1- loWer than actual flight altitude.
2- a fluctuating altitude.
3- sea level.
4: higher than actual flight altitude;

.462. The power combination that is least likely
to result in excessive cylinder pressures
is a relatively

P-20 )- high manifold pressure with a high
RPM.

2- high manifold pressure with a low
.RPM.

3- low manifold pressure with a high
RPM.

4- 1.ow'manifold pressui-e with a low.
RPM.

.
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NORMAL TAKE-OFF

ASSOCIATED CONDITIONS:

POWER fAKE-OFF POWER
SET BEFWE
BRAKE RE LEASE

FLAPS' UP
RUNWAY PAVED, LE VE L,

DR,' SURFACE
TAKE -OFF . .

SPEEI:t IAB ASS TABULATED

NOTE: GROUND ROLL IS APPROX. 89%
OF TOTAL TAKEOFF DIsfANCE
EVER At.50 FT OBSTACLE.

\it V

EXAMPLE:

OAT . 75° F
PRE URE ALTITUDE 4000 .FT

.TlkKE -OFF WE IG 3200 LBS
HEM/ WEND 10 KNOTS

TOTAL TAKE-OF DISTANCE
OVER A 50 FT OBSTACLE 2190 FT

GROUND ROLL (59% OF 2190) 1292 FT
IAS TAKF-OFF SPEED

. LIFT-OFF 79 MPH
AT 50 FT 90 MPH

klAS TAKE-OFF SPEED
(ASEcUMES irRO INSTR, E OR)

7 LI rreoFil, 50 FEE

MPH IC I 8 MPH 1440113

3409
3290
30,0Q

- 1800
2699,.;

PRESSURE
77 ALTITUDE - FEET

. . .

8000
6000
4000
2

SL

:

76
73
70
6

.
I.

L

to/ i

" 69
66
63
61
58

.4ot
1111
:

92

87
84
80
77

I I

I

.
Z

:'Sfe
net

73
70
67

1 II

r

9

41.br t
f

F.

,1 t.t.,

.,
-4,11
1

.s;
I.

ri

Pirorllibtit!
OIPPr

00100411,:i;114,t!...
;

. mhñllhiiiii

3

20 40 60. 80 100 24 26. =28., 30 34 0 410 20' .

, OAT °F WEIGHT, X 100 pOUNDS . HEAD WIND KNQT8

le

Figu193
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463..Use Figure 8.

.G1VEN: Assogiated Conditions . Fig. 8
Temperature 40° F.
Pressure altitude . . . 2,000 ft.
Weight- 3,200 lbs.
Headwind %, 20 knots

'What is the total takeoff 6istance over a,
- 50-foot-obstacle?

0-01 . "1-.1.450 ft.
.2- 1,620 ft.
3-1,750 ft.

, .4-.1,810,ft.

464. Use Figure 8.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 8
Jemperature 85'.F.
Oressure altitude . . 6,000 ft.
Weight 3,200 lbs,
Headwind' '15 knots

What is the approximate ground roil re-

quired for takeoff over a 50-foot

467...Use Figure 8.

Associatealkonditions . fig. 8

Temperature 70° F.

Of Pressure altitude . . . 4,000 ft.
'Wettht ...... 3,400 lbs.
Headwind 15 knots

What Is the total takeoft-444.Lance over a
50-foot obstacle?

Q7,0/ 1; 200 ft;
2- 2;400 ft.
3- 2,600 ft.
4-c 2,900 ft.

08. Use figure' 8.

. GIVEN: Associated Condittons . Fig. 8
Temperature 60° F.
Pressure altitude . 6,000 ft.
Weight ....... . 2;900 lbs.
Headwind 20 knots

What'weight reduction fs necessary to take
off over a 50-foot obstacle in 1,500 ft4

Q-01

obstac/e?
Q-01

1- 1,563 ft. .

11.

2-

200 lbs.
300 lbs.

2- 1,894 ft. , 3:- 400 lbs. t'
3, 2,172.ft. 4- 500 lbs.

4- 2,654 ft.

465. Use figure 8.% /

4

GIVEO: Associated.COnditions.. Fig. 8
Temperature . , . 45° F.

Pressure altitude . . 8,000 ft.

Weight ' 3,000 lbs..
Headwind - 10 knots

.Wha weight reduction is necessarY toktak'e
off over- a 50-foot'obstaclein 2,000 feet?

Q-01 .1-'250 lbs. 's

2- 350 lbs.'.
3- 400 lbs.-,

4- 450.1bst ,

466, Us'e Figure 8.

GIVEN: Assdciated Conditions . Fig. 8
Temperature 75' F.-

Pressure altitude . . 2,000 ft.

Weight . . . . 2,800 lbs.
Headwind d 25 krots

What -,is tWtotaA takeoff distance over a
50-ftiot obstacle?

.

469. Use 'Figure 8.

GIVEN: ATsociated Conditions . Fig.. 8

si-emperature 85° F.

Presure altitude . . 8,000ft.
Weight 3,100 lbs.

'Headwind . , 10,knots

What is the approxiMaie grou nd roll ram
quired for takeiff over a 50-foot obstacle?

. Q-01 1- 1,610 ft.
2- 1,829 ft.
3. 2,356 ftt
4-7 Y0O ft.

Q-01 1= 700 ft.
":1, 850 ft.
'3- 1,000 ft.
4= I 150 ft

470. Use Figure 8.

. GIVEN: kssociated Conditions . Fig. 8
Temperature . . . . 80' F.

Pressure altitude . . . 6,000 ft.

Weight 3,000 lbs.
Headwind. . . ". . . 20 knots-.

What is:the total takeoff distance over a
50-foot obsacle?.

0-01 1- 2,060 ft..

' 2- 2,100 ft.
3- 2,210 ft.

. 4- 2,280 ft.

c 79
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OBSTACLE TAKE-OFF
ASSOCIATED CONDITIONS: EXAMPLE:

POWER TAKE-OFF POWER OAT 75. F
SET BEFORE PRESSURE ALTITUDE 4000 FT
BRAKE RELEASE TAKE-OFF WEIGHT 3100 LBO

FLAPS 200 HEAD WIND 20 KNOTS
RUNWAY PAVED, LEVEL, TOTAL TAKE-OFF DISTANCEDRY SURFACE OVER A 60 rr OBSTACLE 1360 FTTAKE -OF F 0., GROUND ROLL (73% OF 1350) 986 rrSPEED IAS AS TABULATED IAS TAKE-OFF SPEED
NOTE: GROUND ROLL IS APPROX. 73% LIFTOFF 74 MPH

OF TOTAL TAKE-OFF .DISTANCE AT 50 FT 74 MPH
, OVER A 50 FT OBSTACLE.

a-

WEIGHT
POUNDS

IAS TAKE-OFF SPEED
(ASSUMES ZERO INSTR. ERROR)

L1FT-OFF 50 FEET

M PH KNOTS
_

M PH KNOTS

3400 77 137 77 67
3200 78 65 75 65
3000 72 63 72 63
2800 , 69 60 89 60
2600 66 57 66 57
2400 63 55 63 55

_

.
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471. Use Figure 9.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions , Fig. 9
Temperature 30° F

Pressure altitude . . 6,000 ft.

A Weight 3,300flbs
Headwind 20 knots

415. Use Figure 9.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . lig. 9

IFlonperaturePres5ure altitude . . 6,000 ft.
Weight l,400 lbs.

Headwind 10'knots

Q-01

What is the total takeoff distance over a
50-foot obstacle?

1- 1,200 ft,
2- 1,300 ft.
3- 1,400 ft.
4- 1,500 ftlit

Q-01

What weight reduction is neCtssary to take
off over d 50-foot obstane in 2,000 ft.?

1- 200 lbs.
2- 300 lbs.,
3- 4001bs.
4- 500 lbs.

472. Use FIllture 9.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions Fig. 9
Temperature 200 F.

Pressure altitude . . Sea level

Weight 3,400 lbs.

.Headwind Calm

What is the total takeoff distance over a
50-foot obstacle?

476. Use Figure 9. ,

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 9
Temperature 75° F.
Prpssure altitude . . . 6,000 ft.
Weight . . . . 2,900 lbs.
Headwind 20 knots

Mhat weight reduction is necessary to-take-
off over a 50-foot obstacle in 1,000 ft.?

Q-01 1-

2-

3-

4-

900 ft.
1,000 ft.
1,100 ft.
1,200 ft.

Q-01 1-

2-

3-

4-

100 lbs?
200 11:)?

300 lbs.
400 lbs.

473.. Use Figure 9.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions Fig. 9
Temperature 85° F.

Pressure altitude . . 2,000 ft.

Weight 24800 lbs.
Headwind 10 knots

What is the total takeoff distance over a
$ 50-foot obstacle?

Q-01 1- 800 ft.
2- 900 ft.
3- 1,000 ft.
4- 1,100 ft. K

474. UTe Figure 9.

GIVEN:, Associated Conditions . Fig. 9

Temperature 50° F.

Pressure altitude . . ,Sea level

Weight -2,700 1bs.

Headwind Calm

What is the total takeoff distance over a
50-foot obstacle?

Q-01. It 450 ft.
2- 550 ft.
37 650 ft.
4- 750 ft.

81

477. Use Figure 9.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 9
Temperature 90''F.
Pressure altitude . . : 2,0,00 ft.

Weight 3,300 lbs.
Headwind 10 knots

What is the total takeoff distance over a
50-foot obstacle?

Q-01 1- 1435f0 ft.'
2- 1,500 ft.
3- 1,650 ft.
4- 1,750 ft.

478. Use Figure 9.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 9
Temperature -100° F.
Pressure altitude . . ..4,000 ft.

Weight, . . . . . . . 3,200 1bs.
Heidwind Calm

What is the ground roll required for take-
off over a 50-foot Astacle?

-

Q-01 1- 1,180 ft.
2- 1,350 ft.
3- 1,540 ft.
4- 1,850 ft.



TAKEOFF DISTANCE
MAXIMUM WEIGHT 3800 LBS

CONDITIONS:
Flaps 10° c.

2850 RPM and Full Throttle Prior to Brake Release
Mixture Set at Placard Fuel Flow
Cowl Flaps Open
Paved, Level, Dry Runway
ZIKO Wind

NOTES:

1. Landing gear extended until takeoff obstacle is cleared.
2. Mere distance value has been deleted, climb performance after lift-off is less than 150 fpm. Rate of climb is based on landing.

gear extended and flaps 10° at takeoff speed.
. 3. Decressisdistancea 10% fIN riach 10 knots headwind. For,operation with tailwinds up to 10 knots, increase distances by 10%

for each 2.5 knots.
4. For operation on a dry, grass runway, increese distances by 15% of the "ground roll" figure.

.9

MIXTURE SETTING

PRESS ALT PPH

S. L. 144
2000 138
4000 132
6000 126
8000

,
120 .

WEIGHT
LBS

TAKEOF F
'SPEED

KIAS
PRESS

ALT
FT

0°C 10°C 20°C
4 J

30°C 40°C

,

GRND
ROLL

TOTAL
TO CLEAR
50 FT OBS

GRND
ROLL

TOTAL
TO CLEAR
50 FT ops,

GRND
ROLL

TOTAL
TO CLEAR
50 FT OBS

GRND
ROLL

.-

-
TOTAL

TO CLEAR
50 FT OBS

-

GRND
ROLL-

TOTAL
TO CLEAR
50 FT OBSLIFT-

OFF
AT

50 FT
, . .

4

3800 66 72 S.L. 1120 1820 1206 1980 1295 2106 1390 2265 1496 2440

1000 1226 2006 1320 2155 1420 2320 1525 2506 1640 2705

2000 1345 2210 1446 2380 1556 2570 1675 2785 1800 3020

3000 1475 2450 1685 2645 1710 2865 1840 3110 1980. 3390

4000 1620 2726 1745 2956 1880 3210 2025 3506 2180 3840

5000 1785 3065 1926 3325 2075 3630. 2235 3990 2410 4415

6000 1970 3465 2125 3780 2290 4160 2470 4615 2665 5185

7000 2180 3950 2350 4385 2540 4860 2740 5486 - - - -

- 8000 2415 4595 2010 6155 - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - -

3500 63 69 S. L. 7921; 1495 990 1605 1065 - 1720 1145 1845 1225 1960

1000 1010 1640 1085 , 1760 1165 1885 1250 2030 1340 2180

2000 -145 1800 1185 1930 1275 2080 1370 . 2235 1470 2410

3000 1210 1980 1300 2130 1400 2295 1505 2475 1615 2680
, . 4000 1325 2190 1425 2360 1535 2550 1650 2755 1775 2990

.. .- 5000
6000

1460
1605

2430
2715

1570
1730

2625
2940

1690
'1885

2845
3195

1820
2005

3090
3490

1960
2160

3385
. 3825

.., .7060 1770 3050 1910 3320 2060 3630 '2220 3990 2595 4415..
8000

1

1960 3480
..

2115 3790 2280 4175 2460 4840 2655 5215

3200 60 66 S.L. 755 1220 810 1306 885 ' 1395 930 1490. 995 1595

4' 1000 820 1330 NO 1425 945 1525 1015 1635 1090 1760

2000 895 1455 965 - 1580 1035 1670 1110 1700 1190 1925

- 3000 980 1595 1055 1710 1135 1830 1215 1970 1306 2120

4000 1075 '1755 1155 1880 1240 2025 1335 , 2180 1435 2350

5000. 1180 1935 1270 2080 1365 2240 1470 .2415 '1680 2610

- 6000 1300 2140 1395 2305 1500 2490 1615 2695 1740 2920 '
. 7000 1430 2380 1540 2575 1655 2785 1785 3025 1920 3296

,8000 1575 2665 1700 . 2805 1830 3140 1970 3425 2125 3755

_ _ , _

Figure M

4

82

11
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479. Use Figure 10 to determine ground roll
under the following (onditions:

Weight 3,200 lbs.
Pressure altitude . . . 8,000 ft.
Temperature 30" C.
Tailwind 5 knots
Runway length (paved) ?,500 ft.

Is the rurrway len th sufficient for
takeoff?

483. Use liqure 10 to determlne ground roll
under the following condition,,:

WeIght 3,500 11),,.

Pressure altitude . 3,000 ft.

'temperature ?O.' C.

Hvadwind 15 knots
Runway length (Paye(I ) 1,500 ft.

Is the runway length sufficient. for take-
off?

Q-01 1-

2-

3-

4-

Yes,

Yes,
No,

No,

only ,970 ft. are needed.
only 2,364 ft. are needed.

2,636 ft, are needed.
3,425 ftl are needed.

.Q701

480. Use Figure 10 to determine takeoff dis-
tance under the following conditions:

Weight 3,500 lbs.
Pressure altitude . . 4,000 t.

Tenperature 10 C.

Tailwind 5 knots
Runway 1.ength (Paved) 3,000 ft.

Could a 50-foot obstruction at the efld of
the runway'be cleared?

0-01 1- Yes, only 1,425 ft. are needed.
2- Yes, on1Y'2,360 ft. are needed.
3- Yes, Only 2,932 ft. are needed.
4- No, 3,168 ft. are needed.

481. Use Figure 10 to determine ground roll
under the following conditions:

-Weight 3,800 lbs.
Pressure altitude . . 6,000 ft.

Temperature 20° C.
Tailwind 10 knots

_Runway length (Paved) 3,000 ft.

Is ihe'runwaY length sufficient for
takeoff?

Q-01 1- Yes-,),442:290 ft. are needed.
2- Yes, only 2,546 ft. are-needed.
3- No, 3,206 ft. are needed.
4- No, 4,160 ft. are needed.

482Ut'e Figure 10 to determine takeoff dis-
tance under fhe 011,owing conditions:

Weight 3,200 lbs.
Pressure altitude . . 7,000 ft.
Temperature 30° C.
TaliwInd 5 knots=
Runway length (Paved) . 3,400 ft.

Could i 50-foot obstructien at the end of
the runway be c1eared?

4

1- Yes, only 3,025 ft. are needed.
2- 14o, 3,630 ft. are needed.
3- Yes, only 1,785 ft. are needed.
4- No:3,425-ft: are needed.

dre.

Q-01

83

1- Nes, only 1,400 ft. are needed.
2- Yes, ()lily 1,190 ft. are needed.
3- No, 1,951 ft. are needed.
4- No, 7,?95 ft. are needed.

484. Use Figure 10 to determine takeoff dis-
tance under the following conditions:

Weight 3,500 lbs.
Pressure altitude . A. 6,000 ft. .

Temperature 70" C.
Headwind 16 knots

Runway length (Paved) 2,600 ft.

Could a 50-foot obstruction at the end of
the runway be cleared?

Q-01 1- Yes, only 1,865 ft. are needed.
2- Yes, only 2,163.ft. are needed.
3- No, 2,684 ft. are needed.
4- No, 3,195 ft. are needed.

485. Use Figure 10 to determine ground roll
under the following conditions:

Weight 3,800 lbs.

Pressure altitude . 5,000 ft.

Temperature 40° C.

Headwind 12 knots

Runway length (Paved) 2,000 ft.

Is the runway length sufficient for Cake-

off?

0-01 1-, Yes, only, 1,800 ft. are needed.
2- No, 2%410 ft ar needed.

3- Yes, only 1,980
4- No, 2,121 ft. are needed.

486: Use FigUre 10 to determine takeoff dis-
Vnce under the following conditions:

Weight 3,800 lbs.'

Pressure altitude . . 4,600 ft.

Temperature . %*. . . 30° C.

Headwihd . 13 knots

Runway length (Paved) 3,000 ft.

Could a 50-foot obstruction at tJencNf
the runway be fileared?:

0-01 1- Yes, only 2,025 ft. are needed.
2- No, 3,050 ft. are needed.
3- es, only 2,635 ft. are needed.
4- No,,31505 ft. are needed.

,
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TAKE-OFF DATA
1 AKE OU DIS1 ANC( WITH 20' Ft FROM

.
HARD SURFACED RUNWAY

.

GRO:1S IAS HEAD AT SEA LEVEL & 59 E AT 2500 FEET a 50' E AT 5000 FT. & 41.1
A.

AT 7500 rr 4 32 E.

WEIGHT AT 50 rr.
MI'H

mWpLBS

MPH GROUND
HUN

To CLEAR
50' OBSTACLE

GROUND
RUN

TO CLEAR
50' OBSTACLE

GII\&/ND
Hur4

TO CLEAR
50' OBSTACLE

GROUND
RUN

TO CLEAR
50' OBSTACLE

2200 55 0
A

345 680 405 770 480 885 580 1040

15 205 460 245 525 295 615 365 725
30 100 275 120 320 155 360 195 460

2600 60 0 500 915 585 1045 705 1230 055 1470

15 310 635 370 735 455 870 560 1055

30 185 395 200 465 255 565 325 695

3000 64 0 695 1210 820 1405 990 1675
,

1205 2045

. 15 450 855 525 . 1005 660 1215 815 1505
30 250 555 310 665 390 820

_
500 1030

NOTE: INCREAsE LusTANCES 10% FOR EACH 25.1: ABOVE STANDARD TEMPERATURE FOR PARTICULAR ALTITUDE.

CLIMB DATA

GROSS
WEIGHT

LBS.

AT SEA LEVE & 59' F AT 5000 FT. & 41.F
0-18'

AT 10000 FT. & 23. F

.
AT 15000 FT. 1,5F AT 20000 FT.4 -12"F

BEST
CLIMB

1AS

MPH

RATE
OF

CLIMB
M IN

GAL.
OF

FUEL
USED

BEST
CLIMB

IAAS

MPH

RATE
OF

CLIMB
PT "MIN

2200

2600

3000

96

100

105

1900

1540

.1270

2.0

2.0

2.0

92

97

101

1530

1210

980

FROM
S. L.

FUEL
USED

3 4

BEST
CLIMB

IAS
MPH

88

-93

97

RATE
OE

CLIMB
FT MIN

f150

890

690

a`r

FROM
S. L.
FUEL
USED

3.9

4.4

5.0

a

BEST
CLIMB

IA
MPH

RATE
OF

CLIMB
PT-Mill

FROM
S. L.
FUEL
USED

BEST
CLIMB

LAS
MPH

83

88

94

780

580

400

5.1

6. I

7 3

78

114

90

RATE
OF

CLIMB
FT/MIN

410

250

120

mom
S. L.

FUEL
USED

6.8

8.6-

11.5

NOTE: FULL THROTTLE. 2625 RPM. MIXTURE AT RECOMMENDED LEA IIING SC.FIFOU LP. Ey PS AND GEAR U1'. EUEI. USED
INCLUDES WARMS/ P AND TAKE-OFF ALLOWANCE,.t Nimmimmr,.

&&&&&
' '... .

.. 41, % I
. ""f .. .'.......

. .

. .
. -

LANDING DISJANCE TABLE .

. ..

,

GROSS
WEIGHT

LBS.

APPHOACH
- IAS
MPH

l
AT SEA LEVEL & 59'F AT 2500 FT & 50'F AT 5000 FT & 41°F AT 7500 FT p 32°F

\
GROUND

ROLL

_

TO CLEAR
50' OBSTACLE

GROUND
ROLL

TO CLEAR
50 OBSTACLE

GROUND
ROLL

- TO CLEAR
50' OBSTACLE

GROUND
ROLL

TO CLEAR
50' OBSTACLE

2200
.

61

r
355 945

A

. 385 980 4.15 1020 445 IVO - 3

2600

_

Ns,. 66 420
1

1030.. 455 ior 490 1110 530

'

11551

3000 . 71,
a

485 1110
N

525 1150, 585 1200

v.

610
..

1255

NOTE: REDUCE
it'''.

LANDING DISTANCES 10% FOR iACH 6 MPH HEADWIND. FLAPS 400 AND POWER OFF.
3

ri gu re 1 1

84'
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487. Use Figure 11.

GIVLN:. Weight 2,100 lb,

Tmuperature 43" F

Pressure altitude . 4,500 ft.
Headwind 12 MPH

Find the ground_roll during laWing with
the conditions given.

Q-06 1- 236 ft.
2- 309 ft.
3- 402 ft.
4 512 ft.

488. Use Figure 11:

Q-06

GIVEN: Weight 2,700 lbs

Temperature 36" F.

Pressure altitude . 6,500 ft.

Headwind 18 MPH

Find the ground roll during landing wilth
the conditions g ven.

1- 385 ft,

2- 473 ft:
3- 550 ft.-

4- 592 ft.

489. Use Figure 11,

GIVEN: Weight 2,700 lbs.

Temperature 37" F.

Pressure altitude 6,000 ft.

Headwind 12 MPH

Find the landing distance io clvr a
50-foot obstacle

Q-01 I- 830 ft.
2- 922 ft.
3- 1,036 ft.
4- 1,152 ft.

490. Use Figure 11,,

GIVEN: Weight . . . .11111 . 2,500 lbs.

Temperature . . 47° F.

Pressurcaltitude . . 3,200 ft.

." Headwind 12 MPH .

.Find the landing distance to clear a

Q-01

491. Use Figure II.

G1VFN. Weight 2,600 lbs.

temperature /1" F.

Pressure altitude . 3,500 ft.

Headwind 25 MPH

Find the ground run required for takeoff
under the tonditiohs given.

Q-01 I- 129.ft.

'2- 183 ft.

3- 223 ft.
4- 311 ft.

. 492. Use Figure II.

GIVIN: Weight 2,200 lbs.

Temperature 77" F.

Pressure altitude . 2,000 ft.

Headwind 20 MPH

Find the ground run required for takeoff
under the conditions given.

Q-01 1- 106 ft.
2- 216 ft.
3- 310 ft.
4- 389 ft.

493. Use Figure411,

GIVEN: Weight 2,300 lbs.

Temperature 72° F.

Pressure altitude . 3,200 ft,
Headwind . 15 MPH

,j7Th.

Find the'takeoff dist-ewe required to
clear a 50-foot obstacle.

Q-01 1- 553 ft.

2- 606 ft.
3- 668 ft.
4- 754 ft.

494. Use Figure 11.

GIVEN: Weight 2,700 lbs.

Temperature 62" F.

Pressure altitude . 6,000 ft.

Headwind 15 MPH

5Q-foot obstacle.'

4.
1- 846 ft.
2- 953 ft.
3- 14;057 ft.

4- 1,148 ft.

Q-01

Find the takeoff distance required to
clear a 50-foot obstacle.

1- 893 ft. .

.2- 995 ft.
3- 1,041 ft.
4- 1;145 ft.

85 90
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1111C. Use Figure 12. 500. Use Figure 12.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions .N.Fig. 12

Groundspeed 150 MPH.

What is the approximate distance traveled
when climbing from 4,000 ft. to 10,000 ft.?

Q-02 1- 17 miles.
2- 21 miles,

AP 3- 26 miles.
4- 25 miles.

496. Use Figure 12.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 12

Groundspeed %' 145 MPH

What is the approximate distance traveled
when climbing from sea level to 8,000 ft.?

Q-02 1- 17 miles.
2- 21 miles.
3- 22 miles.
4- 25 miles.

GIVIN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 12

Groundspeed 120 MPH

Whai is the approximate distance traveled
when climbing from sea level to 10,000 ft..?

Q-0? 1- 25 miles.
2- 31 miles.
3- 33 miles.
4- 36 miles.

4

.501. Use Figure 12.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 12

Fuel consumption . . . 14.5 GPH

What is the approximate fuet required to
climb from 6,000 ft. to 44,000 ft.?

Q-02 1- 3.1 gals.
2- 3.7 gals.
3- 4.6 gals.
-4- 5.0 gals.

497. Use Figure 12. 502. Use Figure 12.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 12''
Groundspe4d . . " . . . 140 MPH

What is the approximate distance traveled
when climbing from 3,000 ft. to 12,000 ft.?

Q-02 1- 27 miles.
2- 32 miles.

37 miles.
4- 42 miles.

498..Use Figure 12.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions Fig. 12
Groundspeed 135 MPH

What is the approximate distance traveled
when Climbing from 4,000 ft. to 14,000 ft.?

Q-02 1- 39 miles.
2- 42 miles.
3- 44 miles.
4- 48 mileS.

A.

499..Use Figure 12.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 12
Groundspeed 4 130.MPH

What is the approximate distance traveled
when climbing from 2,000 ft. to 8,000 ft.?

ft

Q-02 1- 13 miles.-
2- 14 miles.
3- 15 miles.
47 17 miles.

87

Q-02

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . F19. 12
Fuel consumption . . . 12 GPH

What is the approximate fuel required to
-climb from 4,000 ft. to 10,000 ft.?

1- 1.0 gal.
2- 1.6 gals.
3- 2.9 gals.
4- 3.4 gals.

503. Use Figure 12.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions hg. 12
. Fuel consumption . . . 15.0 GPH

What is the approximate fuel required to
climb from 2,,000 ft. to 14,000 ft.?

Q-02 1- 3.6 gAls.
2- 4.3 gals.
3- 4.9 gals.
4- 5.5 gals.

564. Use Figure 12.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 12
Fuel.consumption . . . 13.5 GPH

What is the approximate fuel required .to'
climb from sea level to 12,000 ft.?

Q-02 1- 3.00 gals.

4 2- 3.25 gals.
3- 3.75 gals.

. 474.00 gals.
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505. Use Figure 13. 510. UV' figure 13.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 13 GIV1N: Associated Conditions . Eig. 13
Weight 3,000 lbs. Weight ?,700 lbs.
Rate of climb average Rate of climb average

%.
What is the approximate time required to What is the approximate time required to
climb from 2,000 ft. to 6,000 ft.? climb from 2,000 ft. to 10,000 ft.?

Q-02 1- 2 min. 05 sec. Q-02
2- 2 min. 30 sec..
3- 3 min. 20 sec.
4- 4 min. 20 sec.

1- 4 min. 30 sec.
2- 5 min. 10 sec.

3- 5 min. 45 sec.
4- 6 min. 25 sec.

506. Use Figure 13. s) 511. Use Figure 11. 4,.1

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 13 GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 13
Weight 3,400 lbs. Weight . 3,000 lbs.
Rhte of climb . . . . . average Rate of climb average

What is the approximate time required to
climb from 4,000 ft. to 10,000 ft.?

Q-02 1- 7 min. 38 sec.
2- 7 min. 54 sec.
3- 8 min. ,20 sec. 11W

4- 9 min. 23 sec.

507. Use Figure 13.

Q-02

What is the approximate time required to
climb from 4,000 ft. to 8,000 ft.?

1- 2 min. 50 sec.
2- 3 min. 20 sec.
3- 3 min. 50 sec.
4- 4 min. 30 sec:

512. Use Figure 13.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 13 GIVE,N: Associated Conditions Fig. 13
Weight . . . .. . . . . 2,400 lbs. Weight 3,400 lbs. \
Rate of climb averatje Rate of climb average i

What is the approximate time required to What is the approximate time required to
climb from 3,000 ft. to 12,000 ft.? climb Arm 6,000 ft. to 12,000 ft.?

Y

Q-02 1- 4 min. 40 sec. Q-02 1- 8 min.
2- 5 min. 10 sec. 2- 10 Min.
3- 5 min. 38 sec. 3- 12 min.

\--- 4- 6 min.4i5 sec. 14''' 4- 14 min.

508. Use Figure 13. 513. Use Figure 13.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 13 GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 13
Weight 2,400 lbs P Weight 3,000 lbs.

At what altitude would the service ceiling
(rate of climb 1007min.) be reached?

Q-02 1- 25,000 ft.
2- 25,400 ft.
3- 25,800 ft.
4- 26,600 ft.

At what altitude would the service ceiling
(rate of climb 100'/min.) be reached?

Q-02 1- 20,300.ft.
2- 20,600 ft.
3- 20,900 ft.
4- 21,200 ft.,

509. Use Figure 13. 514., Use Figure 13.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 13 . GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig.-13

Weight 2,700 lbs. Weight 3,400 lbs.

At what altitude.would the service ceiling At what altitude Would the servige ceiling
(rate'of climb 1007min.) be reached? (rate of.climb 100'/minr) be reached?

Q-02 1- 22,350 ft. Q-02 1- 16,600 ft. -

2- 23,300 ft. ' 2- 17,000 ft.
3-23,700 ft. 3-, 17,400 ft.

4-,24,000 ft. 4-r-17,800 ft.

89



[NORMAL CLIMB - 100 KIAS_I

MAXIMUM RATE OF CLIMB I

TIME, FUEL, AND DISTANCE TO CLIMB

CONDIT IONS .
.

Flaps Up
Gear Up .

2560 RPM
26 Inches MP of Full Throttle
Cowl FI.ps Open
Standard Temperature

mnaunk SMING

PRESS ALT PPII

S t to 4000 106
91300 98

12,000 84

NOTES
1 Add 12 pounds of fuel for engine start, taxi and takeoff allowance
'2 Increase luny. fuer-and distance by 10% lor each 10°C above standard temperature
3 Distances shown are based on zero wind

t

WE I GlIT
L BS

PRESS
ALT

FT

RATE OF
CLIMB

FPM

_
FROM SEA LEVEL

-
TIME
MIN

FUEL USED
POUNDS

DISTANCE
NM

...

3900 Si. 580 0 o o
2000 580 3 6 6

4000 570 7 12 12

6000 470 11 19 19

9000 365 16 27 28
10,000 265 22 31 40
12,111 165 32 51 69

3500 S 685 o o o
II, 685 3 5 6
si i 675 6 11 10

;Ili 665 9 16 16

8000 455 13 23 23
10.000 350 19 31 33
12,000 240 25 41 48

3200 S.L, \ 800 0 0 o
2000 800 2 . 4 4

4000 795 6 9 . 8
6000 675 8 14 13

8000 660 11 19 19

10,000 445 15 25 27

12.000 325 _ 20 33 37

TIME, FUEL, AND DISTANCE TO CLIMB

CONDITIONS:
Flaps up
Gear Up
2700 RPM
Full Throttle
Mixture Set at Placard Fuel Flow
Cowl Flaps Open
itanderd Temperature

NOTES:

MIXTURE SETTING

PRESS AkT PPH

S.L. 138
4000 126
8000 114

12,000 102

1. Add 12 pounds pf fuel for engine start, taxi and takeoff allowance.
2. increase tiMe, fuel and distance by 10% lor each 10°C above standard temperature.
3. Diete.,s.... -.-how" ere tinged on zero wind..

WEIGHT
LBS

..

PRESS
ALT
FT

CLIMB
SPEED
K1AS

RATE OF
CLIMB

FRA .

. .,

FROM SEA LEVEL

TIME
MIN

FUEL USED
POUNDS .

DISTANCE
NM*

MOO S.L. 97 860 o o o
2000 96 780 2 6 4
4000 94 660 5 ,. 12 9
6000 93 585 9 18 14
8000 91 465 13 26 21

10,000 100 365 18 35 29
, - 12,000 ee 265 .24 47 41

3500 S.L. 96. 990 0 0 0

, ,
2000 94 885 2 5 3
4000' 93 ._,,,, 790 5. lo 7
6000 875 7 16 12
9000

....Sr"
90 570 11 22 17

10,000 89 485 15 29 24
12,000 87 360 20 38 32

3200 Sky 94 1135 0 o 0
2000 92 1020 - 2 . 4 3
4000 91 910 4 9 8
8000 IST 800 6 14 10 '
8000 88 ' 888 9 19 14

10,000 87 . 575 12 25 20
12,000 ee 485 16

,
32 28 ;

rigure 14
90'..
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515. Use the appropriate chart in rigure 14
for computations.

Weight 3,500 lbs.
Airport pressure altitude 2,000 ft.
Temperature

Q-02

19" C

Using a maximum r-aie of climb under the
conditions given, ho luch fuel would be
used fran engine start 12,000 ft. pres-
sure altitude?

1- 33 lbs.

2- 35 lbs.
3- 38 lbs.,
4--48 lbs.'

516. Use the appropriate,chart in Figure 14 1
for computations.

Weight 3,800 lbs
Airport pressure altitude . 4,000 ft.
Temperature 30° C.

Using a maximum rate of climb under the
conditions given, how much fuel would be
used from engine start to 10,000 ft. pres-
sure altitude?

lt92 1- 23 lbs.
2- 28 lbs.

3- 35 lbs.
4-,40 lbs.

519. Use the appropriate (hart In Figure 14 for
computations.

Weight 3,800 lbs.
Airport pressure altitude . 4,000 ft.
Temperature ?6" C.

Using a normal climb under the conditions
given, how much fuel would be used from
engine start to 12,000 feet pressure alti-
tude?

Q-02 t-

2-

3-

4-

39 lbs.

46 lbs.
51 lbs.
58 lbs.

520. Use the appropriate chart in Figure 14 for
computations'.

Weight 3,200 lbs.
Airport pressure,ealtitude 1,0cl0 ft.
Temperatmre 24° C.

Using a normal climb under the conditions
given, how much fuel would be used from
engine start to 101000.feet pressure alti-
tude?

Q-02 1- 21 lbs.

2- 23 lbs.
3- 25 lbs.

4- 36 lbs.

%.

517. Use the appropriate chart in Figure 14 521. Use the appropriate chart in Figure 14 for
for computations. computations.

Weight 3,560 ;lbs.
Airport pressure altitude . 6,000 ft.
Temperature 22° C.

Using a maximum rate of climb under the,
conditions given, how muCh fuel would be '

used from engine start to 12,000 ft. pres-
sure altitude?

Q-02 1- 16 lbs..'

2- 22'lbs.
3- 26 lbs.
47 38 lbs.

518. se theapprOpriate chart in Figure.14
,for computations.

-Weiiht - 3200, lbs
'Airport pressure altitude . 2,000 ft.
Temperature 27.° C.

Using a maximum rate of climb under the
conditions' giveh, how much fuel would be
used from edgine start to 6,000 ft... pres-
sure.altitude?

Q-02 1; 10 lin.
2- 12 14.
3- 14 lbt.

' 4; 24 lbs.

297-667 G 79 - 4
91

Weight 3,500 lbs.
Airport pressure altitude 4,000 ft.
Temperature 21° C.

USing a. normal climb under the conditions
--Niven, how much fuel would be used from

enigne start to 10,000 feet pressure cilti-

tud

Q-02 1- 20 lbs.
2- 23 lbs.
3- 31 lbs,
4- 35 lbs.

. Use theiappropriate chart in Figure 14 for
"coMputations. .

Meight
Airport pressure altitude
Temperature

.

$,800
;#

lbs,
2,000 ft.
28°

Using a,nortal climb under tfie conditiohs
giVen, how. much fuel would be usecrfrom
enginesfart to 8,000 feet pre4sdre alti-
.tude?

Q-Q2 1-. 21 lbs.. '

2-.24 lbs.

I- 27 14..
47.36 lbs.

-
9C
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523. Use Figure 15. .
527. Use Figure-15. 1-

GIVEN: Weight A 3,400 lbs. GIVIA: Weight . ..... 3,400 lbs.
Standard altitude . . . 9,500 ft. StandarCi altitucle . . 10,500 6.
Power (full throttle) . 21b0 RPM Power 50% ... '

Under theconditions(given, what is ihe
true airspeed?

4-03 1- 169 mui.
2- 175 MM.
3- 181 MPH.
4- 185 MPH.

Under the conditions given, what are the
brake horsepower and,true airspeed? '

Q-03 1- 142 BHP and 162 MPH.
2- 142 BHP and 175 MPH.
3- 162 BHP andi475 MPH.
4- 175 BHP and_175 MPH.

524. Use Figure 15. 528. Use Figure 15.

GIVEN: Weight 3,400 lbs. GIVEN: Weight . . .. .... 3,400 lbs.
Standard altitude . . 8,500 ft. Standard altitude . . 5,000 ft.
Power (full throttTe) 2200 RPM Power 75%'

.Under the conditions given, what is the
true airspeed?,

Under the conditions given, what are the
brake horsep6wer and true airspeed?

A

Q-03 1- 175 MPH. ; Q-03 1- 200 BHP and 190 MPH.
, .2- 178 MPH. 2- 200 BHP and 214 MPH.

3-,188 MPH. 3- 214 BHP and 190 MPH..

4- 190 MPH: 4- 214 BHP and 200 MPIt.

525. Use Figure 15. 529. Use Figure 15.

GIVEN: Weight 3,400 lbs
I Standard attitude . . 10,000 ft.
1 Power (full throttle) 2500 RPM

Under the conditions given, what is the
true airspeed? Y

9-03 1- 180 MPH.
-2- 190 MPH.
3- 199 MPI-1:'

206 MPH,

526. Use Figure 35.

GIVEN: Weight 3,400 lbs
Standar altitude . . 9,000 ft.
Power ( ull throttle) 2400 RPM;

Under the cond ions given, what is the
truOirspee

'Q-03 1- igo kPH.
2i6MPH.
3- 196 MPH.

.4- 198 MPH.

GIVEN- Weight 3,400 lbs
Standard altitude . 8,500 ft.
Power 55%

Under the c nditions given, what are the
brake horse ereond true airspeed?

Q-03 1- 142, BHP and 181 MPH.

2- 154 BHP and 172 MPH.
3- 157 BHP and 169 MPH.
4- 157 BHP and 181 MPH.

530. Use Figure 15.

GIVEN' Weight 3,400 lbs.
Standard altitude . 6,500 ft.
Power . 65%

Under the conditions given, what are the
brake horseOwer and true airspeed?

Q-03 1- 183 BHP and 180 MPH.
.2- 185 BHP and 180 moo.
3- 185 BHP and 192 MPH.
4- 192,13HP and 192 MPH.
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:531. Use Figure 16. What are the fuel flow
and brake horsepower on takeoff from an
airport located at 3,000 feet?

Q-03 1- 21.6 gal./hr. and-258 HP.
2- 21.8 gal./hr. and 259 HP.
3- 21.8 gal./4r. and 258 HP.
4- 22.0 gal./hr. and 259 HP.

536. Use Figure 16.

GIVEN: Fuel quantity 36 gals.

Power cruise (lean) . 45%

Under the conditions given, approximately--
how much flight time woyld be available
with a 20-minute reserve remaining?

Q-03 1- 2 hrs.

2- 3 hrs.
1 532. Use Figure 16. What are the fuel flow 3- 3 hrs.

and brake horsepower-on takeoff from an
airport at see level?

4- 3 hrs.-

Q-03 1- 21.3 gal./he. and 290 HP.
2- 22.4 gal./hr. and 290 HP.
3- 23.6 gal./hr. and 285 HP.
4- 24.3 gal./hr. and 285 HP..

40 min.
00 min.

20 min.
40 min.-

537. Use, Figure 16. Approximately how much
fuel would be consumed when climbing at
75% power for 7 minutes?

Q-03. 1- 1.8 gals.

533. Use Figure 16.

GIVEN: Fuel quantity 47 gals.
Power - cruise (leaf') 55%

Under the conditidhs given, approximately
how much flight time would be available
with a 45-minute reserve remaining?

Q-03 1- 3 hrs. 08 min.
2- 3 hrs. 22 min.
3- 3 hrsi 43 min.
4- 4 hrs. .06 min.

534. Use Figure 16.

GIVEN: Fuel quahtity 65 gals.
Best power - level flt. 55%

Under the corlditipns gi en, approximately

khow much fl-ifht time wo Id be availabte
with a 30-minute'reserve emaining?

Q-03 1- 4 hrs. 06 min.
2= 4 hrs. 17 min.
310 hrs. 30 min,
4#'5 hrs. -04 min.

535. Use Figae 16.

'GIVEN: Fuel quantity,. . . . 1 . 42 gals.
lest power - level flt.. 45%

Under the conditions.given, approximately
how much flight time WOuld,be available
with a 30-minute reserve remain4ng?

. Q-03 1- 3 hrs. 06 min.
, 2- 3 hrs. 14 min.
3- 3 hrs. 34 min.
4- 3 hrs. 54.min.

2- 2.1-ga11.
3- 2.4 gals.
4- 2.6 gals.

538. Use Figure le Approximately how much
fuel would be consumed when climbing at
65% power for 11 minqtes?

Q-03 lr 2.5 gals.
2.7 gals.

3- 2.9 gals.
4- 3.2 gals.

539. Use Figure 16.

GIVEN:' Fuel quantity . . . . . . 54 gals..
'Best"power - level flt. 65%

Under the conditions -gileh, approximately
how much flight time woq0d be avpilable

' with a 20-minute reserve remaining? 0

Q,-03 1- 3 hrs. 06 min.
2- 3 hrs. 17 min.
3-4%3 hrs. 37 mip.

4- 3 hrs. 46 min.

540. Use Figure 16.

fuel'queintity 45 gals..

Power cruise,(lean) . 65%

Under the conditions given, appeoximately
how much flight time WoUld be available
and still hav4 a 30-minute reserve?

Q-03 1- 2 hrs. 52 min.
2- 3 hrs. 06 min. ,.

3- 3 hrs., 15 min,
4- 3 hrs. 22 min.
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V

SI A II VI L HORSEPOWER SETTING - 10-520-B 2000 1141

MP AI
2300
RPM

Ik4P A I
)300-
RP1p

MP A I
2100
RPM

OAT

oi. 91,

HIIP BHP

I FU LL FLOW
P P H /6 P H '

1

MP AT
2500
RPM -

MP AT
2300

-RPM

,
MP AT
2100
RPM

21 2
21 1
111 8

16 6

-

22.8
20 2
17 7

.,,

-

22 0
19 I

-20

,
73 .

65
55 .

45

214
185
157
12H

' '92
I 80

69
1 58

15.3
13.35
11.5
9.7

23.0
20.8
18 §
16.4

22.5
20.0
17.5

.
21 1
IN 9

23,7
21 4

-16.8

23.1
20.3
IN 0

.

22.4
19 5

73
65
55
45

214
185
157
12H

1 92
I HO
I 69
; 58

13.3
13.35
11.5
9.7

23.4
21.7
18.9
16.7

22.9
20.3
17.8

22.1
19.2

24 0
21 7
19 4
i 7 0

,

a 23 5
20.9
18.2

.

12 7
.19.8

_

+20 73
65
55
43

214
185
157
128

92
1 HO
1 69
' 58

13.3
13.33
11.5
9,7

23 7
21.5
19.2
16.8 ,,

.

23.2
20.6
18.0

22.5
19 5.

24 4
22 1
19 7
17 2

23.9
21.2_
18'.i.

k
-

-

23.1
20.1 '

+40

.

`.65
111

75

55
45

214
185
157.
128

92
' HO
. (19

58

15.3
13.33
11,3
9.7

24.1
21.8
19.5
17.1

23%
20.9
18 3

22.8
19.8

12 4
20.0
17 5

24 2
21.5
18.8

.
23 5
20.4

- +60 75
65
55
45

214
185
157
128

92
NO

69
58

13,3
13.35
11.5
9.7

24.5
22.2
19.8
17.3

24.0
24.3
10.6 ,

232
20.1

25.2
22_8
20.2
17.7

-

24.7
21.8
19.0

-
fr

23.8
20.6

+80 75
65
55
45

214
185
157
128

9.2
80
69
58

15.3
13.35
J 1.5
9.7

24.9'
22.5
20.1
17.5

1

-
24.4
21.6
18.8

-'
23 5
20.4

25.5
23.0
20.5
17.9

-

22.1
19.2 20.9

+100 75
65
55 .

45

214
185
157
128

92.
80
69
58

15.3
13.35
11.5
9.7

oh----

1

.

25.2
22.8
20.Z
17.T

-
24.7
21.9
19.0

23.8
20.7

4000 1 111 HORSEPOWER SETIING - 10-50-B 6000 FITT

IMP A r
2500-
RPM

MP AT
2300
RPM

MP AT
2100
RPM

OA1

ol-L-
-20

%
BHP

75
65
55,
45

1311P

214
185 -

157
128

l'UFL
'

11.0W
P P II g; P II

92 15.3
80 13.35
69 11.5
38 9.7

MP AT
2500
RPM

22.2
20.2
18.0
15.9

MP AT
2300
RPM

-
21.7
19.4
17.0

MP AT
2100
RPM

-

21.0
18.3

22.6
20.5
18.3
16 2..

-
22.2
19.7
17.3

,

-

21.4
.18.7

.

23.0
20.8
18.6,
16.4

22.5
20.1
17:5

. - .
-

21.8
19.0

0
.

75
65
55
45 .

214
185 ..
157
128

92
80 v
69
58

15.3'
13.35
H.S.%
9.7

22.5
20.5
18.2
16.2

_

-

22.1
19.7
17.2

4

-

-

21.3,
1.6

23.4
21.2
18.8
16.7 .

-

22.8
20.3
17.8

-

22.1
19.2 '

420
.

-..

75
65
55
45

214 -
185
157
128

92
80
69
58

15.3
13.3311.5 ,
9.7 -w4

20.8
18.5
1(0.9

'
22.4
20.0
17.5

'21.7
'18.8

.

23.8
21.5
19.2
16.8

:
23.3
20.7
18.0

-

-

22.5
19.6

t.

+40 75
65
53

.45

214
185
157
128

92
80
69
58

153
13.35

'11.5
97

23.3
21.1
18,8
16.6

-
22.8
20.3
17.7

-

22.0
19.2

24.2
21.9
19.5
17.1

r
-

23.7
21.0
18.3

-
-

22.8
19.9

.

+60 75
65
55
45

214
185
15,70-- i"
12Fr i

92
80
69
58

15.3
13.35 ,

11.5
9.7

23.7
21.4
19.1
16.8

-

23.2
20.6
18.0

-
-

22.4
10.5

24.5
22.2
19.8
17.3

-

24.0
21.3
18.6

- .,

-

21.2 .

20.2

,

.

.

+80

-

75'
65 ,
55
45

I7
1

92
80
69
58

15.3
13.35
11.5
9.7

24.0
21.7
19.4
17.0

-
23.5
20.9
18.2

4.k.
ip -

22.7
19.8

24.8
.22.5
20.0
17.5

-
24.3
21.5
18.8

.
..

. .

-

-
23.5 .
20.4

+100/ 75
65
55
45

4

214
185
157
128 ,"

92
80
69
58

15.3
'13.35

11-$
9.7

22.0
. 19.6

17.2

-

.23.8
21.1
18.4

4
-
-

23.0
20.0

Figure 17
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541. Refer to Figure 17 and assume the follow- 545. Refer to Figure 17 and asume the follow-
ing conditions:

,
ing conditionc:

Altitude 2,000 ft Altitude 6,000 ft.
OAT +800 r OAT +20° F.
RPM 1 2500 RPM 2300 ,

Manifold pressure . . 24.9" Hg t
What manifold pressure woOld be required.

What would be the approXimate total flying to burn 9.7 gallons of fuel per hour?
time remaining if thkre were 100 lbs. of

g usable fuel available? Q-03' 1- 16,4" Hy.
...

2- 17.5" Hq.
0-03 1- IP hour 05 minutes, 3- 18.5" Hy.- .

2- 1 hour 12 minutes. '. 4-, 18.8" Hg.
3- 1 hour 24 minutes.
4- 1 hour 42 mintlfs.

542. Refer to Figure 17 and assuMe the follow
ing conditions:

-
Altitude 6,000 ft.
OAT +60° F.,__

Altitude 6,000 ft; RPM
.

2300
OAT +60° F.
RPM 2300 What manifold pressure would be required

to burn-11.5 gallons of fuel per hour?Manifold-pressure . . 23.2" Hg
- ?

What would be the approximate total flying .Q-03 1-,18.0" Hg.
time remaining if there were 200 lbs. of ?-, 19.1" Hg.
usable fuel available? , . 3- 70.6" Hg.

r-
1 4- 23.2" Hg.

546. Refer to Figure 17 and assume the follow-
ing conditions:

Q-03 1- 2 hours 06 minutes.
2- 2 hours 30 minutes.
3- 2 hOurs 40 minutes. 1 4 547. Refer to Figure 17 and assume the follow-
4- 3 hours 24 minutes. ing conditions:

diA

543,'Refer to Figure 17 and assume the follow-
ing.conditions:

Altitude ' 4,006 ft.

OAT +80° F,
RPM 2300

1- 17:2" Hg.
Manifold pressure . . 24.0" Hg Q-03

.2- 19.7" Hg
What would be the approximate toebl.flyiny 3- 22.2" Hg.
time remaining if t ere were 350 lb;. of. 4- 23.1" Hg.
usable fuel availabl

Altitude sea level
OAT +40° F.
RPM , 2500

What manifold pressure would be required
to burn 11.5 gallons of fuel per hour?

Q-03 1- 3 hours 48 min tes.
2- 4 hours 22 minutes.,
3- 4 hours 52 minutes.
4- 5 hours 18 minutes.

544. Refer to Figure 17 and assume the follow-
ing condition's:

Altitude 4,000 ft.
OAT .... - . . . . +60° F.

RPM -2500

*What manifold pressure would be required
to burn 15.3 gallons of,fuel per hour?

Q-03 1- 21.9" Hg.
2-t_22.7" Hg.

3- 23.7" Hg.
4- 24.2" Hg.

I 4

548. Refer to Figure 17 and assume the fo'llow-
ing conditions:

Altitude 2,000 ft.
s OAT +20° F,

RPM 2100
-

What manifold peessure would be required
to burn 11.5 gallons of fuel per4hour?

Q-03 1- 19:2" Hg.
2- 19.5" Hg.
3- 20.6" Hg.
4- 22.5" Hg.
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........
Irmo/ %=....' CRUISE PERFORMANCE 5000

. NORMAL LEAN MIXTURE
Standard Atmosphere Gross Weight - 900 Pounds
Zero Wind 55 Gallons - No Reserve

. 5000 FEET

% Fuel MPH . Gal Endurance Range
RPM MP BH I\ Press: TAS liou Hours Sta. M t les

2450 24 78 10.0 186 14.8 3; 7 700
23 74 '' 9.1 183 13.9 4.0 . y22.5.--
22 69 8.2 179 '13.0 4.2 760

Z1 (i5 7.5 175 12.2 4.5 790
".-

2300

.
24 71

' 4

8.5 1
' 181 13.3

ir
4.1 750

, 23 67 7.8 177 12.5 4.4 780
22 62 7.1 172 11.8 4.7 805
21 591. 6: 5 168 11.1 5.0 835

' It
2200 23 62 7.0 1q2 II. 6 4.7 815

22 58 6.4 168 11.0 5.0 840
21 55 6.0 164 10.3 5.3 875
20 51 - 5.5 160 9.7 5.7 905.

j-2100 22 53
.-- ,
5.7

.
162 nf. 0 5". 5

,

890
21 50 5% 3 158 9.5 5.8 915
20 46 5.0. 154 9.0 6.1 940
19 43 . 4.7 149 8.5 67-5 965
18 40 4.4 145 .8.0 6.9 295

Hi 37 4.2 139 7.6 7.2 1005
16 34 4.0 133 7.1 7.8 1030
15. 31 3.8 .127 6.7 8.2 1040
14 , 27 3.6 - 118 6.3 H. 7 1030

. - r .

atie.t. CRUISE PERFORMANCE 41..../ JAW
NORMAL LEAN MIXTURE

Standard Atmosphere Gross
Zero Wind

. :
',7 500 FEET

,

, .

Weight
55 Gallons

- 2900 Pounds
- No Reserve

.

11111 21P a 811P
FueT

Press.
MPH
TAB

Gal/
Hour

-Endurance
How's

Range
Sta. Miles

' Il k

aim

s

_

2* ,

: ".
'

71
67 1

63
59

,

0.6
7.8
7.2,
6.5

,

186
181
178
173

it.

13.4
12.6
11.9
11.0,

.
6

4.1
4.4
4.6
5.0

760
790
820
860 ..

,

asoo
r

24 ,

21
00 i
19

,.
04
60
57
53

7.4
6.8 '
6.2
5.7

179
174
170
186

....

12.1
11.4
10.7
10.1

4.6
4.8
5.1
5.5

815
' 840 ,..

875
905

1 VO(1 22
11 '1
20 -

19

60 ,

56
53 I

50

6.7
6.2
5.7
5.3

174
170
166
161

11.4
10.8
10.0
9.5

4.8
5.2

.5.5
5.8

840
880
910
935

2100

-
I..? .,

21
20
19
48
IP
$

1'
MI

.41I

51
48
45
42
39
35
82
29

5.6
5.1
4.8
4 .6
4.3
4.1
3.11
3.7

164
159
155
150
145
139 .,
132
124

0.8
0. a
8.7
8.3
7.8
7.3
6.9
6.5

5.6
6.0
6.3
6". 6
7.1
7.5 ,
8.0
8.5

920
955
980
995

' 1020
1045

. 1055
1050

r

"( iyure 18
98i:
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549. During departure when low level wind
shears to an increasing headwind,
aircraft performance will

1

Q-16 1- decrease.
2- increase.
3- remain unchanged.
4- initially decrease, then increase.

550. Which statement is true relating to the
effect of low level wind shear on air-
plane performance?

Q-16 1- A tailwindwhich shears to a head-
wind causes an initial increase in
airslieed.

2- A tailwind which shears to a head-
wind ceuses the_airplane tnMichni_
own.

3- A headwind which.shears to a tail-
wind causes an initial increase in
airspeed.

4- A headwind which shears to a tail-
wind causes the airplane td pitCh
up.

551. How will an increase in weight (loading)
affect the performance of an airplane?

557. Refer to Figure 18. Find the amount of ,

554weefer to Figure 18.. Find ttle dis4nce
that can be flown at 7,500 ft. using 64%
power with 36 gallons of fuel.

Q-03 1- 533 miles.
2- 541 miles.
3- 545 miles.
4-'552 miles.

55. Refer to Figure 18. Find the distance
that can be flown at 5,000 ft. using 58%
power with 42 gallons of fuel.

Q-03 1- 621 miles.

2- 633 miles.
3- 642 miles.
4- 656 miles.

S.

556. Refer to Figure 18. Ffnd the amount'of
fuel required to fly 740 miles at 5,000
ft. using'2300 RPM and 23".manifold pres-
sure.

Q-03 1- 37 gallons.
2- 43 gallons.
3- 47 gallons.
4- 52 gallons.

Q-14 1- The glide ratio will decrease. fuel required to fly.558 mileS at 7,500
.

ft. using 2200 RPM and 21" manifold pres-
2- The indicated stalling speeds will sure.

decrease.

3- The power settings required to pro- Q-03
duce a specific airspeed will
change.

4- The lift/drag ratio will change.

552. Refer to Figure 18, Assume full fuel arid

69% power on a fltght at 5,000 ft. Find
the flight time remaining after 2 hours
55 minutes.)

Q-03 1- 1

.2- 1

3- 1

47 1

hour 00 minutes.
hour 06 minUtes.
hour 18.minutes.
hour F7 mibutes.

'553.'Refer to Figure 18. Assume full fuel and

.

63% power on .a flight at 7,500 ft. Ftnd
the-flight time remaining after 3 hours
18 minutes. .

1

Q-03 1- 1 hour 12.minutes.
"2- 1 hour 18 minutes..
11- 1 hour 22 minutes.

.4- 1 hour.27 minutes. -

1- 29 gallons.
2- 35 gallons.
3- 41 dallons.
4- 43 gallons.

558. Refer to Figure 18. Using the conditions
given on the chart, find the RPM and mani-

.

fold pressure required to fly 995 miles
in 6.9 hours at an altitude of 5,000 ft. .

Q-03 1+ 2100 RPM and 18" Hg.
. 2- 2100 RPM and 20" lig.

3- 2200 RPM and 20" 4§.
4- 2200 RPM and 22" Hg.

1.

559. Refer to Figiire 18. Using the conditions
given on the chart, find the RPM and mani
fold pressure required to fly 955 miles '

in 6.0 hours at an altitude of 7,500 ft.

Q-03 1- 2100 RPM and 21" Hg.
2- 2100 RPM and 20" Hg.'
3- 2200 RPM and 20" Hg.
4- 2300 RPM and 20" Hg.
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560. Use the conditions and data on charts in
Figure 19 for computations. .

565. Use the conditions and data on charts in
Figure 19 for computations.

Altitude 6,500 ft. Altitude .4,500 ft.
Power 45% Power 75%
Headwindccunponent . . 19 knots Tailwind component 16 knots

Q-03

The range under the conditions given is

1- 815 NM.
2- 873 NM.
3- 905 NM.
4- 4057_NM.

Q-03

The range under the .conditions given is

1- 803 NM.
2- 842 NM.

3- 924 NM..
4- 973

561. Use the conditions and data on charts in
Figure 19 for computationse

Altitude 5,500 ft.
Power 45%
Tailwind component . 20 knots

The range under the conditions-given is

566. Use the conditions and data on charts in
Figure 19 for computations.

Altitude 5,500 ft.
Power 75%
Headwind component . 13 knots

T1TEr

Q-03 1-

2-

3-

4-

1,055 NM.
1,215 NM.
1,278 NM.
1,303 NM.

Q-03 1-

2-

3-

4-

781 NM.

817 NM.
847 NM.
876 NM.

562. Use.the conditions and data on charts in
Figure 19 for computations.

-Altitude . . 10,500 ft.
Power 55%
Headwind component e 210,knots

The range under the conditions given is

Q-03 1- 815 NM.
2- 871 NM.
3- 937 NM.
4- 1,010 NM.

563. Use the conditions and data on charts in
Figure 19 for'tomputation's.

Altitude 8,500 ft.

Power. 55%

Tailwind coMponent . : 22.knots

The range under the conditions given is

n.03 1- 957 NM.
,2- 1,005 NM.
3- 1,152 NM.
4- 1,222 NM.

'Ns

564. Use the conditions and data on charts in
Figure 19 for computations.

Altitude 6,500 ft.

Power 55%

Headwind component 17 knots

The range under the conditions given is"

Q-03 1- 8t'i NM.

2- 886 NM.

- 943 NM.
4- 11003 NM.

101
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567. Use the conditions and data on charts in
/ Figure 19 for computations.

Altitude 6,00 ft.
Power 75%
Tailwind component . 17 knots

Therange under the conditions given.is

Q-03 1- 817 NM.
2- 850 NM.

3- 937 NM.
4- 1,019 NM.

568. Use the conditions and data on charts in
Figure 19 fbr computations.

Altitude 7,500 ft.
Power - 65%
,Headwind component . knots

The i-ange under the tonditions given As

Q-03 1. 773 NM.
2- 805 NM.
3- 816 NM.
4-, 930 NM.

569. Use the conOtions and data on,charts in
Figure 19 for computayons.

Altitude 6,00 ft,
Power 65%-

Headwind component . 15 knlis

The range under the conditions given is

Q-03 1- 817 NM.
2- 838 NM.
3- 910 NM.
4-'925 NM.

106



tRNUISE PERFbRMANCE
PRESSURE ALTITUDE 6000 FEET

CONDITIONS
Recommended Lean Mixture
3800 Pounds
Cowl Flaps Closed

20°C BELOW
STANDARD TEMP

-17,1

STANDARD
TEMPERATURE

3°C r

zu-C ABOVE
STANDARD TEMP

23°C

RPM MP BHP
KTAS PPH BHP

KTAS PPH BHP
IcTAS PPH

2550 24 78 173
le?.97 75 174 94

23 76 187 96 74 . 109 92 71 171 so

22 72 164 90 09 168 87 67 167 94

21 68 160 85 65 182 82 63 163 eo

2600 78 169 96 75 171 95 73 172 91

74 lee 93 71 167 90 se 169 87

22 70 162 se 67 164 86 65 165 62

21 ee 158 83 63 . 160 80 81 160 77

2400 24 73 165 91 70 166 ea 68 187 'Be

23 eo 181 87 87 163 84 164 81

22_ ft 154

82
77

64.
50

.159
-155

79
7s 2;

180
155

77

73
21

2300 24 se 161 86 66 162 83 64 183 eo

23 85 158 82 62 159 79 eo 169 76

22 81 164 77 50 155 75 57 155 72

21 57 160 73 55 150 71 53 ISO 68

2200 63 1 se ao 61 167 77 se 168 75

23 OD 152 78 se 153 73 sa 154 71

22 57 149 72 149 70 53 149 67 .

21 144 ea 51 144 de 49 143 64

20 50 139 84 48 138 82 48 137 60

19 48 133 80 44 132 58 43 131 67

CRUISE PERFORLMAhICE
PRESSURE ALTITUDE S000 FEET

COMM I IONS:
Recommended Leon Mixture
3800 Pounds
Coed Fhgn Closed

20°C BELOW
STANDARD TEMP

-21°C

STANDARD
TEMPERATURE

-I°C

-
20°C ABOVE

STANDARD TEMP
190c

RPM MP
--0

li

BHP
KTAS PPR

s
BH P

KTAS PPR
- s
8HP

KTAS PPH

2550

-

2500

b

24(0

'.2300

2200

22
21

20
19

22.
21

20
19 '

22
21,
20
19

22
21

20
19

22,
21 ,"

20

19
18 ,

.

74

070
68
81

72
88
83
59

87

63
59
55

63
59
65-
52

58
55
51

48
44

._

...

189

185
181

157

187
183

159
154.

163 ..

169'
154

150 .

168
154
150
144

153 ...-74

149
144

138
131

1 )

...43

.88

82
77

90
85
88
75

84
80
75

7,

70
75
71,
68

-70
08
82
se

71

67
63
58 1

09
'65
81

57

65
di

'l7

63

61

57

63
50

58
63
49
48
43

.

171

187
182
157

189
184

160
155

184
180
155

149

169

-165
.150

143-

154
149
143

4037
*-130

90
85
80
75

87
82
77

72

81

77
73

86

77
72
68
04

71

68
64
00
ea

..

SO
85
81
17

87
83
59
55

82
59
55

5)

59
55
52
48

54
51

40 -
44
41

J72
168

183
157

170
185
16Q

4 154

166

100
165

146

180
.155
149 P,

142

153
148
142

.135
128

-

87

82
77

"72

84
79
75
70

79

74'

70

66

74

70
se
'02

,

ee -,

55

i

4

F g ur e 20 1

47-4"

4
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570. Usd condittens and data on appropr iate
chart in Figure 20 for computations.

Pressure altitude . . 8,000 ft.
z Temperature

Power . . 2290 RPM . .

' Usable fuel Available .

-21° C.
21" MP ,

534 lbs.

What is the maximum availtble flight time
under the conditions stated?

Q-03 1- 7 hours 15 minutes.
2-.7 hours 37 minutes,.
3- 7 hours 50 minutes.
4- 8 hours 05 minutes. ,

571. Use conditions and data 9n appropriate
chart in Figure. 20 for computaIns.

Pressure altitude . . . . 840 ft:
Temperature C .

Power . . 2300 RPM . . 20" MP
Usable fuel available . 470 lbs.

What is the maximum available flight'time
under the conditions stated?

574. Use conditions and data on appropriate
'chart in Figure 20 for computipons.

Pressure a1 ltitude . . . . 6,000 ft.

Temperature 3° C.
Power . . 2200 RPM . 22" MP .

Usable fuel ava1lab4, i 465 lbs.

What is the maximum avai le flight time
under the conditions stated?

- Q-03 1- 6 hours 27 minutes.
2- 6 hours 39 minutes.
3- 6 hours 56 minutes.
4- 7 hours 11 minutes.

575, Mse conditions and data on appropriate
chart in Figure 20 for computations. ,

Pressure altitude . . . . 6,000' ft.

Temperaturk. -17° C.
Power : 23Q0 RPM .:-234114P"
Usable fuel available . .'370 lbs.

What is the maximum available flight time
under the conditions stated?

Q-03 1-

2-

3-

4-

6 hours 11 minutes.
6 hours 38 minutes.
6 hours 54 minutes.
7 hours 42 minutes.

Q-03 1-

2-

3-

4-

4 hours 20 minutes.
4 hours 30 minutes.
4 hours 40 minutes.
4 hours 50 minutes.

awxael

572. Use conditions and data on appropriate
chart in Figure-20*for computations,

Pressure altitude . . . . 8,000 ft.
Temperature 19° C.
Power . . 2400 RPM . . 21" MP
Usable fuel available . 490 lbs.

What is the maximum available flight time
under the conditions stated?

-

576._Use conditions anedata on appropriate
chart ln Figure 20 for computations.

Pressure altitude . . . . 6,000 ft.
Temperature -179 C.
Power . 2400 RPM . . 23" MP
Usable fuel available . 505 lbs.

What is the maximum available flight'time
under the conditlons stated?

Q-03 1-

2-

3-

-4-

5 hours 47 minutes.
6 hours 08 minutes.
6 hours 22 minutes.
6 hours 38 minutes...

Q-03 1-

2-

3-

4=-

5 hOurs 48 minutes.
6 hours 00 minutes.
6 hours 12 minutes.
6 hours 21 minutes.

573. Use conditions and data on appropriatg
chart 'in FiouPe 20 for computation.

.Preisure altjtude . . . 8,000 ft.

Temperature.. ..... -1° C.
Power 2500 RPM . 21" MP.
Usable fuel available 520 lbs.

What is the maximum available flight time
under the conditions stated?

Q-03 I- 5 hours 55 minutes.
2- 6 hours 07 minutes:
3- 6 hours 20 minutes.
4- 6 hours 36 minutes.

.

577. Use conditions and da6164rappropriate
chart in Foigure 20 for.computations.

Pressure altitude . . . . 6,000 ft.
Temperature 23° C.
Power . . 2500 RPM . . 23" MP
Usable fuel'av'ailable . 460.1bs.

What is the maZimum available flight time
under the conditions stated?

--14-03 1- 4 hours 46 minutes.
2- 4 hours 58 minutes.
3- 5 hours 07 minutes.
4- 5 Wours 17 minutes.

103
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ti
578. Assume.the following condition3 exist at

an airport of intended landing:

Landing runway . . 30
Wind 0200 @ 15 knots

Using the chart in Figure 21, a pilot can
determine that the crosswind component is
approximately

Q-04 1- 4knots.
' 2- 15 knots.

3- 20 knots.
4- 22 knots,

'579. Assume the following conditions Mcist at
awairdort of intended landing:

Landing runway . . 3
Wind 0600 @ 35 knots

"Using the Oart in Figure 21, a pilot can
determine that the crosswind component is
apOoiimately

Q-04 1- v6 Whots.
2- 2 knots.
3- ,18-knots.

4- 72-knots.

580. Assume the following conditions exist at
an airport of intended landing: .

Landing runway . . .'13
Wink! . . - ..... 140° @ 30 knots

Using the chart in Figure 21, a pilot can
determine that.the crosswind component is
approximately

Q-04 1- 5 knots.
2- 10 knots.
3- 15 knots.
4- 18 knots.

581. Assume the following conditions exist at
an airport of intended landing:

Landing runway . . . E2
Wind . 260° @ 23 knots

Using the chartinfigure 21, a pilot can
determine that the crosswind component is
approximately,

Q-04 1- 10 knots.
2- 15 knots.
3- 20 knots.
4- 25 tnots.

a

582. Assume a maximum demonstrated crosswind
component equal to 0.2'Vso, and the follow-
ing conditions exist at an airport of
intended landing:

Vso 70 knots
Landing runway . 35
Wind 3000 (a 20 knOS

Using the chart in Figure 21, a.pilot can
determine that the

Q-04 1- headwind component weeds the cross-
wind component, -.

2- headwind compon nt is excessive.

3- crosswind .compo
limits.

4-/Maximum safe cr
. exceeded.

eA is within safe

sswiod component is
S

583. Assum0 a maximum demonstrated crosswind
component equal to 0.2 Vsn, and the fol-
lowing conditions exist at an airport of
intended landing: 4s

Vso 60 knots
Landing runway . 12 .

Wind 1600 @ 20 knots

Using the chart in'Figure 21, a pilot can
determine that the

Q-.04 1- crosswind component exceeds the
headwind component.

2- headwind component .ts excestive. .

3- crosswind component is within safe
limits.

4- maximum safe crosiWijd component is
exceeded.

lt

584. Assume a maximum demonstrated crosswind
component &quarto 0.2 Vso, and the fol-
lowing conditionf exist at an,airpOrt of
intended landing:

Vso 65 knots
Landing runway . /17
Mind 200° @ 30 knots

Using the chart in Figure 21, a pilot.can
determioe that the

Q-04 1- crosswind component exceeds the
headwind component.

2- maximum safe crosswind component is
exceeded.

3- crosswind compo ent is within safe
limItI.

4- headwind component is excessive.



CONDITIONS:
A Flaps 300

Power Off
Maximum Broking
Paved, Leval, Dry RuDway
Zero Wind ,

1.

f4101S

LANDING DISTANCE

1

1., Decrease dilqances 10% for eacti 10 knots headwind. For opention with tailwinds up to 10 knots, increase distances by 1996
for eaqh 2.4 knots.

t

2 . operation on a dry, grass runway, increase distancts by 40% of the"ground.roll" figure.
I

II

WEIGHT,
1:13IS

SPEED
AT

50 FT
KIM

ALTry

0°C ,
1cPc 20°C

,

30°C 40°C

GRND
ROLL

TOTAL
TO CLEAR
80 FT OBS

GRND
AoLe

TOTAL,
TO CLEAR
50 FT OBS

GRND
ROLL

e
TOTAL i

TO CLEAR
50 FT OBS

GRND
ROLL

TOTAL.

TO CLEAR
50 FT OBS

-4I

GRND
ROLL

TOTAL
TO CLEAR
50 FT OBS,

.16003800

...

71 S.L.
% 1000

9,2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000

725
750
780
810
840
870
905
940
975

1440
1480
1525
1565
1615
1680
1710
1765
1815

7g0
780
810
840
870
905
940
975

1010

1480
1520
1565
1810
1680
1710
1785
1815
1870

780
805
835
870
900
935
970

1010
105() .

1520
1560
1605
1660
1705
1755
1810
1870
193b

805
835
885
800
9307,
965 1

1006
1045 ;4.
1065)

1560
1606
1650
1706
1750
1805 i

1800
1920 .,,,

1988: A

630
800
895
'930
866

1800
1035
11076

1120

'
1645
1895
1750
1E100

1855
41910

1970
2035 ,1

i-igure

14,



585. Use Figure 22.to determine ground rbll
under the following conditions:

Weight 3,800
Pressure altitude . . 7,000 ft

)
Temperature 20' C.

Tailwind . . 5 knots+

Runway length (paved) 1,100 ft.

Is the runway length sufficient for
,landing?

Q-06 1- Yes, only 808 ft. are needed.
2- Yes,. only 1,010 ft. are needed.
3- No, 1,212 ft. are needed.
4- No, 1,496 ft. are needed.

586. Use Figure 2? to,deterMine ground roll
und& the following conditions:

Weight . . . . 3,800 lbs.

Pressure altitude . . . 5,000 ft.

Temperature 10° C

Tailwind . . . . 19 knots
4,

12unway length (paved) . 1,200 ft.

Is the runway length sufficient for
landing?

lp -

Q-06 1- Yes, only 905 ft. are needed.
2"-- Yes, only 1,086 ft. are needed.

3- No, 1,267 ft. are needed.
No, 1,710 ft. are needed.

'c

587. Use'Figure 22 tt determine ground roll

* under the following conditions:

Weight 3,800 1b4

Pressure altitude . . 4,000 ft.

Temperature 40° C.

Headwind . . 10 knots
RUnway length (paved) 1,000 ft.

Is the runway length'sufficient for 1

landing?

Q406 1- Yes,--only 868 ft. are needed.

2- Yes, only 965 ft. are needed.
3- No, 1,061 ft. are needed.
4- No, 1,620 ft. are needed.

0 Use Rigure 22 to determine'ground.roll
under the following conditions:

Weight 3,800 lbs
Presture altitude . . 3,000 ft.

Temperature 30° C.

Headwind . , . 12 icnot .

Runway length.(paved) 1,000 ft.

Is the-runway length sufficient for a..

landing?

Q-06 l Yes, only 792 ft. are peedetL
2,.,yes, only .900 fi. are.needed,

1,008 ft. are needed.

- 4,,N0,1,597 ft. are needed.

589, Use Figure 2? to determine landing distance
under the following conditions:

Weight 3,800-lbs.
Pressure altitude . . 6,000 ft.

Temperature 30° C.

Tallwihd 5 knots

Runway length (opedi 2,500 ft.

'Is the distance sufficienVto land with a
50-pot obstruction at the threshold?

Q-06 1- Yes, o ly 1,046 fr. are needed.
2- Yes, o ly 1,488 ft. are needed.
3- Yes, on. y 1,860 ft. are needed.
4- Yes, only 2,232 ft. are needed.

590. Use Figure 22 tiNetermine lending di,tance

under the foll9wing conditions:

- Weight 3,800 lbs.

Pressure altitude . . 5,000 ft.

Temperature 20' C.

Tailwind 5 knots

Runway lengfh (pried) 2,000 ft.

Is the distance sufficient to lana with a
50-foot obstructjon at the.threshold?

Q-06 1- Yes,,only 1,404 ft. are needed./
, :Yes, only 1,755 ft. are neededli

3--No,,2,106 'ft. are needed. -'

4- No,d2,320 ft. are needed.

591 Use'Figure 22 to determine landing distance

.

under the following conditions:

Weight 3,800 lbs.

Pressure,altitude . . 4,000 ft. '

'Temperature 20° C.
18 knots .vjtHeadwind

''''' -v Runway length (paved) . 1,500 ft.

' Is the distance sufficient to land with a
50JfootnbstryGtion at the threshold?

r

k-i6. A, Yesonly 1,220 ft. are needed.
2- Yes, only 1,398 ft. are needed.
3- Yes, only 1,425-ft. are needed. .

4- No, 1,705 ft. are needed.

592:1Use Figure 22 to determine landing distance
under the following conditions:

Weight 3,800 lbs.

Pressure altitude . . 2,000 ft.

Temperaturé 30° C. 1

Headwind 16 knots

Runway lengti (paved) 1,500 ft.

Is the distance sufficient tO land with a
. 50-foot obstruction kt the threshold?

Q-06 1- Yes, only 1,050 ft. are needed.
2- Xes, only 1,386 ft. are needed.

No, 1,590 ft. are needed.
4- No0,650 ft. are needed.

104 :1,2
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10°

OBSTACLE LANDING
a

ASSOCIATED CONDITIONS: EXAMPLE:

OAT
PRESSURE ALTITUDE
LANDING WEIGHT
HEAD WIND

#,
70° F .

20Q0 rr
3000 LBS
10 KNOTS

POWER

FLAPS
GE6R
RUHWAY

APPROACH
SPEED

BRAKING

AS REQUIRED TO
MAINTAIN 800 rr/mIN
DESCENT ON APPROACH
DOWN "
DOWN
PAVED, LE V E L,
DRY SURFACE

IA8 AS TABULATED
MAXIMUM

TOTAL LANDING DISTANCE
OVER A 50 FT OBSTACLE

GROUND ROLL (55% OF 1000)
IAS APPROACH SPEED

1000 rr
550 FT
76 mri

(4.

r'

wit

NOTE: GROUND ROLL IS APPROX. 55%
OF TOTAL LANDING DISTANCE
qvpit-*4361?"0158TACLE:-

-

IWEIGHT
l'OUNDS

IAS APPROACH SPEED
(ASSUMES ZERO INSTR. ERROR)

MPH KNOTS

3400
9200
3000
2800
2600
2400

80
78
76
73
70
67

76
68
68
63
61
58

1 t je
4 i PRESSURE

ALTITUDE FEET
. : .

8000
6000
4000
2000

-

-
- f

` -4

t**-4.

2z_

111: 161

I ii IIIff

il 1111111...1151110111

I0IIIIMPIlliii1 1niiin
100,1111i-em- rsoimisi

6 ii AsMAN jr.:1!:1141gPIPIII11414;1;;:iiSI:

4at ili1111113111111 jAii liNN
PLIIIIIi 11111111iiiStiii" .

1111,
o111111111101ohil

.41

3000

2oo?

0
2000

woo N .

0

0 20 40 60 80 100 24 26 28 30 32 -34 0 16 30 30
OAT - °F WEIGHT X 100 POUNDS "HEAD WIND - KNOTS

.

' Figure P3
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%93. Use Figure 23. I

'GIVEN: Associated Condittons . Fig. 23,

Temperature 75' F.

597. Use Fiqu#e 23.

GIVEN: Assoriated Conditions
Temperature

.0%

Fig. 23
70" F.

Pressure altitude . 7 : 4,000 ft. Pressure altitude . . . 6,000 ft.

Weight .... 3,300 lbs. Weight 3,300 lbs.

. Headwind . . . . 12 knots Headwind 284(nots

Under the conditions given, determine the'
,.approximate ground roll.

Under the conditions given, determine thel
approximate ground roll.

1Q-06

F

.1 `.

'12: 464 eel.

'3- 530 feet.
4- 633 feet.

Q-06 1-

2-

.3-

4-

475 feet.
550 feet.
625 feet,
kl000 feet.

..

15940se Figure 23. 598. Use Figure 23.

.....

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 23 : GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig 23

Temperature 85° F Temperature F.

Pressure altitude . . . 6,000 ft. Pressure aktitude . 00 ft.

Weight 3,000 lbs Weight 3,200 lbs.

Headwind 18 knots Headwind . . . 20 knots

is'the total 1 nding dntance over a
. 50-fet.obstacle?

What is the total landing distance oyer a
50-foot obstacle?

Q-06 1-

2-

3-

4-

850 ftet. ,

975 feet.
1,075.feet.
1,180"feet.

Q-06 1- 850 feet,
2- 975 feet.
3- 1, 50 feet.,
4- 1,1 5 fbef.

595. Use Figure 23.-

GIVEN: Associated Conditiohs : Fig. 23
Temperature 80° F

. Pressume altitude . 8,000 ft.

- Weight
.

24p00 lbs

Peadwind 2, knots,
_

Under the cond-itions given., determine the
.

pproximate ground roll. . .

.

-06 1- 400'feet.
2- 450 feet.
3- 550 feet. .

4- 650 feet.

596. Use Figure 23. '

GIVEN: Associated Condit).pms .

. Temperature . . . , . .

Pressure.alt4tude . .

Weight
Headwind . . .

(0.

599. Use Figure 23. .

GIVEN:'Associated Conditions . Fig. 23
Temperature 50° F.

PreSsure altitude . . 2,000 ft.
Weight' 3,100 lbs.
Headwig0 16 knots

Under-the conditions given; determine the
approximate g17-ound

0 Q-06 1- 493 feet.
2- 523 feet.
3- 678'feet.
4- 950 feet.

Fig. 0/
00° F.
8,000 ft.
3,400 lbs.
30 knots

What is the total landing distance overa.
50-foot bstacle?

.600. Use Figure 23.

..........

GIVEN: Associated Conditions Fig. 23'

. Temperature 40° F.

Pressure altitude . . sea level
Weight 2,800 lbs.

Headwind , ; . 8 knots

What is the total landihg distance over a
50-foot obstacle? .

Q-06
---

. 1-

2-

3-

4-

1;100 feet.
1,175 feet.
1,250 feet.
1,300 feet.

'- Q-06 1-

2-

3-

4-

750 feet'.

850 feet.
950 feet.)
1,050 feet.

AIL
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601. Use Figure 24. 605. Use Figure 24.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 24 .
GIVIN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 24

Temperature 70° F. Temperature 60° F.

Pressure altitude . . . sea level Pressure altitude . . . 8,000 ft.

Weight 3,400 lbs. Weight 3,20U lbs.

Ileadwind . . ..... 16 knots Headwind 18 knots

Under the conditions given, determine the
apftoiimate ground roll.

Q-06 1- 542 feet.
\\- 2- 676 feet.-

3- 883 feet.
4- 1,275 feet.

602. Use Figure 24.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 24

Temperature 80°

Pressure altitude . . 4,04 ft.
Weight 2,800 lbs.

Headwind 24 knots

WhaI is the total landing distance over a
50-fpot obstacle?

Q-06 1- 1,000 feet.
2- '1,125 feet.

A
3- 1,2501feet.
4- 1,325 feet.

603-Use Figure 24.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions'. Fig. 24
Temperature 50° F.

Pressure altitude . . sea level

Weitt 3,000 lbs.

Headrind 20 knots

Under the condit ons given, determine the
approximate ground roll.

Q-06 17 425 feet.
2- 557ifeet. .......

3- 836 feet.
,

4- 1,050 feet.' -
I

604. 4Use Figure 24.

MEN: Associated Conditions
TeMperature .

PreSsure altitude
Weight .....
Headwind . . , . . .

Under the conditions given, determine tht

approximate ground roll.

Q-06 1- 650 feet.
2- 795 feet.
3- 1,050 fept.
4- 1,500 feet.

606. Use Figure 24.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions Fig. 24

Temperature 90° F.

Pressure altitude . . 2,000 ft.

, Weight 3,400 lbs.

Headwind 10 knots

What is the total landing distance oier a
50-foot obstacle?'

Q-06 1- 1,475 feet.
2- 1,575 feet.
3-,1,650 feet.
4- 1,725 feet.

607. Use Figure 24.

GIVEN:* Associated Conditions . Fig. 24

Temperature 85° F. ,

Pressure altitude . . 6,000 ft.

Weight 2,800 lbs.

Headwind - 14 knots

Under the conditions given, determine the
approximate ground roll.

Q-06 1-134 feet.
14\ 2- 742 feet.

3-,1,280 feet.
4- 1,480 feet.

. Fig. 24

. 99P F.

. 8,000 ft.
. 3,400 lbs.

6 knots

What is the total landing distance over a_
50-foot obstacle?

.Q-06 1- 1,700ifeet.
2-01,750 feet.
3- 1,825 feet.

- 1,900 feet,'

608. Use Figure 24.

GIVEN: Associaied Conditions . Fig. 24

Temperature 50° F.

Pressure altitude . . 4,000 ft.

Weight, 3,.000 lbs.

.Headwiff 22 knots

What is the total landing distance oNier a
50-foot obstacle?

-06 1- 975 feet.
2- 1,050 feet.
3- 1,175 feet.
it-; 1,250 feet.



STALL SPEEDS (lAS)

ANG11 OF BANK

GROSS
WIIGIII
3400 1 BS

r

I I VI I 20`) -I0`) (.0°

.
POW1. R G1 AR AND I LAPS I.

.
.

ON 61 mph
(53 kts)

63 mph
(55 kts)

71 mph
(('1 kts)

86 mph
(15 kts)

7-4 mph
OH- 4(64 kts) All

1iiph
(66,k(s)

R6 mp
(74 kts)

1D5 nip'
(91 kts)

. GliAR AND FLAPS IX)WN
,

ON 504h
J44 kts)
63 mph
(55 kts)

52 mph ,
(45 kts) f
65 mph
(57 kts)

58 mph
(51 kts)
73 mph
(64 los)

71 mph
j62 kts)
89 mph
(78 kts)01:1:

`IL FigUre 25

609. Refer to the ahart in Figure 25. In a 200
bank, the Vawer-on stall speed with gear
and flaps down is, approximately

Q-08 1- 45 knots:*
2- 55 knots.
3- 57,knots.
4J 66 knots.

filo. Refer to the chot in Figure 25. In'a 400
bank, the power-on stall 'speed with sear
and flaps up is approximately

Q-08 1- 61 knots.
2-,64 knots. A(
3- 71 knots.
4- 74-knots."

41

611, According to the chart in Figure 25, Vso
, in a 20° bank would be approximately

Q-08 1- 45 knots.
2- 55 knots.
3- 57 knots.
4- 66 knots.

612. According to the chart in Figure 25, Vs?
in a 40° bank would be approximately - '4-08

613. According to the chart in Figure 25, Vso
-i? a 60° bank would be approximately

1- 62 knots.
2- 75 knots.
3- 78 knon.
4- 91 knots.

614. According to the chart in Ffgure 25, Vso
in a 40° bank would be approximately

Q-08 1-,58 MPH.
2- 61 MPH.
3- 71 MPH.
4- 73 MPH.

615. According to the chart in Figure 25, Vso
in a 20° bank woold be approximately

Q-08 1- 45 MPH.
2- 55 MPH..

3- 65 MPH.
4- 76 MPH.

616. According to the chart in Figure 25, Vso
in a 60° bank woqld be approximately

17.61 knOts.
2- 61 knots.
3- 64 knots.
4- 74. knots.

If

1- 71 MOH.
2- /5 MPH.

' 3- 89 MPH.
4,.105 MPH.

. ,



617. Which of the following will occur if the
icated airspeed is constant and the

Ir.:My altitude increases?

4)-13 1- True airspeed Will decrease, and
groundspeed will increase.

2- True airspeed will decrease,
groundspeed will decrease.

3- True airspeed will increase, and
. groundspeed will decrease.

4- True airspeed-will increase, and
groundspeed will -increase.

and

618. The primary reason for computing density
altitude is to

Q-13 .1-,determine pressure altitude.

2- ensure safe cruising altitude over
mountainous terrain.

3- determinevaircraft performance./

4- establish flight levels above
18,000 feet MSL..

619. Assuming thfat. atmospherk presSureiand
temperature remain.the tame, a decrease
in humidity will result in a

Q-13 1- shorter takeoff distance; the air
is 1ess dense:- ;

.2- longer tateoff diaance; the air
is more dense.

,

shorter takeoff distance; the air
is more dense.

4- longir takeoff distance; the air
"is less-dense.

, .

.620. An increase in humiditY in he atmosphere

, . will tend to
.

*

1- increase the rate of climbr.
2- decreaSe the takeoff distance.
3- increase- the landing ro11.4,

'-41;. decrease the land4migroundspeed.

Q-13

621. If the atmospheric pressure -and tempera-
ture remain the same, how would an increasie

in humidity affect takeoff performance?

Q-13 J-"Shortertakeoff distance; the air
is less dame, ,

2- Longer takeoff_distance; the air
is more dense.'

Longer takeoff-distancei.the air
is less dense.

'4- Shorter takeoff distenCe.;. the:air'

is-mot-a-dense.

622 The highest indicated airspeed will be ob-
tained during level flight at a constant
power setting when the outside air is

Q-13 1-'cold and (cry.
2- wanu and Moist
3- warm and dry.
4- cold and moist:

E. 623. Suppose at sea level an.unsuRuncharged'en-
gine with a constant-speed_propeller de-
velops 260 HP at 2625:.RPM and 29' Hg.
Which power settings Would bexpirted at

feet above sea.leve14

Q-13 1- Less than 2625 RPM ade 29" Hg.

2- 2625 RPM and less than 29"
4 V

3- More than 225 RPM and more than
29" fig.

4- 2625 RPM and 29" Hg.

624. How does high density altitude affect the
takeoff performance of an airplane?-

Q-13 1- Increased drag will require more
power for acceleration.

.2Reduced Ingine and propeller effi-
ciency will decrease acceleration.

.3- Reduced drag will incrdase the rate
- of acieleration..

4-,A higher indicated airspeed is re-
quired to produce neoessary lift.

625. Suppose that on takeoff at sea level, full
power with in unsupercharged engine will
produce a manifold pressure of approxi-
mately 30" Hg. Aftee climbtng to.10,000
'feet, without changing the position of the
engine controls, the manifold pressure
gauge would indicate approximately.

Q-13 1- 15" Ng.

21,20"'Hg.
3- 30" Hg.
4- 39" lig.

626. Suppose6that on takeoff at lea level,'

; power with an unsupercharged engine wfil

Produce a manifold pressure of approxi-.
mately 27" Hg. After climbing to 5,000
feet, without changirtict the-position of the
enqinecontrols, thellianifold pressdre
gaugemould indicate approximately

Q-13 1 30," Hg.

2- 27" Hg.
3- 22" Ng.'
4- 20". Hg.

- 414



627. Comparin9 the indicated stalling speed and
trup airspeed at 5,000 feet MSL with that
at sea level, the indicate0-stalling speed
will normally be

Q-13 1- the SdIlle dS at sea level, but the
true airspeed will be higher.

2- higher ttian at sea level, but the
true airspeed will be the same.

3- the same as at sea el and tha
true airspeed will be the same,*

4-.higher than at sea level and the
. true airspeed will be higher.
_ A

28. What would occur if the density altitude
is'5.000 feet at an airport where the
field elevation is 2,000 feet?

Q-13 1- Takeoff and land performance
would not be affe ted.

2- The.altimeter would indicate 5,000
feet when the airplane is on the
ground.

3- Takeoff and landing performance
would be the same as an airport
with an elevation of 5,000 feet.-

4- The Ndicated-takeoff and landing
airspeed s.liould be higher.than on

a standard day.

629. Assume an approach speed of 1.3 to 1.4
times Vso when landing att. an airport that
is 6,500 feet above sea level. If landing

- this airplane at a ea level airport, the
indicated approach speed should be

1- faster than'at 6,500 feet.
2- the same as at 6,500 feet.
3- Vso with the flaps fully extended.
4- slower than at 6,500-feet.

N, .
. .

630. Assume that an airplane is flying at a
constant.power setting and at &constant
indicated altitude. If Ihe oUtside air

. temperature increases, the true airspeed
will

A-13 1- decrease; the true altitude will
' increase.

: 2- increase; the true altitude will
decrease.

3- increase; the true altitude will
increase.

4- decrease; ttp.true altitude will
decrease.

a.

631. For a given indicated airspeed, a high
density altitude will always result in

Q-13 1- an increase in equivalent airspeed.
2- an increase in true airspeed.
3- a decrease in true airspeed.
4- an increase in calibrated airspeed.

632. Assume comparable conditions relative to
temperature, wind, and airplane weight.
The groundspeed artouchdown at high
elevation/Airports will be

47%13. -h

2- lower than at sea level. .

3- the same as at sea level.

4- either higher or-lower than at sea
level, depending on airspeed correc-
tions applied.`...

,

633. If 80 MPH indicayted airspeed has been used
on final approach at an airport at sba
level, the indicated.airspeed on final
approach to an airport where the field
elevation is 4,800 feet MSL .§hould be

Q-13 1- lower because.the true airspeed is
' higher.

2- higher because the stalling speed is
higher.

3- lower because the air density is
lower.

4- the same as at sea level fields.

634. Assume a calm wind. During.approach and
landing at Ahi§h elevation airport and
using the same -indicated airspeed as that
used at a sea level-airport, the

Q-13: 1- groundspeed will be higher and the
landing dlitance will be greater at

. the higher elevationLairport.

114

2- groundspeed,will be the same and the
landing distance will be the same at
each of the airports. ,...

3- true Airspeed will be the same and
the 1 n g distance will be the
same at bo airports.

4- true airs eed will be lo er and the
landing. distance will e less.at the
higher elevation airport.

0



4 2,

'46,

635. Which statement is true regardfng the
maximum distance attained over- the
ground in event of engine failure under
a no-wind condition?

0-14 1- The glide ratio for an airplane is
a fixed value and does not change
regardless of weight or speed.

2- A change in.airplane weight 'would
not require A change tn the maxi-
mum distance glide speed.

639. If an airplane is loaded to Yhe rear of
the CG range, that airplane will tend to
become I

go

Q-14 1- sluggish in rudder control.
2- unstable about its longitudinal axis.
3- sluggisA in aileron control.
4- unstable about its lateral axis.

Li

640. Dehsity altitude fis urd th determine

3, A decrease in airplane weight would Q-13
requirea..decrease in the maximuil
distance glide speed.

4- A decrease in airplane weight would
require an increase in the maximum
distance glide speed.

636. In light airplanes, normal recovery from
spins.may become difficult-ff the

.Q-14 1- CG is too far rearward.
2- spin is entered too rapidly.
3- CG is too far forward.
4- ainmed-becomes too great. %

637. The indicated,stalling speed of an air-
*

plane is' most affected by

Q-14 -1- variations in airplane loading.
a

2- variations in flight altitude.
3- changes in air dehsity.
4- changes ih air temperature.

638. If fuel/air mixtbre adjustments are pot
made during high altitude operation, en-
gine performance will be.:Jaffected be-
cause-of

Q-13 1- a constant volume of air while
there fs an iricrease in the amount
of fuel entering the carburetor.

--
2- a decrease in the weight of air

and amount of fuel entering the
carbdretor..

3- a decrease in the weight of air
while the same amount Of fuel
enters the carburetor. 9

4- a decrease in the volume of afr
-while there is an increasein
the amount Of fuel entering the.

, carburetor.

-1

1- absolute altitude.

2performance'capabil1ty of an air-'

3- terrain clrearance in modRbkinous
. areas.

craft.

4- true altitude.

641. As air density decreases, density altitude
\

0-13 1- increases when the temperature
decreases.

2- decreases Aen the temperature
increases.

3- decreases.

4- increases.

642. What effect does the combination of high
humidity and high temperature have on
density altitude?

Q-13 1- High humidity tends to increase den-
sity altitude while high temperature
tends to decrease density altitude.

2- High humidity tends to decrease den-
sity altitude while high temperature
'tends to increase density altitude.

3- Increases density altitude.

4- Decreases density altitude.

643..As air-denslty 1Acreases, density'altitude

q-13 1- decreases only whelithe temperature
increases.

2- increases when the temperature
decreases.

3- decreases.

4- increases.
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644. Refer to Figve 26. The vertical line
from point D to G s represented on the
airspeed indicato by the-

:

Q-15 1- maximum speed limit of eke green

27 maximum speed limit of the yellow
arc.

3- maximum speed limit of the white
arc.

4- minimum speed limit of the green
arc.

645, Refer to Figure 26. The area bounded by
points D, E, F, and G is'represented on
the airspeed indicator by the

Q-15 1- jfeen art.

2- white arc.
3- yellow arc.
4- red line..

646. Refer to Figure 26. The horizontal .

dashed line from point C to E represents.
:the

i- maximum structural cruise airspeed
range.

2- positive limit load ilittor.

3- airspeed range for normal opera-
tions.

4- ultimate load fjctor.

650. Refer to Figure 26. A positive load factor
of 4 at 140 MPH mould cause the airplane to

0-1.7 1- climb at a steady rate.
2- be subjected-to structural damage.
3- break apart.
4- stall.

651. Refer to Figure 26. A positive load factOr
of 4 at 160 MPH would cause theairplane to

0,17 1- be subjected to structural dama9e.
2- climb at a steady rate.

37 break apart.
stall.

652.

4/

(Q-16

647. Refer to Figure 26. What load factor
would be created if positive 30 foot per,
second gusts were encountered at 130 MPH1

Coll/ 1- 1.8.

2- 2.0.
, 3- 3.O.

4- 3.8.

648. Refer ta.figure 26. The vertical line from
point E'to F is represented on the airspeed
indicator by the

Q-15 1- yellow arc,
'2- red line.
3- greerl arc.
4- whAte-arC.,

,

649. Refer,to Figure'26. A positive.100(factor:
of rat 100 Mri'would cause the airplane to

. 0-17 1- tlimb.at a study rate..
-Z.. be subjected to structural .damage.

.3- break apart. .

4- stall. .

During an approach, the.most important and
easilycognized means of.being alerted
to possible wind shear is monitoring the 4,

1- heading changes necessary to remain
on.the runwaytenter line.

2- increasinR trend in the severity of
turbulence as the aircraft approaches
the prfac.e.

amciunt of trim Tequired to relieve

control pressures:

4- power and vertical velocity required
to remainiOn the proper Ilidepath.

653..As the' center- of gravitilocatian. is
changed, recairery from stalls becomes

.. progressively.,

Q-14 1- less difficult as the CG moves
rearward.

2- more difficult as the CG moves e.

forward.

3- less difficult
either forward

as the CG moves
or rearward.

4-Jnore dif.ficult as the CG moves,

rearward.

64. Stall recovery becomes progressively more
difficult if the center. af gravity is

located further

Q-14 1.- forward in light airplanes only.
2- aft in any airplane:
3- aft in light airplanes only.

.4:- forward in any airplane.



655. Which statement concerning airplane speed
symbols is correct?

Q-15 1- Vx is the best rate-ofFclimb 'speed.

2- Vle is the minimum landing safety
speed.

3- Va is the desigA maneuvering speed.

4- Vso is the power-on stalling speed
with the gear and flaps retracted.

656. The maximum speed at which an airplane
may be safely stalled is the

Q-15 1- wer-off stalling speed with the
ge r and flaps in the landing
po ition.

2- n ver-exceed speed.

3- maximum structural cruising speed.

4--maneuvering speed.

651. "Maximum structural cruising speed" is'

the maximum speed at which an airplane
can be operated during

Q-15 operations with gear extengrd.
abrupt maneuvers.

)3-.normal operations.
"pliflight in smooth air.

658. Which airspeed listed below would a pilot
be 11,0able to identify by color-coding on
the airspeed indicator?

Q-15 1F The maneuvering speed.

27 The power-off stalling speed with
the wing flaps and landing gear

. retracted.

The maxiMum structural cruising
speed.

4- The never-exceed-speed.

659. In the event sevege turbulence is inad-
vertently encountered, the airplane should
be flown at or helew

0-15 1- maximum struCtural crUising speed.

:2- any speed within the range of the '
green-,arc.

,3r a speed equal to 1.2 times Vso.

4F limPeUvering speed.

660. To attain maximum gliding distance after
engitie failure, the most efficient air-
speed to use is the

Q-15 1- speed within the green arc as de-
picted on the airspeed indicator.

2- speed just above stall.

3- maximum lift Over drag (L/D) speed,
considering gross weight.

4- maximum structural cruising speed.

661. Which marking is shgyn on the airspeed
indicators of single-engine airplanes?

Q-15 1- A red line showing Vne.
2- A yellow line showing Vso.
3- Ajblue line showing Vle.
4- ifred line showing Vse.

662. The upper airspeed limit of the green arc
on the airspeed indicator represents the
maximum

Q-15 1- structural cruising speed (Vno). -

2- landing gear lowering speed (Vle).

3- degign maneuveeing speed (Va).

4- allowattle speed for smooth-air
operations (Vne).

44:)-

663..How does increased weight affect the take-
. -off distance of an airplane?

Q-14 1- Everylairplane has
ation factor under
pheric conditions,
-airspeel is- needed

the same acceler.:
the same atmos-
but a higher
to produce the

,additio al lift required.

2- Every airplane has the same acceler-
ation factor with the same power
output, but"a higher airspeed is .

needed to overcome the increased
grbund.effect. i

3- The airplane will acce1410te m6re
slowly with the same power output
and a higher airspeed.is required
to generate necessary lift for
takeoff.

.

4- The airplane will accelerate more
slowly with the same power output, ,

but he saffle airspeed is required
to g nerate necessary lift for take-
off. --------,..
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Figure 27

664. Refer to Figure 27 above. .

'GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 27
Height above terrain . 5,500 ft.
Tailwind 10 knots

What is the approxim'ate glide distance?

Q-16 1- 10 miles.

2- 11 miles.
3- 12 miles.
4- 13 miles.

,N

665. Refer to Figure 27 above.'-'

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 27
Height above terrain 10,500 ft.

Tailwind 20 knots

What is the approximate glide distance?

_Q-16 .
1- 22 miles.
2-.24 miles.
4-,26 miles.
4-, 28 mi les..

a

Sb

666. Refer to Figure 27 above.

GIVEN:* Associated Conditions . Fig. 27

,Height above terrain . 7;500 ft.
. Headwind 30 knots

What is the approximate glide dista ce?

Q-16 1- 9 miles.
2- 11 miles.
3- 13 miles. -

4- 16 miles.

667. Refer to,Figure 27 above.

GIVEN: Associated Conditibns . Fig. 27

Height above terrain . 12,000 ft.

4 Headwind . . . . knots

What is the approximate glide istance?

1)-16 1- 21 miles.
2- 23 miles.

.1724 miles.
; ,4- 26 miles.'
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668. Which statement is true relating to the
effect of low level wind shear on air-
plane performance?

Q-16 1- A headwind which shears to'a tail-
wind causes the airplane to pitch
up

2- A headwind which shears to a tail-
wind causes an initial increase in
airspeed.

3- A tailwind which shears to a head-
wind causes the airplane to pitch
up.

4- A,tailwind which shears to a head-
wind causes an initial decrease in
airspeed.

669. WOich statement is true relating to the
effect of low level wind shear on air-
plane performance?

Q-16 1L,A tailwind which shears to a head-
wind causes an initial decrease in
airspeed.

2- A tailwind which shears to a head-
wind causes the airplane to pitch
down.

3- A headwind
1

whicti shears to a tail-
wind causes,an initial increase in

. airspeed.

4- A headwind Which shears.to a tail-
wind causesthe airplane to pitch
down.

670. Which statement is;true relating to the'
effect of low level wind shear on air-
plane performancW

Q-16 1- A headwind which shears to a tail-
wind causes the airplane to pitch
up.

2- A headwind which shears to a tail-
wind causes an initial decrease in
airspeed.

3- A tailwind which shears to a head-
wind causes the airplane to pitch
down.

4- A tailwind which shears to a head-
wind causes an initial decrease in ,

airspeed,

"671:.Which airspeed would be the'best to useeto
clear obstacles after takeoff?

Q-15 1- Best ratei-Ofclimb speed.
Bett angle-of-climb speed:
MinimUm safe climb speed.

-4- Minimum:controllable climb speed.

672. Which speed will provide the greatest gain
in altitude over the shortest horizontal
distance?

Q-15 1- Minimum' conirollable speed in a
oslimb Configuration.

4

2- Minimum safe climb speed.

3- Best angle-of-climb speed.

4- Best rate-of-climb speed.

673. Which statement is true concerning air-
plAne speed symbols?

Q-15 1- Vfe means the speed for maximum
stability.

2- Vle means the maximum safe landing
speed.

3- Vy means the best angle-of-climb
speed.

A- Vs6 means the stalling speed in the
landing configuration.

674. Which statement is true concerning air-
plane speed symbols?

Q-15 lE Vsoi power-on stalling speed,. gear
0 and flaps retracted.

2- Vle;.minimum landillg safety speed.

3- Vy; best angfe-of-cl)mb speed.

4- Vx; best angle-of,climb speed.

675. Which stateRent concerning airplane speed
symbols is correct?

Q-15 1- Vso is the power-on stalling speed
with the gear and flaps retracted.

2- Vfe is the maximum flap-extended
speed.

3- Vno is the never-exceed speed.

4- Vy is the best angle-of-cli speed.

676. The symbol which means the stalling peed
or the minimum steady flight speed in a
specified configuration is

Q-15 1- Va.

2- Vs.,
3- Vsl.

,4- Vso.

125
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677. Which statement is true, if during a level
coordinated turn the,load factor was kept
constant?

Q-17 1- A decrease in_akspeed results in
an increase in Pall.US.

2- An increase tn airspeed results in
an increase in radius.

3- An increase in airspeed results in
a decrease in radius.

4- An tncrease ilrair.spee.4 W411 result
in the same Pkdius.

678. If, during a level turn, the rate of turn
is kept constant, an increase in airspeed'
will result in a

Q-17 1- decrease in centrifugal force.

2- constant load factor regardless of
changes in angle of bank.

3- need to decrease aPgle of bank to
maintain the same radius of turn.

. 4- need to increase angle of bapk to
maintain the same radius of turn.

679. During a wk., if the angle Of bank is
steepened and at the same time the air-
speed is dgcreased, a pilot can expect
the radius of turn to

0-17 1- decrease and rate of turn to
increase.

2- decrease and rate of turn to
decrease.

3- increase and rate of turn to
increase,

4- increase and rate of turn to
decrease.

.681. During departure, under conditions of sus-
pected low level wind shear, a sudden de-
crease in headwind will cause

p-16 1- a loss in airspeed equal to.the de-
crease in wind velocity.

2- a gain in airspeed equal to twice
the.amount.of decrease in wind
velocity.

3- a loss in airspeed equal to twice
the amount of decrease in wind
velocity.

4- a gain in airspeed equal to the
decrease in wisit velocity.

682. If an unusually high rate of climb is en-
countered during departure, under condi-
tions of suspected low level wind shear,
the pilot should

Q-16 1- not trim out control forces with
trim control, but should decrease
airspeed.

2- not trim out control forces with
'trim control, but should increase
airspeed.

3-trim out control force with trim
control, and increase a rspeed.

4- trim out control forcq with trim
control, and decreas airspeed.

683. If the decision is made to take off when
the presence of low level wind shear is

P suspected, the pilot should

1- use i minimum rate of climb and a
speed well below maneuvering.speeC

2- use a.minimum rate of climb ahd
increased speed.

3- determine the best direction for
climbout, and request an appropriate
ATC clearance.

4- use a maximum rate of cjimb and
avoid turns.

0 -16Q
4411

680. If runway length permits, a pilot on an
approach when anticipating a headwind to
shear to a tailwind should consider

Q-16 1- increasing flap setting and de-
creasing speed.

2- increasing flap setting and in-
, oreasing speed.

3- reducing flip setting and Aecreas-
ing speed.

4- reducing flap setting dnd increas-
ing speed.

684..During departure when low level wind
shears to a tailwind or rapidly decreasing
headwind, aircraft performance will

.0-16 1- increase.
2- decrease.
3- remain unchanged.
4- initially increase, then decrease.

121
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685. Use Figure 28. 1689.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . . Fig. 28
Standard altitude . . . 8,800 ft.

What.indicated airspeed would result in
the greatest increase in altitude in a
unit of time?

Use Figure 28.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . Fig. 28
Standard altitude t. . . 14,600 ft..

Ilhat indicated airspeed would result in
the greatest increase in altitude for a
given distance?

Q-21 1-

2-

3-

4-

95 MPH.

96 MPH.
106 MPH,
108 MPH.

-Q-21 1-

2-

3-

4-

97 MPH,
99 MPHC:

105*MPH,

106 MPH.

a 686. Use Figure 28.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . . Fig. 28.

Standaki altitude . . . . 7,200 ft.

What indicated airspeed would result in
the greatest increase in altitude in a
unit of time?

4-21 1- 94 MPH.
2- 95 MPH.
3- 109 MPH.
.4-.110 MPH.

§87. Use igure 28.

GIVEPh Associated Conditions . . Fig. 28

,= Standard altitude . . , . 5,200 ft.

What indicated airspeed would result in
the greatest increase in altitude in a
unit of time?

Q-21 1- 94 MPH.
2- 95 MPH.
3- 109 MPH.
4- 111 MPH.

688, Use Figure 28.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . . Fig. 28
Standard altitude . . . . 6,000 ft.

What indicated airspeed would result in
the greatest increase in altitude for a
given distance?

Ii

Q-21 1-93 MPH.
2- 95 MPH.
3- 112 MPH.
4-013 MPH.

690. Use Figure 28.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . . Fig. 28
Standard altitude . - . . 3,200 ft.

What indicated airspeed would result in
the greatest increase in altitude for a
given distance?

Q-21 1- 92 MPH,
2- 94 MPH.
3- 112 MPH.
4- 113 MPH.

6911 Use Figure 28.'

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . . Fig. 28
Standard altitude . . . . 6,400 ft.

What indicated airspeed would result in
the grtatett increase in altitude for a
given distance?

Q-21 1- 95 MPH.
2- 97 MPH. '

3- 109 MPH.
4- 110 MPH.

692. Use Figure 28.

GIVEN: Associated Conditions . . Fig. 28
Standard altitude . . . . 8,800 ft.

What indicated airspeed woul'd result in
the greatest increase in altitude for.a
given distance?

Q-21 '1- 94 MPH.
2- 96 MPH.
3- 108 MPH.
4- 130 MPH.-.



USEFUL LOAD WEIGHTS AND MOMENTS

HILL
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t93. Refer to the loading data, F"igure 29,
and assume that an airplane is loaded
as follows:

Front - 1st person . 165 lbs.
2nd person . 150 lbs.

Rear (Aft - 1st person . 135 lbs.
position) 2hd person . 160 lbs.

Baggage 150 lbs.

Oil -Full
Fuel Leading edge tanks, 65 glls.

From the data given, it can be determined
that the-airplane is loaded

Q-23 1- 507 lbs. under allowable grois
weight; CG 86.2" aft of.datum.

2-140 lbs. under allowable gross
weight; CG 86.2" aft of datum.

3- 117 lbs. under allowable gross
weight; CG located outside for-
ward limits.

4- 117 lbs. under allowable gross
weight; CG lotated outside aft
limits.

694. Refer to the loading data, Figure 29,
and assume an airplane is loaded as
follows:

Front 1st person . 190 lbs.
2nd person 175 lbs.

Rear (Fwd - 1st person . 160 lbs.
position) 2nd person . 180 lbs.

Baggage 100 lbs.

Oil Full

Fuel Leading edge tanks . 60 gals.

From the data given, it can be determined
that the airplane is_loaded

Q-23 1- 125 lbs. under allowab)e gross
weight; CG 84.9" aft of datum.

2- 102 lbs. under allowable gross
weight; CG located outside aft

lAmits.

3- 1 2 lbs.under allowable gross
ight; CG located outside for-

ward limits.

4- 162 lbs. under allowable gross
weight; CG 84.9" aft of datum.

695. Refer to the loading data, Figure 29, and
assume that an airplane is loaded as
follows:

Front 1st person . 160 lbs.

2nd person . 156 lbs.

Rear (Aft 1st person . 130 lbs.

position) 2nd person . 147 lbs.
Baggage 50 lbs.

Oil Full

Fuel - Leading edge tanks 75 gals.

From the data given, it can be determined
that the airplane is loaded

Q-23 1- 156 lbs. under allowable gross
weight; CG 84" aft of dattim.

2- 163 lbs. under allowable gross
weight; CG 82" aft of datum.

3- 174 lbs.-under allowable gross
weight; CG 84.1" aft of datum.

4- 174 lbs. under allowable,gross
weight; CG located outside aft
limits.

696. Refer to 0* loading data, Figure 29,
and assume a airplane is loaded as
follows:

Front - 1st person . 150 lbs.

2nd person . 146 lbs.

Rear (Fwd 1st person . 170 lbs.

position) 2nd person . 175 lbs.

Baggage 110

Oil Full

Fuel - Leading edge tanks 75 gals.

From the data given, it can be determined
that the airplane is loaded

Q-23 1- 56 lbs. 'hider allowable gross
weig)lt; CG within aft limits.

2- 66 lbs. under allowable gross
weight; CG located outside aft%

3- 66 lbs. under allowable gross
weight; CG 84.5" aft of datum.

4- 76 lbs. under allowable gross
weight; CG 84.9" aft of datum.

Mir
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697. Use Figure 30.

GIVEN:

Empty weight moment. . . . . . 90.5
Empty wt.(oil not included) . 2190.0 lbs.

- Oil 8 qts.

Oil moment -0 2

Pilot & front seat passenger. 3?0,R Tbs.
Center passengers 3410111.1bs.

Aft passengers 340.0 lbs.

Baggage 100.0 lbs.

Fuel 85 0 gals.

If the airplane were loaded before takeoff
as shown above, what would the total weight
and moment be after 70.0 'gallIhis of fuel
have been used during flight?

Q-23 1- Weight 3395.0; moment 178.6.
2- Weight 3395.0; moment 196.8.
.3- Weight 3800.0; moment 196.8.
4- Weight 3800.0; moment 178.6.

698. Use Figure 30.

GIVEN:

Empty weight moment . . . 93.2

Empty wt.(oil not incldied) . 2260.0 lbs.

Oil 8 qts.

Oil moment -0 2 .

Pilot & front seat passenger. 360.0 lbs.
Center passengers 340.0 lbs.

Aft passengers 320.0 lbs

Baggage 100.0 lbs .

Fuel 70 0 gals

If the airplane were loaded before takeoff
as shown above, what would the total weight

and moMent be after 60.0 gallons of fuel
have been used during flight?

Q-23 1-.Weight 3455.0; moment 178..6.

2- Weight 3456.0; moment 1940,
3- Weight 3800.0; moment 178.6.
4- Weight 3800.0; moment 194.3.

699. Use Figure 30.

GIVEN:

Empty weight moment . . . . . 92.5

Empty wt.(oil not included) . 2340.0 lbs.

Oil 8 qts

Oil moment 0 2

Pilot & front seat passenger. 280.0 lbs.
COnter passengers . . . . 260.0 lbs.

Aft passengers 220.0 lbs.

Baggage 110.0 lbs.

Fuel 80 0 gals
-

If the airplane,were loaded before takeoff
as shown above, what would the total weight

and moment be after 40.0 gallons of fuel
im been used during fllght?

Q- 3 lr Weight 3465.0; moment 179.4.
2- Weight.3690.0;.moment*179.4.
3- Weight3465.01 moment 168.9.
4- Weight 3690.0; moment 168.9.
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700. Use Figure 30.

GIVEN:

Empty weight moment . . . . . 91.6

Empty wt.(oil not included) . 2267.0 lbs.

Oil 8 qts.

Oil moment -0 2

Pilot & front seat passenger. 240.0 lbs.
Center passengers 225.0 lbs.

Aft passengers 340.0 lbs.

Baggage 120.0 lbs.

Fuel * 60 0 gals.

If the airplane were loaded before takeoff
as shown above, what would the total weight

and moment be after 40.0 gallons of fuel
have been used during flight?

Q-23 1- Weight 3327.0; moment 172.3.
2- Weight 3327.0; moment 182.9.
3- Weight 3552.0;-moment 172.3.
4- Weight 3552.0; moment 182.9.

701. Use Figure 30.

GIVEN:

Empty weight moment . . . . . 93.5
Empty wt.(oil not included) . 2267.0 lbs.

Oil 8 qts.

Oil moment -0 2

Pilot & front seat passenger. 350.0 lbs.
Center passengeys 370.0 lbs.

Aft passengers 300.0 lbs.

Baggage 120.0 lbs.

Fuel 60 0 gals.

If the airplane were.loaded before takeoff
as shown above, what would the total weight
and moment be after 50.0 gallons of fuel
have been used'during flight?

Q-23 1- Weight 3482.0; moment 181.8.
2- Weight 3482.0; moment 195.0.
3- Weight 3767.0; moment 195.0.
4- Weight 3767.0; moment 181.8.

702. Use Figure 30.

GIVEN:

Empty weight moment 90 2

Empty Wt.(oil not included) . 2276.0 lbs.

Oil 8 qts.

Oil moment -0 2

Pilot & front seat passenger. 50.0 lbs.

Center passengers 370.0 lbs.

Aft passengers 330.0 lbs.

Baggage 120.0 lbs.

Fuel 70 0 gals.

If the airplane were loaded before takeoff
ps shown above, what would the total weight

and moment be after 60.0 gallons of fuel
have been used during flight?

Q..?3 Weight 3421.0; moment'192.9.
2- Weight 3421.0; Moment 177.2.
3 Weight 3766.0; moment 177.2.

eight 3766.0; moment 192.9.

,e '
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703. Use Figure 31.

GIVEN:

Ilk.

706. Use Figure 31.

GIVEN:

Empty weight moment . . . . 99.7 Empty wei9ht moment 93 6

Empty wt.(oil not included) . 2288.0 lbs. Empty wt.(oil not included) . 2310.0 lbs.

Oil 8 qM Oil 8 qts.

Oil moment -0 2 Oil moment -0 2

Pilot & front seat passenger. 330.0 lbs. Pilot & front seat passenger. 400.0 lbs.

Center passengers 290.0 lbs. Center passengers 340.0 lbs.

Aft passengers 170.0 lbs. Aft passengers 100.0 lbs.

Baggage 120.0 lbs. Baggage 80 0 lbs.

Fuel 70 0 gals. Fuel 70 0 gals.

If the airplane were loaded before takeoff
as shown above, what would the total weight
and. moment be after 60.0 gallons of fuel
have been used during flight?

Q-23 1- Weight 3273.0; monient 184.5.
2- Weight 3273.0; moment 168.8.
3- Weight 3618.0; moment 184.5.
4- Weight 3618.0; moment 168.8.

704. Use Figure 31.

GIVEN:

Empty weight moment . . . .

Empty wt.(oil-not included)
Oil

Oil moment
Pilot & front seat passen er
Center passengers
Aft passengers .

Baggage
Fuel

98.2
2306.0 lbs.
8 qts.
-0 2
340.0 lbs.
340.0 lbs
260.0 lbs.
60.0 lbs. ;

65.0 gals

If the airplanetwere loaded before takeoff
as shown allove, what would the total weight

and momentAle/sfter 50.0 gallons of fuel
have been used during flight?

Q-23 1- Weight 3411.0; moment 173.1.
2- Weight 3411.0; moment 186.3.
3- Weight 3696.0; moment 173.1.
4- Weight 3696.0; moment 186.3.

705. Use Figure 31.

GIVEN:

Empty weight moment . . . . .

Empty wt.(oil not included) . 2140.0 lbs.

Oil 8 qts

Oil moment -0 2

Pilot & front seat passenger. 400.0 lbs.
Center passengers 350.0 lbs

Aft passengers 310.0 lbs

Baggage 120.0 lbs

Fuel 80 0 gals

If the airplane were loaded before takeoff
as shown above, what would the total weight

and moment be after 50.0 gallonsdof fuel
have been used during flight?

Q-23 1- Weight 3515.0; moment 183.1.
2- Weight 3515.0; moment
3- Weight 3800.0; moment 1964.:.
4- Weight 3800.0; momentt183.1.

e'

If the airplane were loaded befgre takeoff
as shown above, what would the total weight
and moment be after 35.0 gallons of fuel
have been used during flight?

Q-23 1- Weight 3455.0; moment 162.6.
2- Weight 3455.0; moment 171.8.
3- Weight 3650.0; moment 162.6.
4- Weight 3650.0; moment 171.8.

707. Use Figure 31.

GIVEN:

Empty weight moment . . . 4.6
Empty wt.(oil"not included) . 2290.0 lbs.

Oil 8 qts.

Oil moment -0 2

Pilot & front seat passenger. 340.0 lbs.
Center passengers 320.0 lbs.

Aft passengers 150.0 lbs.

Baggage , 120.0 lbs.
Fuel _80 0 gals.

If tile airplane wei.e loaded before takeoff
as shown above, what would the total weight
and'mciment be after 40.0 gallons of fuel
have beeil used during flight?.

Q-23 Weight 3475..0; moment 170.0.
2- ight 3475.0; moment 180.5.
3- ight 3700.0; moment 170.0.
4- ight 3700.0; moment 180.5.

708. Use Figure 31.

GIVEN:

Empty weight moment . . . . . 91.6

Empty wt.(oil not included) , 2270.0 lbs.

Oil 4 8 gts.

Oil moment -0 2

Pilot & Tront seat passenger. 340.0 lbs.
Center passengers 320.0 lbs.

Aft passengers 310.0 lbs.

Baggage 80 0 lbs.

Fuel EM 0 gals.

If the airplane were loaded before takeoff
as shown above, what would the total weight
and moment be after 50.0 gallons of fuel
have been used duridg flight?

Q-23 1- Weight 3515.0; moment 190.0.
2- Weight 3515.0; moment 176.8.
3- Weight 3800.0; moment 190.0,
.4- Weight 3800.0; moment 176.8.



t,

709. Which of the following has the most signi-
ficant effect on the'indicated airspeed,
at which an airplane stalls?

Q-19 1- Flight altitude.
2- Atmospheric pressure.
3- Atmospheric temperature.
4- Airplane attitude.

710. An airplane in a steep-banked turn stalls
at a higher airspeed than it does with
the wings level because in the turn the

Q-18 1- critical angle of attack has de-
creased.

2- critical angle of attack is reached
at a higher airspeed.

3- total lift has decreased.

4- effective thrust has decreased.

711. The angle of attack at which an airplane

Q-18 1- will occur at smaller angles of
attack flying downwind than when
flying upwind.

2. is dependent upon the speed of the
airflow over the wings.

3- is a function of speed and density
altitude.

4- will remain constant regardless of
gross weight.

712. What determines the angle of attack at

which an airplane stalls?

Q-18 1- Design of the wing.
2- Load fartor.
3-.True airspeed.
4- Airplane gross weight.

, 713. To iftrease the-rate of turh and at the'
same time decrease the radius, a pilot
should

Q-17 1- shallow the bank and decrease
airspeed.

2- steepen the bank and increase
airspeed.: .

0 1

3- shalloOhe bank and increase
airspeed,

4- steepen the bank and deCrease
' airspeed.

714. If the airspeed was increated from 90 MPH
to 135 MPH during a level 60' banked turn,
the load factor would

Q-17 1- remain the same but the radius of
the turn would decrease.

2- increase due to additional centri-
fugal force.

3- decrease :nd the radius of turn
would increase.

4- remain the same but the radius of
turn would increase.

715. Increasing the aiespeed while maintaining
a constant load factor during a level.
coordinated ;urn would result in

p-17- 1- an increase in centrifugal force.
2- the same radius of turn.
3- a decrease in the radius of turn.
4- an increase in the radius of 'turn( '

716. In coordinated flight for any specific
bank, the faster the speed of the airplane
the

Q-17 1- smaller the radius and'the slower
the rate of turn.

2- greater the radius and the faster
the rate of turn.

3- smaller the radius and the fasterl

the rate of turn.

4- greater the radius and the slower
,the rate of turn.

3 4-

-4717. Which statement iilcorrect with respect, to
rate and radius of turn for an airplane
flown in a coordinated turn at a-constant
altitude?

IP

11)717 1- For any specific angle of bank'and
airspeed, the lighter the airplane
the faster the rate and the smaller
the radius of turn.

2- For a specific angle of bank and
Airspeed the rite and radius of
turn will not vary.

37 The faster the true airspeed, the
faster the rote and larger the.radius
.of turn regardless of the angle of.
bank.

.

.4- To maintain a steady irate of turn,
.the angle of bank must be increased
as the airspeed is decreased.



718. In airplanes all stalls are caused by

Q-18 1- exceeding the critical angle of
attack.

2- a loss of airspeed.

3- exceeding the critical angle of
pitch.

4- misuse of the elevators.

719. Which statement is true relating to the
factors which produce stalls?

Q-19 1- The stalling angle .of attack
depends upon the $peed of the
airflow over the wings.

2- The critical angle of attack is
a function of the degree of bank.

3- To acceleratea stall will always
produce a spin.

4- The stalling angle of attack is
independent of the speed of air-
flow over the wings.

720. GIVEN:

Airplane weight . . . 5,000 lbs.
CG Station 75.0
Aft CG limit . . . Station 75.5

How much weight could be added at Station
150.0 without exceeding the aft CG limit?

1- 33.5 lb's.

2- 72.3 lbs.
3- 74.5 lbs.
4- 15080 lbs.

723. If all index units are positive when com-
puting weight and balance the location of
the datum would be. at the

Q-23 1- trailing edge of-the wing.

412- cent .,i ne of the main wheels..

3- nose, r out in front of the air- .

craft.

4- centerline of the nose or tailwheel
depending on the type aircraft.

724: Consider the following:

Aircraft weight . 6,700 .

CG location 75" aft f datum

What is the new CG location if 230 lbs. of
baggage are added at 145" aft of datum?

Q-23 1- 72.7".

2- 77.3".
3- 98.0".
4- 145.0".

725. Assume an airplane-is loaded akfollows:

Weight "A" - 155 lbs. @ 13" if-t of)datum

Weight "B" - 205 lbs. @ 90" aft of dtitum
Weight "C" - 85 lbs. @ 160" aft of datum

According to this information only, the CG
Would be located at

-60

Q-23 1-

2-

3-

4-

76.5" aft of datum.
129.5" aft of datum.
117.0" aft of.datum.
151.5" aft of datum.

726. Assume an airplane is loaded as follows;

Weight "A° - 200 lbs. @-14" aft of datum
Weight "B" - 160 lbs. @ 80" aft of datum
Weight "C" - 125 lbs. 0 175" aft of datum

According to this information cully, the CG
would be located at

721, Cpnsider the following:

-Aircraft weight . . . 4,000 lbs.

CG location Station 70.0
Aft CG limit . . . Station-70.5

How much weight could be added at Station
100.0 without exceeding the elk CG limit? Q_23

Q-23 1- 67,7 lbs.
2- 137.9 lbs.
3- 143.4 lbs.
4- 170.5 Ibt.

722. The center of gravity of an airOlane is
computed along the ,

Q-23 1- vertical axis.
27 longitudinal axis.
37 horizontal axis.
4- lateral axis.

6
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1- 13.9" aft of datum.
2- 55.5" aft of datum.
3- 77.2" aft of datum.
4- 89.6" aft of datum.



727. SuppOse the landing gear of an airplane
moves rearward when retracting. Does

this affect the CG?

Q-23 1- No; the ClOcation would remain
. the same. :10
2- Yes; but the CG movement would be

unpredictable.

3- Yes; the.CG would move aft.

4- Yes; the CG would move forward.

728. Assyme an airplane is loaded as follows:

Weight "A" - 200 lbs. @ 10" aft of datum .

Weight "8" - 100 lbs. @ 100" aft of datum
Weight "C" - 50 lbs. @ 250" aft of datum

Q-23

According to this information only, the CG
would be located at

1- 68" aft of datum.
2- \a" aft of datum'.
3-'85.7" aft of datum.
4- 157' aft of datum.

po

729. Assume an airplane is loaded as follows:

Weight "A" - 50 lbs. @ 200" aft of datum
Weight "8" - 150 lbs. @ 80" aft of datum
Weight "C" - 230 lbs. @ 30" aft of datum

According to this information only,..the CG
would be located at

Q-23 1- 6.7" aft of datum.
2- 67.2" aft of datum.
3- 7.2" aft of datum.
4- 72.0" aft of datum.

730. Consider the following:

Aircraft weight . . . 5,000 lbs.

CG location Station 80.0

CG aft limit Station. 80.5

What is the maximum weight that c Lad be
added at Station 150.0 without e eeding

the aft CG limit?

Q-23 1- 35.9 lbs.
2- 69.5 lbs.
3- 70 lbs.
4- 160.5 lbs.

4.

731. The location of the center of gravity can
always be found by

Q-23 1- subtracting total weight from total
moments. .

2- subtracting total moments from total
weight.

3- dividing total weight by total
moments. ,

4- dividing total moments by total
weight. .

732. If the landing gear on an airplane moves
forward during retraction, the

Q-23 1- total moments will decrease.

2- total Moments will remain the same.

3- total moment will increase.

4-tcenter of graVity will remain the
same.

7,)3. Consider the following:

Aircraft weight . . . . 9,500 lbs.

CG location Station 90.0

Aft CG liMit Station 90.5

How much weight could be added at Station
120 without exceeding the aft CG limit?

Q-23 1- 30.0 lbs.
2- 61.0 lbs.
3- 110.5 lbs.
4- 161.0 lbs.

734. GIVEN:

Airplane woight . . . . 6,400 lbs.

CG location . , . . Station 80.0

Aft CG limit Station 80.5

How much weight could be added at Station
150.0 without.exceeding the aft CG limit?

Q-23 1- 5.0 lbs.-
2- 46.0 lbs.
3- 69.5 lbs.
4- 70.0 Hat.



735. Assume an airplane is loaded al follows:

Weight "A" - 80 lbs. @ 200" aft of datum
Weight "8" - 160 lbs. @ 90" aft of datum
Weight "C" - 240 lbs. @ 60" aft of datum.

739. GIVENv

Airplane weight . . . 3,700 lbs.
CG location Station 77
Aft CG limit . . . Station 79

According to this information only; the CG
would be located at

Q-23 1- 9.3" aft of datum.
2- 12.8" aft of datum.
3- 93.3" aft of datum.
4- 128" aft of datum.

Q-23

What is the maximum weight that could be
added at Station 150.0 without exceeding
the aft CG limits?

1- 10.4 lbs.
2- 71.0 lbs.
3- 104.2 lbs.
4- 132.3 lbs.r

736. Consider the 41low1ng:

Aircraft weight . . . 7,650 lbs.
CG location 79" aft of datum

What is the new CG location if 250 lbs. of
baggage are added at 150' aft of datum?

Q-23 1- 76.7" aft of datum. .

2- 81.2" aft of datum.
3- 102.1" aft of datum.
4- 153.8" aft of datum.

737. GIVEN:

Aircraft weight . . . 2;800 lbs.

CG location ... . . 40" aft of datum

If 80 lbs. of weight are added at 80" aft
of datum, the new CG will be

, Q-23 1- 37.6" aft of datum.
2- 38.9" aft of datum.

- 3-.41.1" aft of datum,
4-42.5" aft of datum.

7 . Consider the following:

,Aircraft weight . ..-. 3,500 lbs.

CG location Station 70.0
Aft CG limit . . Station 70.5

What is the maxiAum weight that could be
Added at Station 100.0 without exceeding
41/the aft CG limit?

1Q-23 1- 20.6 lbs.
2- 29.5 lbs.
3- 35.0 lbs.
4- 59.3 lbs.

740. Consider the following:

Aircraft weight . . . 5,750 lbs.
CG location 77" aft of datum

What is the new CG location if 193 lbs: of
baggage are added at 145" aft of datum?

Q-23 i- 59.0" aft of datum.
2- 69.8" aft of datum.
3- 79.2" aft of datum.
4- 89.0" aft of datum.

741. GIVEN:

Airplane weight . . . 2,930 lbs.
CG location Station 80.0

What is the new CG location if 70 lbs. of
baggage are added at Station 117?

Q-23 1- Station 88.0.
2- Station 80.8.
3- Station 117.0.
4- Station 197.0.

742 Consider the following:

Aircraft weight . . . 6,240 lbs.
CG location 71" aft of datum

What is Ihe new CG location if 210 lbs. of
baggage are added at-140" aft of datum?

Q-23 1- 73.2" aft of datum.
2- 83.2" aft of datum.
3- 140.0" aft of datumer
4- 211.0" aft,of datum.



\

743. Solve the following weight problem:.

Weight "A" - 130 lbs. @ 14" aft of datum
Weight UB" 120 lbs. @ 85" aft of datum
Weight "C" - 55 lbs. @ 190" aft of datum

The CG would 4e located how far aft of
datum?

Q-23 1- .01u.
2- 73.6".
1- 81.1".
4- 286:0".

744. Assume an airplane is loaded as follows:

Weight "A" 4420 lbs. @ 16" aft of datum
Weight "B" - 130 lbs. @ 70" aft of datum
Weight "C" - 75 lbs. @ 165" aft of datum

According to this information only, the CG
would be located at

Q-23 1- 96.6" aft of datum.
2- 93.7" aft of datum.
3- 63:2" aft of datum.
4- 2411" aft of datum.

745: Precession errors in thtattitude indi-
cator are teduced by \

R-01 1- increasing load fpctors:

2- grayiaStional forces.

. 3- 360° turns.

4- skidding turns or when accelerating
and decelerating.

\,

746. Deceleration error will be displayed oft
the attitude indicator by a false

R-01 1- nose-high indication
2- nose-low indication.
3- bank to the right.
4- bank to the left.

347. 4 a coordinated turn the displacement of?
the turn needle

PR-03 J- increases as angle of bank increases
and airspeed.decreases.

2- indicates the angle of bank.

3- remains constant for a 10°.bank
regardless of airspeed.

4- increases as ang bank increases
ana-MTPWea inc

748. If, without adjusting the altimeter set-
.

ting, a flight is made from an area of
high temperature into an area of low
temperature and a constant altitude is
maintained, the actual altitude of the
airplane would be

R-04 1- lower than the altfineter indicates.

2- at a level below the standard datum
plane.

3- at the same level as the altimeter
indicates.

4- higher than the altimeter tndicates.

749. If, without adjusting the altimeter set-
ting, a flight is made from an area of low
pressure into an area of high pressure and
a constant altitude.is maintained, the
al4meter0ould indicate

R-04 1- higher than the actual altitude
above sea level.

21 the actual altitude above ground
level.

3- the actual altitude above sea level.
4

4- lower than the actual altitude above
sea level.

;

750.,If, without adjusting the altimeter set-
ting, a flight is made from an area of low
temperature into an area of high tempera-
ture and a constant altitude is maintained,-
the actual altitude of the airplane would
be

R-04 1- at a level below the standard dattmt
plane.

2- at the same level as the altimeter
indicates.

3- higher than tip altimeter indlcates..

4- lower than the altimeter indicates. .

751. If a constant indicated altitude and alti-'
meter setting are maintained and the tem- '

perature increases, what would be the
effect on.the true altitude and pressure
altitude?

R-04 1- Both true altitude and pressure
altitude decrease.

2- True altitude remainkthe same while
pressure altitude increasv.

.11(

3- Both true altitude and pressure
altitude increase.

4- True Altitude increases while pres-
sure altitude renlains the same.

139



752. ASsume an altimeter is set to 29.84" lig
and the-correct altimeter setting is
30.00" Hg. If under.these conditions a
landing is made at an airport where the
field elevation is 772 feet, the alti-
meter would indicate approximately

R-04 1- 160 feen
2- 612 feet.
3- 772 feet.
4- 932 feet.

. . .

753. When operating at or above 18,000 fAt
MSL, the lowest usable flight level is
determined by the

4 1- nonstandard temperature of the
atmosphere,

2- atmospheric pressure.in the area
of operation.

3- atmospheric temperature in the
area of operation.

4- nonstandard pressure of the atmos-
phere.

754. Which statement is true regarding usable
flight levels when operating at or above
18,000 feet MSL?

R-04 1- When the reported altimeter setting
decreases,i.the lowest usable flight
leVel decreases.

2- When the reported altimeter setting
increases, the lowest usable flight
level increases.

3- When the reported altimeter setting
decreases, the lowest usable flight
level increases.

4- Regardless of the reported altimeter
the lowest usable flight

1 1 remains the same.

755. If a flight is made from an area of high
pressure into an area of low pressure
'without adjusting the altimeter settiflg,
the actual altitude of the airplane
would be

R-04 1- at the same level as the altimeter
indicates.

2- lower than the altimeter indicates.
,

3- higher than the altimeter indicates.

at-i level below the standard datum
plane. .

756. Which statement is true regardiritj a sensi-
tive altimeter?

R-04 1- The altimeter will assure safe ter-
rain clearance if adjusted to the
proper altimeter setting.

2- All aircraft flying at the same
indicated altitude with identical,
altimeter settings will always be
at the same true altitude.

3- If corrections are made for non-
standard _temperature and.pressure,
the altimeter will give an accurate
indication relative to terrain
clearance.

4- The altimeter will indicate accuratb
altitude above terrain only when
operating over flat terrain.

757. On a warmer than standard day the pressure
level where the altimeter will indicate
4,000 feet would be

R-04 1- higher than it would under standard
conditions.

2- the same as it would under standard
conditions.

3- the same as it would under colder
than standard conditions.

4- lower than it would under standard
, conditions.

758. lf, without adjusting the altimeter set-
ting, a flight is made from an areavf
high pressure into an area of lower pres-
sure and a constant altitude is maintained,
the altimeter would indicate

R-04 1- higher than the actual altitude
above sea level.

2- lower than the actual altitude above
. sea level.

3- the actual altitude above.sea level.

4- the actual altitude above groudd
level.
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7597 The location of the static vent which
would provide the most accurate measure-
ment of static pressure under variable
flight conditions is one installed

R-08 1- in the pitot head Which encounters
relatively undisturbed air.

2- in the cockpit where it is not in-
fluenced by variable angle of attack.

3- on one side of the airplane and
covered by a fine screen.

4-- On each side of the iirp1afie where
the system will compensate for
variation of airplane attitude.

760. Pitot static system errors are generally
the greatest.in which range of airspeed?

R-08 1- Maneuvering speed.
2- High airspeed.
3- Low airspeed.
4- Crt&jsing airspeed.

#

.761% One of the possible results of using the
emergency alternate source of static pres-
sure in an unpressurized airplane is that
the

R708 1- altimeter may indicate an'altitude
lower than the actual altitude being
flown.

2-vertical velocity indicatorik
indicate a continuous descent.

3- altimeter may indicAte an altitude
higher than the act41 altitude
being flown.

4- airspeed indicator may,indicate 10ts
than normal.

762. Which instrument would be affected by low
pressure as indicated on the suction gauge?

R-07 1- Vertical velocity indicator.
2-1Airspeed indicator.
3- Pressure altimeter.
4- Heading indicator.

4

763. Which airspeed would a pilot be unable
-jdentify by the color coding of an air-
speed indicator?

R-06 1. The maximum landing gear extended
speed.

2- The maximum flap operating speed.

3- The never-exceed speed...

4--The maximum structural.cruising
-,Speed,

t

764.1f the static pressure ports Cced over
while descending from altitude, the air-
'speed indicator would read

R-06 1- zero.
2- high.
3- low.

4- correctly.

765. What speed is indicated by the lowest air-
.

speed limit of the white arty the air-
speed indi(ator?

R-06 1- The power-off stalling speed with
the gear and flaps in the landing

position.

2- The pawer-on stalling speed with .

flaps and landing gear retracted.

3- The maximum speed at which to lower
full flaps.

4- The maximum speed for flying in
,turbulent air or for abrupt maneu-
vers.

766. If the ram air inpuf to the pitot head of
the pitot system becomes blocked (drain
hole open), theindicated airspeed will
generally

R-06 1- decrease as altitude is increased.
2- remain unchanged.
3- increase as altitude is increased.
4- droplo zero.

767. If the ram air input and the drain hole of
the pitot system becomes blocked, trapping
the pressure in the system, the indicated
airspeed will generally

R-06 1- vary excessively duringlevel flight
when the actual airspeed is varied.

.2- decrease during,climbs.

3- not change during level flight, even
when the actual airspeed is varied
by large power changes.

4- increase during descents:

to 768. lf, wkile on the ground, a sensitive alti-
meter is set to 29.92" Hg and the ambient
pressure is 29.92" Hg, the altimeter will
indicate

136

R-04
.

1- density altitude.
2- zero.
3- field elevation.
4- true altitude.
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769. To determine pressure altitude prior-to 774. The deviation error of a magnetic compass
varies according to thetakeoff, the altimeter should be set to

R-11 1- 29.92" Hg and the altimeter indi-
&don noted.

2- the current altimeter setting.

3- the field elevation and the pres-
sure reading in the altimeter
setting window noted.

4- the density altitude corrected for
nonstandard temperature.

770. Pilots adjust their altimeters to the same
altimeter setting because this

assures better vertical separation
of aircraft.

affords accurate terrain clearance
in mountainous areas.

eliminates the need to make in-
flight calculations of true alti-
tude.

4- eliminates altimeter error due to
position of static source.

771. Acceleratibn error will be displayed on
the attitude indicator'by a false

R-09 1- bank to the left.
2- nose-low indication.
3- nose-high indication.
4- bank to the right.

772. In the Northern Hemisphere, a magnetic
compass will oormally indicate a turn
toward the

R-09 1- south when the airplane.is accel
erated on a nqrth heading.

2- east if's )1ghNUi-n is entered
frOm a south heading.

'3- east if a right turn is entered
from a north heading.

4- west if a right turn is
from a north heading.r entered

1

773. The deviation error ot a magnetic compass
varies

R-09 4- as the airplane accelerates.

2- according i.g the geographical loca-
tion of the airplane.

37 on different headings.

. 4- the same for all airplanes on all
headings,

R-09 1- airspeed changes as the airplane
accelerates.

2- geographic location of the airplane.

3- headings being flown, and is the
same for all airplanes.

4- airplane electrical systems in use.

775. The compensating-magnets of a magnetic
compass should be adjusted

R-09 1- with the engine running.
2- with the engine shut down.
3- with the radio equipment "off."
4- on not less than 900 increments.

776. Deviation error of the magnetic compass is
caused by

R-.09 1- northerly turning error.

2- acceleration and deceleration.

3- the difference in location of true
norfh and magnetic north. "s'

4- certain metals and electrical &istems
within the airplane.

777. While in a shallow turn, the magnetic com-
pass card

R-09 1- remains stationary and the airplane
rotates around the compass card.

2- remains stationary in relation to
the airplane throughout the turn.

3- continues to rotate in the same
direction asfthe turn.

4- continues to rotate in a direction
'opposite to that of the turn.

778. What effect would using the alternate
source of static pressure (which is vented
inside an unpressuriied airpline) have on .
the airplane instrumentAdications?

R-08 1- The vertical velocity indicator may
indicate a continuowdescent.

27 The turn needle Nay become inopAra-
tive.

3- The airspeed iedicator may indicate
slower than the actual Airspeed
being flown.

4- The altimeter may indicate higher
than the actu'l altitude being
flown. if .
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779. The indicated airspeed on the final ap-
proach to a landing should be faster than
normal when

U-02 1- atmospheric conditions are below
standard.

2- landing at airports above 5,000
feet MSL.

3- making a power approach.

4- turbulent conditions exist.

780. Which statement is true regarding takeoffs
during cold weather?

U-01 1- Engine cowl flaps should be closed
during all cold weather operations.

2- The engine develops less power dur-
ing cold weather, and therefore re-
quires a longer takeoff distance.

3- An engine might develop more than
the rated poweri even though the
RPM and MP limits are not exceeded.

4- The use of carburetor heat during
takeoff in cold weather is not ad-
visable under any circumstances.

782. Reverted rubber hydroplaning (airplane
skimming on wet runway) occurs when the
pilot

U-01 1- locks the wheel brakes for a pro-
longed period.

2- overcontrols the rudder.

3- intermittently applies wheel brakes
for short periods.

4- lands in an excessive crosswind.,

783. Dyrfamic hydroplaning (airplane skimming on

we runway) occurs at

U-01 1- slow speeds with only a thin film of
water on the r.unway.

2- high speedi with standing water on
the runway.

.3- slow speeds wtth standing water on
the runway.

4- high speeds wjth only a f141 of water
on the runway.

784. Viscous hydroplaning (airplane skimming on
wet runway) occurs at

1- slow Imeeds ihth only a thin film of
water on a runway with a smooth act-
ing surface.

781. With regard to the technique requil'ed for U-01

a crosswind correction on taleoff, a pilot
should use

U-01 1- aileron pressure into the wind and
initiateAbe lift-off at 0 normal
airspeed in both tailwheel and nose-
wheel type airplanes.

2- rudder as required to maintain di-
. rectional control, aileron pressure

into the wind,-and higher than nor-
mal ltft-off airspeed in both con-
ventional and nosewheel type air-

planes.

3- vight rudder pressure, aileron
pressure into the wind, and higher
than normal lift-off airspeed in
both tricycle and conventional
gear airplanes.

4- normal takeoff technique with a
nosewheel type airplane, but use
the technique described,in response
12" when flying a tailwheel type

. airplane.

2- high speeds with standing water on
the.runway.

3- slow speeds with standing water on
the runway.

4- only high speeds with a thin film of
water on the runway. ,

785. ihe correct airspeed during a power ap-
, proach to a short-field landing may be
verified by

U-01 1- the ability to land on a predeter-
mined spot.

2- the ability to maintain a constant
angle of descent.

3- little or no'floating during the
landing flare.

4- immediate response to control usage.
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:788. Unless the engine manufacturer has ream-\
4 mended the use of low-lead gasoline, 4,4:

use of this gasoline

P-05 1- should te avoided because of possi-
1.

--..ble excessive engine wear.

2- it permissible and Ocouraged as a
,

_means to decrease ailx,pollution.
,

lb should be limited became ef its'
high power output.

1- is permissible only if the grade of
'fuel 1-s the Sallie a-S that eecom-

mended.

787. To Winimize the side loads..placed on the
landing gear during touchdowp the pilot
should keep the

U-01 1- direction of motion of the airplant0
parallel to the runway.

2- downwind wing lowered sufficiently
to eliminate the tendency for the
airplane to drift.

*--..e.-\?t3- longitudinal axis of the airplane

parallel to the direction of its
motion.

4- airplane headed sufficiently into

alr the crosswind so that the direction
of motion of the airplane is par-
allel te the runway.

788. Under normal conditions, a good crosswind
landing on a runway requires that, at the
moment of touchdown, the

-01 1- direction of motion of the airplane
be-parallel to the runway.

direction of motion of Vie airplane
and its longitudinal axis be par-
allel to the runway,

3- dpwind wheel should be braked light-
ly to control the shifting center of
gravity.

4- longitudinal axis of the airplane be
parallel to the direction of motion
of the airplane.

789. Assu an altimeter indicates an altitude
of 2,ls. eet.MSL with an altimeter set-
ting of 3 . What is the approxi-
mate pressure al itude7

R-11 1- 2,300 feet.
?- 1,900 feet.
3- 2,080 feet.
4- 2,180 feet.

What is the relationship of density alti-
tude (DA) to pressure altitude (PA) under
ti1,4n4ard temperature and pressure condi-
tions at any given altitude?

R-11 1- DA graduaRy becomes a lower figure
at higher altitudes.

2- DA gradually becomes a higher figure
at higher altitudes.

-3- DA is equal to PA.

4- DA is never equal to PA at-any
altitude.

791. Assume an altimeter indicates an altitude
of 2,500 feet MSL with an altimqter set-
ting of 29.52" Hg. What is the Approxi-
mate pressure altitude?

R-11 1- 2,900 feet.
2- 2,540 feet.
i'2,400 feet.
2,100 feet.

792. Assume an altimeter indicates 6,500 feet
MSL with an altimeter setting of 30.15" Ng.
What is the approximate pressure Altitude?

R-11 1- 5,730 feet.
2- 5,270 feet.
3- 5,477 feet.
4- 5,523 feet.

'r

793. Assume an altimeter indicates an altittide
of 3,500 feet MSL with an altimeter set-
ting of 29.42" H. What is theiapproxi-
mate pressure altitude?

R-11 1- 4,000 feet..
2- 3,550 feet.-
3- 3,450 feet.
,4- 3,000 feet.

1.41,
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794. Which of the following prokedures would
minimizeithe possibility of gear uof

landlngs?

U-07 1- Requesting the control tower to
verify that the landing gear is

down.

2- Committing prelanding procedures
to memory.

3- Checking for a gear horn sound by
closing the throttle while on -
final approach.

4- Completing a prelanding checklist.Iejf,

795. While taxiing a light, high-wing airplane

ye, during strong quartering tailwinds, the
aileron controT (wheel or stick) sflould

be positioned

U-05 1- toward the direction from whi; the

wind is blowing.

2- neutral at all times.,

3- opposite the direction from which
the wind is blowing.

4- neutral, except whenmaking turns.

---11Ltzs_the wind.'

a

798. Which will occur if full deflection of

flight controls is applied when the air-
plane is flow at or below design maneu-

vering speed?

1- The airplane_will not stall at' rap-
idly, giving an increase in safety.

2- The_airplane will stall before the
Toad factor becomes exc

3- Vertical gusts will d rease the
angle of attack, thus preventing

stalls,

4- The effectiveness of the controls
will be increased.

799. A downwind turn near the ground is hazard-

,.
outbecause it places the pilot in

U-00 1- a position where turbulence created
by surface friction causes aircraft

to stall.

2- an unfavorable position if a forced
landing becomes necessary.

3- a position-where it is difficult to

maintain constant altitude.

4- a position where unintentional stalls
occur because of decreased ground-d
speed as the turn progresses.

800. A pilot's most immediate'and vital concern
, in the.event of complete power failure

after becoming airborne on takeoff, is

U-03' 1- gaining altitude quickly.
2- turning back to the takeoff field.
3- landlng directly into the wind.
4- maintaining a safe airspeed.

796. jhe maximum speed af which an airplane may
be stalled, without imposing structural

,damage is called the

11-04 1- design maneuvering ed.'

2- maximum structural Is peed.

3- never-exceed 'speed.

.4- power-off stalling speed with tbe
gear and flaps in the landing posi-
tion.

(14

797. If severe turbulence is encountere , the

airplane 0ould be flown at

11-04 1- a speed equal to 1.2 tim Vso.

- any speed witilin the,ra ge of the

Areen art.

3- maximum structural cr sing speed.

4- design maneuvering speed.

14,

801. Which statement is true.regarding airilane

weight,and maximum distance glide speed
under no wind conditions?

1.1-03 1- Glide distance for an airplane is a
fixed value and does not change.

2- A change in Airplane weight will46t
require a change in the maximum
distance glide speed.

3- A decrease in airplane wq4ht would
require an increase injWienmximum .

distance glide speed.

4- A decrease in airplane weight would

require_a decreale in maximum dis-

tance glide speed.



802. Tor takeoff, the blade angle of a contrOl-
lable pitch propeller shouldebe set at an
angle which produces

U-08 1- equal pressure on each side of
each blade.

2- a small angle of attack.

3- a large angle of attack.

4- high drag forces onithat
propeller. 4

804. To develop maximum power and thrust, a

constant-speed propeller should be set
to a blade angle which will produce a

U-08 1- large angle of attack and low RPM.
2- small angle of attack and high RPM. .

3- large angle of attack and high RPM.
4- small angle of attack and low,RPM.

805. If'necessary to take off from a slushy
runway-, the freezing of landing gear
mechanisms can be minimized by

1- retracting the gear immediately to
prevent freezing.

2- delaying gear retraction.

3- increasing the airtpeed to Vle before
retraction.

4- recycling the gear.

,

4
I

. 803. Airplane metal Propeller blade failure is u.07
usually caused by

U-08 1- warping of the blade fter the
blade was placed into ser4Tre.

2- fatigue Cracks that formied after
the blade was placed into service.

material defects'existing before
the blade was.put into service.

-

4- surface discontinuities existing
beforrtfie.blade wah put into

S.

,
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